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HISTORY OF WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Western Kentucky University, loc~ted in Bowling Green, was established
by act of the 1906 Kentucky General Assembly. Prior to 1906, there
had existed in Bowling Green the Southern Normal Sohool and Bowling
Green Busmess University, whose president was Dr. Henry Hardin
Gherry. In 1907 the Southern Normal School was transferred to the
st'<l!te, and Dr. Cherry was selected asflhe first president of Western
Kentucky State Normal School. In 1922 the Kentucky Legislature
changed J.ihe school's name to Western Kentucky State Normal Sohoo~
and Teachers College and empowered the College to award degrees
to its graduates. In 1930 the sohool's name was ohanged to Western
Kentucky State Teachers College, and in 1948 to Western. Kentucky
State College.
In 1964t1'he Bowling Green College of Commerce was organized
into an academic division of Western, md the Graduate Division was
ohanged to the Graduate School. In 1965 Westem's Board of Regents
appTO'V'ed ~e formation of three new colleges, the CoThege of Education,
the Potter College of Liberal Arts, and the Ogden College of Science
and Technology. In 1969 the name of the Graduate School was changed
to the Graduate College, ,and the college of Applied Arts and Health
was added,creating a total of six coHegesin the structure of Western.
In 1972 the Bowling Green College of Commerce was renamed the
Bowling Green College of Business ,and Public Affairs, and the Potter
College of Liberal Ants was rrenamed ,Potter College of Arts and
HumaIriJties. The KenJ\:ucky General AssembJy in 1966 designated
Wesflern as a University and changed ,the name to Western. Kentucky
Univcersity.

FACILITIES AND CULTURAL PROGRAMS
Computer Center. 11he University maintains a compUJter facility whicih
is used by students and faculty in the conduct of r:esearch involving large
data samplings and oomplex mathematioal analysis. Most analysis can
be acoomplisihedthrough the use of programs already aV'aHah~e in the
sySltems Hhrary, but consultation services are available to !those whose
projects inv:olve origin:al programmmg. Some consultation services are
aV'aHaJble in the matIJer of druta fonnatting and organization, but primary
responsibility forresearoh design and project organization rests with
tlhe individua,J.aond his departmental adviser:s. When required for proper
handling of a project, operation of the computer by qualified students
1

1
and faculty is pennitted ·after orientation as to standards and procedures
of the centei-.

I

Services at Western. The endowment fund :is tQ be kept intact and
the inoome firom it is to be devoted tD bringing distinguisihed lecturers to
the Weste<mcampus.

Cultural Opportunities. The DeparbneIlll: Qf Music spDnsOTs a number of
musical :rtre.9entatiDns including special seasonal concerts. In addition,
many faculty and srudent recitals axe given ibhroughout the year.

'I1he University Lecture Series brings to the camplls three or foUl'
nationally known leoturers each schDal year. Students, faculty, 'and the
general publicaJ!l'e admitted to all lectures free of cihaJ!l'ge.

Trhe Department of Speech and Theartre and the Western Players
present a series of pmgl1ams during the academic yea!l'. Summer Theatre
prDgmms axe also iSdheduded during !the summer sessWons. A small fee:is
charged fur ,adm~S!sjron to majDr pl'DduotiOIllS; however, the!l'e :is no admissiDn cool'ge for lOne aot plays produced rby the D~ent.

Numerous <rtiher oppolrtunirties for cultural development are a'V'aiJable 'art: Wesrern through the University and the city of Bowling Green.
These include literary societies, I1eligious organizlations, civic olubs, and
speciail-interest colloquiums.

The Department of Art has a gaJllery on the ground floor of Cherry
Hall where a display 1<S usually on eJcllibiIt.
Dial Access Information Retrieval Center. 'Drus faciHty, ins~ned in the
Margie Helm Library, prDvides forty listoomg oaJrl'els and has a capacity
£Dr sixty~fQur progvammed auruD sources. Comm~cial ftlrupes have been
purohaiSed fox use in additiDn tot!apes prepared by proifessocs for specific
aJss~gmnents.

Hardin Planetarium. The Hardin Planetarium is a circular unit adjaoeIlll: to the ThOlffipson Scienoe CDmplex. The Planetarium contains
a ProjectionHem:i<sphere RODm and a roof-top ohservatoll)' which OOuses
a l~-irnch Cassegrain reflector and associated photoelectric equipmenJt.
Kentucky Museum. The Kentucky Museum, located on two floors of the
K;entucky Buildillng, (houses narturaJ history, Civil Wwr rffiics, furniture,
art, muSicail instruments, toys, jewelry, and t~es as well as pionee!l'
relics, eaJ!l'ly types of Hghting, tools and weapDIlIs, and mooels of Kentucky rol'ts 'and historic homes.

1100 Mus1eum Iholdings have been given by individUJals interested in
preserving K100tucky history and making :ilt avaJilable for educational
purp05es. Tl1ees aJnd slhru:bs native tD Kentucky are found on the Kentucky Building gl1Ounds.

I

Recreational Opportunities. Encouragement is given to studentfls and
faculty to llS'e fue Athletic Complex facilities regulail'ly. Fao:wties rOT
swimming, dancing, rumbling, gymnas.tics, table tem:ms, judo, kairare,
WI'est1ing, basket1baH, volleyball, badminton, tennis, weight training,
oondilfJioIliim!g, handball, squash tennis, ·and a!l'chery Me available. Equipment is made avaiIlahle on a non-chavge basis to students, £acuIty, and

staff.
Religious Life. Western Kentucky University is a sta'lJe-Sl1ppOIted instimtion l3illd therefore non-denomirn'll!f:!iOnal, but it is dis1tinctly interested
in the religious life of its students. The Western ReligiOUS Council
seJ.1ves as :!!he coordinaiting organi:mtiorn for religiOUS activity on campus.
Summer Quarter in Mexico. Western Kentucky Un~versity has a contract with t'he University of the Americas whereby qualified srudents
from Westel'lland other instimtions may paJrfJicipaJf:!e in various summer
programs on ,the campus of the UniversiIty of rthe Americas in PueMa,
MexicD. 'I1he bastite programs are the Summer QUlaJrter (nine weeks) and
WorktshOi"s (four rand one-haM weeks eaoh) in '!he Mexican Way of Liii1e
and in Mexican Oultwe. Additional prograJrns, includiIllg other worktshops
during the summer or the Junior Year Abroad, may be added if the
demand ,aJrises. Undergraduate and gmdUiare studeIJits may obtailIl from
six ,tD ten semester hours (or move, with special permission) resident
CJ.1edit art Western K:elltucky University under the po.'eSienil: prDgrams in
severaJI 'areas 01£ study.

Lecture Series. The Rodes-Helm Lecture Series was endowed in 1961
by Mr. and Mrs. HooDld Helm 'Of MOilitclair, New Jersey. The lecture
series is named in honor of the late Judge John B. Rodes, father of
Mrs. Helm and fuTmer Circuit Judge of WaIIT'en County, and Miss
Mail'gie Helm, sister of Mr. Helm Hmd· fQrmer DirecilOll" of Library

Inrliormation about specific COUTses in 'any of the areas may he
obtained from Dr. Paul Hatcher, Dean of rbhe PDtlJer ODJIege of Arts ood
HumaniItiesand Ghanman of the commiItf:!ee forac:hrnssion to iffue Summer
Quarter lin Mexico PvDgram.
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UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES AND RESOURCE CENTERS
Hehn-Cravens Library. The main libTary complex .is locared near
the oonter of if:he oampus and is housed intwoadjoung buildings, the
Margie Helm Library and ifue Raymond Cravens Graduate Cenrter and
Library. Together, these buildings ooV'e a book capacity of 800,000
volumes and pmvide seating for 2,400 students.
The div.isiOI11W an:angement of TesOuroes allows maximum Ibenefits
for research and refeJ.1ence seiJ."Vice among the 500,000 V'Olumes and 2,500
journaJ titles wi:thin the Hbil."ary. A completely computerized on-line
oirculation sysltem with video displays facilitates the location of materiads
by the library patron. The Gradual1e Center has individuaJ. cru:rels foc
students engaged in rIlhesis or researoh projects and rooms are provided
for gradUiate seminars.
The H:hrary offers aid I\Jo lVesearcheJ.1s tm:ough e~ensive bibliographies,
indexing and wbstracting services, and interlibmry loans. The Division
of Library Services is a depoSitory for federal, s:{1ate and selected UnHed
Nations documents. Significant collections of research material in several
fields are avwiIable in various forms of mioro-reIJ?Toductions. Under the
terms of a cooperative arrangement between the Univeocs~ty and the
Warren County Law Assoc~ation, the ilibl1ary of the Association is housed
in .the Helm Lihrary. 1ihe Library subscribes :{1o vaxious computer-based
researoh servioes OOld retrieval of these primary resOUT'OOS is accomplished ,through cooperation wit!h the University Computer Cenrer.
Science Library. The Science Library, located in the Kelly Thompson
Science Complex,provides ibooks, periodicMs, and services necessary
for :instruction and resewroh in the subject areas of agriculture, astronomy,
biology, chetcistry, enrgiooening technology, malfulematics, and iphys,ics.
The collection includes 18,000 volumes and 600 CUlTent subscriptions
to journals, aJbSltmcts, and indexes.
Kentucky Library. The Kentucky Librwry, locai\Jed in the east wing
of t\Jhe Kentucky Building, contains research maiterials in all phases of
~entuckiana. There are 22,000 hooks, a large number of ewrly newspapers and periodioals, state documeni\Js, broadsides, photographs, maps,
microfilm, original oartoons, oral tapes, and art prints. Also available
are chmch records, dlipplings, shem music, and scrapbooks.
There 'are a nurniber of outstanding collections in t'oo manuscript
such as the Lewis-Stwrling papers, the Josrpeh R. Underwood

di~s'ion,
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papers, the Procter Knott collection, the Calvert-Younglovecol1ection,
the Fmnk Chelf collection, ,the Hehn-Cwrson family papers, and the
Janice Holt Giles manuscripts, among othex:s. Nomble also are the
Cou.rhney Ellis river collection and the H. O. Potter Dawess County
colleotio'n.
The Kentucky Library 'also houses the Western Kentucky folklore
collection, which includes ,the GOil"don Wilson Linguistic Study of the
Mammoth Cave axea, ihe Allan Trout Collection,. and the South Union
Shaker materials.
Educational Resources Center. This center, located on the third and
fourth flooI'S of the Educational Complex, pl10wdes reseaxch materials
wud instructional !l',esources which support the curricula of the severnl
departmenits in the College of Education and tihe Teacher Training
Program.

SERVICES
Housing Facilities. The securing of housing is ,the responsibility of
the student and the fol1owing information :is provided to aid the student
in obtaining housing.
University dormitories accommodate 2,050 graduate and undergraduate men and 2,632 graduate and undergraduate women at an
approximalte cost of $1:50 per semeslter and $80 per summer session.
(No meals ,wre included.) In addition, off-campus housing may be
obtained. AddressaJrl inquiries concerning univers,ity arnd off-campus
housing to 1'he Director of Housing.
Food Service. The University maintains a vwriety of food services on
ifue campus including: ilJwo cafeterias on ,the first floor of the Paul L.
Garreitt Conference CeIlI!Jer and one in the Dero Downing Univers,ity
Oenre.r. Other facilities include a S'I]ack Bwr in the Garrett CoIlife!l'ence
Center and one in the Downing Univensity Genter, and a sandwich Shop
(complete vending and se1f~service' facilities) on the ground floor of
Termce HaiLI.
Student Health Service. The L. Y. Lancaster Hospital Clinic, located
in the Aoademic Complex, is a modern facility providing out-patient
and in-patient services with two full-time physicians and other appropriate peroonnel. It contwins an adequate number of hospirta!l beds and
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is desiignled to facili.taltehoodlmg of most acu1Je ,illness'es not <requiring

sungery.
The out~paJtient servioe is fully opemtionaJ Monday It!hrough Friday
frDm 8 a.m. until 4 p.m. Emergency caire is av:ailable af.i:er 4 p.m. dlU."'ing
the weekdays and tlhe in-patient service is statffed 24 hours a day.
Other Services. The University mamtains Dther services, includmg
Student Health Insurance, BODkstore, Laundry Service, and Post Office.

FEES

I!

SeV'en to ten percent interest is charged during the repayment period.
Applica~ons (available in the Student Aid Offioe) we compLe'ted by
the Sltudent, oertified by the Student Aid Offd.iCe, and presented to' the
:bank by rtihe studoot.
CDllege Heights FoundatiDn Loan. A prO' gram Df bDl'Il'~wing, ~
IDw-inttIDeSIt 1Drun is usually repayable on ra shorr-rterm baSllS. Appl!ications are avooa:ble in the CoRege Heights FOtIDdrution Office, W. J.
Cmig Alumni Center.

Workships:
Fees for Graduate Work
Full-time Students

Registration
Date
1972-73
1973-74
Summer 1973
Summer 1974

Pam-,ume Students (per credit hour)

Resident Non-Resident
$193.00
235.00
96.00
118.00

$450.00
500.00
225.00
250.00

Resident

Non-Resident

$22.00
27.00
22.00
27.00

$50.00
56.00
50.00
56.00

Note: Gr<aduate studenrts are considered to be full-time students if they are taking 9
or mOTe hours during the regular semester or 5 or more hours dudng the summer

session.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
The following tfiinanoial aid programs are av:ailaJble:

Loans:
National Defense Loan. This lDan is designed ,to assist 1ihe student
whose family inoome and tlotrulasse:ts plaoe lim:iitations upon other
resources (bank 10lan, family Sfrvi:n:gs, etc.) from which he ca:n maloo
edUJaa~oool funds available. This is a lcm:g-term loan, interest free
whi1e in SchODl with 3% interest charged during the repayment period.
In raddition toiJhe interest-mte advantage during the repayment
period, a borrower may disCDu'Ilit 15% of the loan each year,
up itO' 100% of the tota,l loan, by 1Jeaohing in 00 elementary or
secDndary schoDl in an eCDnDmioally deprived 'area.
Federally Insured Bank Loan. A program of oo'J."l1Dwing thrDugh
YDU[' IDcal brunk, this is a long..,tenn, imerest-rree !loan while in SChDO'l.
6

The Univ:ersirty partidpfrtes in both a wDrk-study rund !I.1egul'ar program
of employment, whereby a student may wDrk 15 hoU['s per week
during iflhe reguLar term of study, pmvidmg such work is ~eeded tto
balance his college e:q>ense budget. Summer 'employment IS offered
through Itlhe work-swdy program whereby a student may wDrk 40
hOUTS per week. Eligibility to partricipate in a wock-study program
is oosed OU framiily inoome. Assistance in obtaining Dff-campus employmenJt is·ralsD availaible.
Obtain an ApplioatiDn fDr Financial Assistance
Offii;ce of S.t!udenlt Financial Aid
Wesitern Kentuoky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101
The
follDwing deadlines must be observed foc maxiWhen to Apply:
mum consideration of Finruncial Aid Applications:
March 15-Fall Semester Dnly
March 15-Fall and Spring s.emesters CDmbined
December I-Spring Semester Dnly
March 15-Summer Sessrion on~y

How to Apply:
by writing:

Veterans Administration Benefits:
G. I. Bill. Students who served actively with the Armed Forces more
,than 180 daysa£ter January 31, 1955, or less than 181 days but we~
<llicharged fDr s,ervioe-connec1:ed disability with ran honorabte discharge, are eligible for educartiDnal rassiSJIJanroe under the Ve:erans
Readjustment Benefits Act of 1966. Applications are m~d~ dIrectly
to the ¥etterans Administration, 600 Federal Place, LDUIsVIlle, Kentucky. Application fDrms m:e ravailable in rtbe St<udoot Finiancial Aid
O£fi~.
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War Orphans and Widows of Deceased Veterans and Children and
Wives of Disabled Veterans should contact the Veterans Adminisrtrahon nearest their hometown for determination of eligibility for educational ,assistance.
Applications received after these dates can be considered only if available funds 'are not exhausted. Early applications are encoUTaged.

GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIPS
Gmduate assistantships are available in various departments to wellqualified students. Appointments are made for the academic year oruy,
and the stipends range upward from $1,400, depending upon the student's qualifications and duties assigned. In addition to the remuneration in The form 'Of the stipend, the out~of->silJate portion of the graduate
assistant's fees is awarded in the form of a scholarship.
Ass'fstants are permitted to carry a maximum of 12 hours per
semesrter and some departments require graduate assistants to attend
semina;rs in reaching. Graduate assistants have a dual role as graduate
student land member of the University instructional staff, and as a member of the instiructional staff, they have professional Tesponsibilities to
the University. They should famiLiarize themselves with University
policies and ~ll\sibilities and are expected to faithluMy :fulfill. their
obligation in this respecl:. Stipends are paid at the middle df each
working montih.
To /be eligible for a gradualte assistantship, the student must· meet
all criteria for admission to the Graduate College exoept for if:!he Graduate Record Examination which may be taken during the period of
Hrst enmilment. The student must have a minimum 2.5 (4.0) undergradualtegrade p'Dint average to be considered for an assistaoohip. Applioations, including the fonnal application and three letters of recommendation (rto he requested by the student, not the Graduaite College),
must he seDit to the Dean of the Graduate College. AppoiIlitments
are based upon the !recommendation and approval of the head of the
~epal1tment and the dean of the college in whioh ,th'e asSistantship is
granted. To l'eceive maximum consideration, the application for an
assistantship must he in the Graduate Office hy February l.

ACADEMIC YEAR, REGISTRATION
PROCEDURES, AND SCHEDULE CHANGES
Academic Year.

The University prrovides a year-roundins1l:ructional
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program consisting of the fall and spring semesters, May term, and summer term. A wide offering of graduate courses is availaJble to students
during Ithe regular semesters and summer term; a limited offering of
graduate courses is available during the May ,term.
Registration Procedures. The process of registering for classes at
Western is oompleted with the aid of the Computea' Cemer. It is therefore necessary that a student wishing to regisrter follow the designated
proced1ll'ies for getbing a registration pac~et. For regular semesters and
summer terms, registration packets will he prepared wirt'hout request for
those students who were enrolled on campus either full-time or parttime during the preceding summer term, preceding May term, or during
one or more of the three most recent semesters. Packets will not be
prepared automatically for persons who have taken only Western
extension courses prior to <the spring semester of 1972. Students who
do not qualify for a pac~et under Ithe above conditions or students who
complete a degree at the end of a term and plan to continue taking
courses should obltain a packet request form from the Office of the
Dean of the Graduate College. 'Dhis form must be completed by the
student and returned to the GraduaJte College.
Registration packets for the May term aTe provided only on request
hy the student. Students enrolled on campus may obtain the May term
registration packet aft the Office of the Registrar. Students not enrolled
on campus may obtain ,the registration packet by contacting the Office
of the Dean of the Graduate College. May term registration may be
completed by mail.
Schedule Changes. The institution reserves the privilege at all times
of canoeIHng any cours'e for which the enrollment is not sufficient to
justify its continuation and to make any other adjustments in the
sobedule that seem necessary.

FOREIGN STUDENTS
Foreign srudents having adequate preparation fOT graduate study
are invited to ,apply for ,admission ~o the Graduate College. In addition
to general ["equirements and major-depa11l:mental requirements, all students from non-English~speaking countries must submit evidenc of adequate training in the use of English. An acceptalble score on the Test
of English 'as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) is required as a condition
for admission.
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in which he proposes to' study (adequacy Df preparatiDn will be
derel'Inined by the departmenltal admissiDns commiHlee).

(FDr inrol.'llDJa:tiDn regarding non-acadenric matters, write Mr. Robent
WUJI'St€(l.", AdvisO'r to' Foreign Students.)

GRADUATE COLLEGE
HistQry. Wesrtern began Dffering the MasrfJer of Arts Deg])oo in 1931.
This program was dtis'contfu:l:Ued fmm 1936 to 1941 bult was resumed in
1941 and has enjDyed ConOO'llDU:S growth since. 'Ilhe graIlltIDg of University srfJa!l:us in 1966 gave :the Gmduare School increased Dpportunity
both !to strengthen the present programs and to Dffer a:neven wider
choice Df program a])eas ,as faculty and resources became avaiIable. The
name was changed in 1969 £rom Graduate SchDol to' Graduate CDHege to'
be consistent with the other colleges in the University orgawanQn.

c. He must (1) have a grade porint aver~ge of not less than 2.5 in
his last sixty semester hours of undergmd'llai:e srudy, or (2) score
not tess rfuan 700Dn the aplti!tude test of iIlhe Graduate Record
EX!aminatiDn (vernal and quantitative). .Requirements for admission to' cel'tain programs; hDwever, may be higher than these
minimum smnaaJrds.
3. Specialist Degree Students. An applicant fDr a Specialist Degree
prDgmm must meet the foRO'wing requirements: .
a. He must hold a master's degree from an accredited college Dr
university.

OrganizatiQn. The Dean of tl1he Gradu1lite College is charged with the
of policies regulating and relating tograduarte studies.
He is responsilble for detemlining and certifying candidates whO' have
fulfilled requirementJs ~or advanced degrees.

b. He must have adequate pa:'eparotion in the proposed field Qf
specialization (to be determined lhy rfue appropriate department).

The Gmduarte COlmcil recommends and l"eviews policies pertinent
to the operation Df the Graduate College. In additiDn, it receives, re~ews, and mal<les recommendatiDns regarding new gmduate prog])ams
and a1ite:ration of existing programs.

d. He must hold a grade pDinit average Df not less >than 3.25 Qn his
maJSiter's program.

admin~stration

The GmduailJe Faculty oonsists of faoui1ty ])eoommended by dep1lintmenl{: heads, college deans., and the Graduate CDuncil, and approved
by the Vioe President fDr Academic Affiadrs.

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
AdmissiQns.
1. NQn-Degree Students. Any persDn whO' holds a baohelor's Dr
master's degree frDm a oDllege or university of l'ecognized standing
is eligible fur admission to' graduate sttudy Dn a nDn-degree has'is at
Wesrern.
Applioants fDr graduai:e study wirth the
dbjective of eaming a m>aster~s degree must meet the fDUowing requirements:

,2. Master's Degree Students.

a. The applicanlt must hDld a bachelor's degree from a oollege or
univensity of recDgnized srf:anding.

b. He must h3JVe adequate p])eparatiDn in ,i:he field Df specialization
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c. He must score not less than 800 Dn the 'aptiltJude rtJest (Ve1'bal and
quantitative) on i:he GraduarfJe lR!ecord EX!aminatiQn.

e. He must p:resent letteI'S of l'ooommendation from graduare faculty
,and pro£essional associates.
4. DoctQral Students.
Cooperative-DoctQral PrQgram with the University of Louisville.
Admission to the cooperative prDgram in Aquatic Biology requires
ooncomiitJant admissiDn to the Graduate SchDol Df the Unive1'sity
of Louisville and rthe Gradualte College of Western Kentucky University. Eligibility fDr admission to the coDperative program is
dependent upon:

a. the trlansmission Df one official transcripttJD each Gmduate College Office,

b. ,the transmissiD:n of copies of two letters of 'l'ecommendation
eooh GmduatJe Oollege Office,

to'

c. acJhievement of a combined SCDre on the Aptitude Section Df fue
Gmd'l1late Reoord ExaminatiDn of at ~east 1,000 (to' he sent 00 the
University of Louisvil1e),
d.

I~obievement Df >a score on the Miller AnalDgies Test at Dr ahove
40 (to' !be :sent to' the Univ:ersity Df LDuisville),
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e. (Foreign Studenil:s only) Saitisfactory completion 'Of ,the (TOEF~)
Test of English as 'a F'Oreign Language (tD be sent tDthe Umversity 'Of LDuisville),
f. approval by the graduate faculty members in Biology art both
institutions,

g. completion of theappmpriate 'applicatiDn forms at each institutiDn and the payment 'Of a non-refundable fee 'Of five ($5.00) dollars for applicati'On to the University of L'Ouisville.
JDint-DDctDral Program with the University 'Of Kentucky. To be
eligilhle for admission to trns program a 'studenlt must be adrrutted
to the Graduate College at Western and to /l:lhe Gradluate School and
doctoral program at the University of Kentucky. These admission
forms aTe available from the Graduate C'Ollege Office at Western, and
upon completion are returned to the Dean of the GTaduaite College,
Western KenJtucky UniV'ersiity. If the student is considered clearly
qualmed, his credentials will be forwarded to the University of

Kentucky .
Specific application requirements include the following:
a. Test scores:
(1) Graduate Record Examination (1,000 combined on verbal
and quanJtitaJti.ve sections of the Aptitude test)
(2) Naitlonal Teachers' Exam

(acceptab~e)

(3) Miller Analogies Test (acceptahle)

Graduate College Office. This form must be completed and !l."etum.ed
to The Dean'o~ ,the Graduate College. Applioants who are graduates
of Western Kentucky University are n()t required to request transcripts bf their work at Western. Graduates of other institutions
musit forward to the Graduate College two official transcripts from
the degree~granl:ing institution showing the completed degree. Those
applicanil:s who have not completed their undergr.aduate degrees
should fmward 'Only one official transcript at the time of application
and two official transcripts after the degree is completed.
Tmnsient students who aTe working toward a degree at ,another
institution must\: complete Fo1"111 A, but they are not required to have
transcripts forwarded. Transient students must obrf:ain Fo1"111.· H from
the GTa:duarf1e College Offioe and have it completed by an appropriate officiru at the instirtutiDn where the student is pursuing a degree.
This fo1"111 must be completed and l'etumed to the Dean of the
Gvaduate College at Western prior to enrollment.
Special students, who are not Sleeking an advanced degree at
Western, must complete FD1"111 A and, if not a Wesitem graduate,
have one official transcript of the undergraduate degree work
forwarded to the Graduate College.
Application for Degree. A degree application form is necessary to immate a degree check for graduation. The candidate is expected to completeand return a degree application to the Graduate College 'by February 1 for a degree to !be awarded at the May Commencement, and
by May 1 for a degree tD be awarded at the Summer Oommencement.

h. Persona1l'e£erenoes

Candidate's Graduate Committee.

c. Trnnscripts of all work

1. Master of Arts in Education Degree. UpDn admissi'on tD the. Graduaite College ,the candidate is assigned a graduate advisor from his
major area of study and an advisDr from his minor 'area of study.
The'Se advisol's assist the student in the development of his graduate
program of study. In case the oandidate elects to write a r\:hesis or
chooses an oral comprehensive examination in lieu of the written
examina<'tion, the two advisors, along with a third member chosen
f110m ithe major area of study by the major advisor, become the candidate'sgraduate committee.

& Starf1ement 'Of educartional goals and brl!efautobiography.

5. Admission from Non-Accredited Institutions. ApplicanJt:s from nonaccredited institutions may be admitted conditionally prDvided they
have an undergraduate grade point average of 2.5 or Ihetter and
pl'esent a score of 800 or above on the combined 'aptitude section
of the GTaduate Record Examination. Upon the <comp~etion 'Of
twelve hours of gradualte credit with ,a grade pOIDt aver:age 'Of ,aJbove
3.0, the conditional status may !be removed.
6. Admissions Procedures. Studenll's desiring admission to the Graduate
College must obtain Form A (Application for Admission) from the

2. Master 'Of Arts Degree. At the time of admission, .the major depar:f:ment will seleot ,three membel1s of that department to serve as 'the
candidate's graduate commirtrfJee.
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3. Master of Science Degree. Same as MaSiter of Arts Degree.
4. Master of Arts in College Teaching Degree. Same as Master of Arts

Degree.
5. Master of Public Service Degree. At the time of admiJSsion, the
depaooImenrtoffierrng the option will select the major advisor who
will assist the candidare in if:1he prepaTation of The graduate degree
program. 'Prior to Admission to Candidacy, the advisor will select
lI:wo additional members, <me from the option area and <me from the
core area. to serve as the graduate committee.
6. Master of Business Administration Degree. Same as Master of Arts

Degree.

7. Master of Music Degree. Same as Master of Arts Degree.
8. Master of Science in Engineering Physics. Same as Masre.r of Arts

Degree.
Degree Candidacy. After having 'bee:n adimtirtJted tograduare study with
a degree objective, the student must apply for and be 'adm:iJtJted to degree
candidacy. . This may he done by complemng Form D, Admission to
Candidacy, which may be obtained from the graduate advisor or from
the GTaduate College. Degree Oandidacy is subject to >the following
requiremen~.

1. All 400-,leveloourses must hatve heen ·approved by the Graduate
COtIDcil. No SOO-level courses wiN be accepted unless aooompanied
hy a 1etlJer of justifioation Signed by il'he department head, dean 'Of
the academic college,and ,approved by tthe Dean of 'the Graduate
ColJege.
2. The plaJIDed program must include at least 15 semesrer h01.U.'S of
courses 'Open only to graduate studenills. (The Specialist degree requires 21 semester hours of counses open omy tin graduat'te students).
3. The master's degree progmm may not ~nclude more than six hours
of il:raIl'S'fur oreditand no more than twelve hoU['s of extension and
>transfer oredit combined. Specialists progmms may conltain no more
than six \gemeSiter hours of tmnsrer and/or 'ertensi'On OJ:1edit.

Examinations, Written and Oral. All graduate degree programs require
eith>er awritltJen or an oral examination to he completed during the
oandidate's last period of 'emol1mernJt prior tOO 'grad:Ulail:ion.
1. Written Examinations. Some programs wtithin the Master of Arts
in 'Education degl'ee l"equire a written comprehensive examination.
Candidaltes f'Or tlris degree snomd contaot the College of Education
for informati'On regal.'ding compvehensive examinations.

2. Oral EXlamin:ations. Most 'Other degree programs including the
Specialist degree require an oral eXlamination.

1. 'J1he student must have a degree plan on me in: the Graduate College.

a. The scheduling of the oral eXlaminaition is the responsibility 'Of
the candidate's major advisor.

2. At tlle time of degree candi.dacy, any provisional or conditional
staltus moot have been removed.

b. The examining commi't!tee will coIl'S'ist of the graduate oommiifi:ee
,appointed from the major department at the time of admission.
In the case of the Master of Arts in Eduoation:the examining committee wi'll consist of the major advisor, the minor advisor> and
one admtional member selected from the major departmem by
the major advisor.

3. Thestudoot must have completed all: least rtwellVe and not more than
ttwenty semesrer Ihours on his program of 'study at Weslt1em.
4. The 'Student's advisors and/or graduate commi.ttee must sign the

candidacy form.

5. The Graduate Council must approve all applications for candidacy.
'Degree Plans. AU degree candidates are required to file an approved
degree plan, Form C, prior to or upon completion of nine hours of
graduare credit or prior to the completion of ;the first semester of enrollment [f enrolled in more than nine hours. The Gmduate College
reviews aM degree plans to deternrine !that only approved graduate
COU11SeS are included.
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c. The major advisor will lWl1ange a time ,and plaoe acceptable to
hoth the student and the committee for ttihe eXlamiooJti'On. He will
notify the Gmduate College of the TesulitS of the examination
through the use of Form E which provides for the Signature of
eaoh commitl!ee member.
Grades.

1. Candidates ,for graduate degrees aTe required to have an avernge
15

grade of "B" in aU courses, and a minimum grade of "B" on the thesis,
if written. Grades lower than "C" do not conitrib~lte any quality
points and may not be used in meeting degree requirements.
2. Candidates for the Specialist degree are ,required to obtain at }E'ast
a "13" gmde in all courses used to meet degree requirements.
3. Courses to he transferred from another institution must carry a grade
of "B" or beltter.

a given term may not exceed ,the number of weeks of !instruction
except in the summer tJerm in which nine semester hours may be
earned in eight weeks. Exceptions must be approved by the Graduate Dean.
3. A graduate SJtudent who is employed fun~time may earn no more
than eight hours of graduate credit during the period, September
through May, in anyone academic year.
4. A minimum of 9 hours during a regular semester and 6 hours during
a summer session are required to be a full-time student.

Graduate Courses.
1. Courses numbered 500 and above are open to graduate students
only.
2. CO'llTSes numbered at the 400-level are open ,to seniors and to graduate S1I:udents if ,the course (1) has been approV'ed by rMle Graduate
Coun.oil and (2) is taught by a member of the Graduate Faoulil:y. In
classes open to both graduates and undergraduates, graduate students are expected to complete additional course requ:m-ements to be
prescribed by the instructor.
3. Comses numbered at the 300-1evel are oonsidered to be undergraduate courses and will not he 'accepted for groduate credit ucless the
request to enroll in a 300-1eV'el course is aCC'OmpaIl!ied by a letter of
jUSltdfication from the department head and the college dean a:qd
approved in advance of enrollment by tIre Graduate Dean.
4. At least 15 hours of the master's de~ee program must he earned in
courses open only to graduate students.
5. The Specialist's degree reqtmres a minimum of 21 hours of graduate
course ~k open only to gradua:te students.
Graduate Record Examination. All s,tudents pursuing master's degrees
are required to complete twenty hour'S after completion of the Gmduare
Record Exam.inJation. Sltudents pursuing the SpeciMist degree must complete the Graduate RecoTd Examination prior to admis:.ion.
Residence, Transfer, and Extension Credit.
1. A degree candidat[;e may meet residence r'equirements only by taking
course work at Western Kentucky University. A rn:inimum of 18
hours of [lesidenoe course work is Tequired for the master's degree,
and 24 hours is required for the Specialist's degee,

5. Graduarte credit is not given for correspondence study.
6. Six hours of transfer work fTOm institutions of recogndzed sltandring
may be accepted toward degree programs.

a. Transfer courses will not be accepted which exceed il'he eightyear time limit for master's degrees or the four-year tJime Ii.wt
for !fihe SpeciaJist degree.

b. U':[X>n the recommendation of the advisor and the approval of the
Gradua:te Dean, oertain extension oourses from oif:iher iIlJSJtitutions
ofirecognized standing may be accepted toward degree programs.
7. Twelve semester hours of eJdtension work earned from Westtern Kentucky University may be 'applied toward master"s degree programs.
Six hom'S of extension maybe applied toward the Specialist degree
program.

8. A maximum of 12 hours of extension and tTansfer credit may be applied to the master's degree and a maximum of six hours of extension
and transfer credit may !be applied to the Specialist degree.
Seniors Earning Graduate Credit. Seniors at Western may enroll in
graduate courses during their last semester of enrollment provided: (1)
they have a mmimum of 2.5 undergrnduate grade point average at the
time of application, {2) they oomplete a £ormai appHcation for graduate
study, (3) they do not need the COllrS'es designated 'as graduate CJ1edit to
apply to the undergraduaJt:e degree, and (4) the combin'ed undergraduate
and graduate course load does not exceed fifteen hours.

2. The number of semester hours of credit which may be earned during

Thesis. The thesis in final form and approved by the student's Groduate
Commi1Jtee must he submitted to the Dean of the Gradua:te College at
least MOwooks prior to the da:te of grradualtion. Guidelines for ,the
Preparation of Theses are available in the Graduate College Office.
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GRADUATE DEGREES AVAILABLE AT WESTERN

Procedures for changing from one graduate degree program to

Western Kentucky Univ;ersity has been authorized to offer the following degrees: Master of AIIts, Master of Arts in Education, Master of
Arts in: ColLege Teaching, Master of Science, Maslter of Business Admin~srtr:aition, Master of Music, Master of Public Service, and Master
of Science in Engineering Physics.

A studernt holding a Master's Degree from Western and wishing to
pmsue a second Master's Degree at WesilJern w:ili:

Master of Arts degrees are offered mthe following {iields: mud development and family living, economics, EIlg],]sh, fo~k SJlJumes, government,
history, humanities, psychology, sociology, Spanish, and SpeeCh.

(2) Be required Ito satisfy raM requirements for 'the new program

Master of Arts in Education degrees pel1Il1it majors in iflhe fol1owmg
melds: agnculue, ibiology, bu:siness ,education laJIld oIfifice ad.rmIDistration,
chemistry, eoonomics, education, English, English 'and allied ~nguage
arts area, French, geogl1aphy, German, gov;ernmeIllt, history, home
economics, mdu~trial education, Hbrary &lience, ,:maifuema'lics, mathscience area, mu:sic, ph)'lSical education, psychology, science area, social
science area, Spanish, and speech.
This degree rpeImits mmors in the following areas: agriculture, ,art,
biOlogy, bumnesseducatioo and office adrrrinis1Jr,ation, chem~,
economios, ooucanon,Englisib.:,Fll'ench, geography, German, <g0vemmenrt,
health, heakh and safety, history, home econom~cs, industrial education,
liibrary scienoe, matffuremrutics, musTc, physicaleducatiorn, physics, psychology, SOciology, Spanish, and speech.
Master of Arts in College Teaching degrees are ofifered in the following fields: 'biology, chemistry, geography, humamties, mathematics, and

Spanish.
Master of Science degrees we offered mtthe following fields:agriculrure,
biology, chemistry, geography, libJ1ary science, mathemaltics, physical
educaJtion, and physics.

another~

(1) Be required to sla/tisfy the admissions reqU!i.remenrts of the :oow
program if they differ from thOISe of the previous program.
except as ~ndicated below.

(3) Be al10wed to u:se an app1iCaible courses if the charnge is made
before the halfway poiIllt, or if the change rismade afoor tihe
halfway point but hefoJ1e the p110grwm is complel:ed, the sJtudeIllt's
advisor will work out with hlim the courlS'ewmk rfrom the :previous
progrom which will be accepted.
Guidelines for obtaining a second Master's Degree:
A studeilit pursuirng a second Master's Degree {irom Western Kentucky Un:i~~ will:
(1) Be required rf10 satisfy admissions requiremeIllts of the new degree
if it daflfers fu;om the previous one.
(2) 'Be required to satisfy all reguiremenrt:s for the new program
except as tindJicalOOd below.
(3) Be req1llired 00 earn a milIlimum of twelve ,hom:s of new course
wwk toward the degree.
(4) Write a thesis or samsfy any opl1ion u:sed in <lleu of a thesis (six
additiomdhours).

OUTLINE OF REQUffiEMENTS
FOR GRADUATE DEGREES

Master of Bu:siness Administration (slee Depamnent of Business Administration).

Some graduate degrees of£er both Plan A ~with thesis) and Plan B (w:iIt1h-

Master of Music (see Department of Music).

0'lIII: thesis). This poiIllt is clarified irnthe depamnentru. descrtiption of

. Master of Public Service degrees are ,offiered wit'h options in: administration, agriculituJ1e, child developmeIllt and family living, COtlJIlSeling,
recreation ood parkadiminiSll:ration, and rregiollall developmeIllt.
Master of Science in Engineering Physics ~see Department of Physics).
Specialist Degree (see page 22)
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degrees.
Requirements for the Master of Arts, Master of Arts in College
Teaching, and Master of Science Degrees:
Admission: In addition 'to rlihe requiJremeIllt of a .good standing
admission :(10 the Graduaite Col1ege, tl:he SltudeIllt in "'hese degree
programs must submit 'at least a minor or its equivalent in the
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deparnnent in which he intends to study with a point slJanding
ofapp1'Oximately 2.7 (some departments require a 3.0).
Coursework: A total of thirty hours <is required with no more
than six of the thirty heing credit givren for the thesiis.
Research Tool: The student may meet tUbe Tesearchtool requirement hy either: (I) demonSltratJing a l'eadmgabilitty sufficient to do scholal'ly l'esearch in fa foreign language appropriate to biis major area, or (2) demonSltrating that he has
mastered appropriate TeseaJrOh rechrnques that have been
recommended by his deprurrtmentaladvisor(s) ood approved by
the Dean of Ithe Graduate College. Some deparments,however,
require a foreign ,language. No course crediJt earned in meeting Tesearoh todll'equiremenrts will apply toward the credit
hOUll1S required for the degree.
Thesis: Some depatttments offer both Plan A (with thesis) and
'Plan B~without theSis). If PlaJIl A is 'chosen, a thesis on a topic
lapproved by the srudenlt's 'advisor ood Ithe head of the department is required. The thesis muSil: oonfonn to basic Te5earch
and must indicare levidence of a judiciOUS use of source
materi:ru1s.
Teaching: Since the emphasis in the 'Master of Arts in College
Teaching is for p'I'epamtion to teach in junior colleges or at the
lower 'levels 'of senior colleges, the students must do some
supenniood coLlege reaching under rt!he direction of a member
of the department involved.
Final Examination: A final examinallion over comses, thesis
(if chosen), and related materials muSil: Ibe 'satisfuotorily passed.
Requirements for the Master of Arts in Education Degree:
Admission: All candidates for the Master of Arts degree in
Education must meet state requirements for certification in the
appropriate area. The requiremeilits for the degree and for
certificanon must be satisfied by either PlanA (with a thesis)
or by Prlan B (without a thesis).
Coursework: All candidares for the degree under Plan A must
present a minimum of thirty semesrer hOllJIlS ofgraduare credit,
twenty-four of whioh must be !in COltl1Se work. AM candidates
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for ilie degree under Plan B must present a minimum of thirty
hoUTs of course Work. In both Plans A and B at least nine
homs (exclusive of crecnt for lI'esearch) must be tin professional
education. The candidate must have no tEewer than rtwenty'nine semester hours of credit in p'I'ofessional education ail: the
undergraduate and/or graduate level. The remainder of the
ooursework required for the degree will be determined by the
University in terms of ~e needs of the Istudent, p1'OViided that
[t shall Ibe in graduate courses.
All oandidates must have a major and a minor. The student
may choose to take a minimum of nine hours (under the Secondary Eduoaltion program) or a maximum of eighteen hours in
Educalt:ion and a minimum of twelve or a maximum of twentyone hours in a subject-matter area.
Research Tool: Students under this degree program are not
required ,to demons,trate profici:ency in a research tool.
Thesis: Studients under PlaJIl A must 'register for researoh credit
to a maximum of six s'emester hoWlS !in his major field. Researoh
culminating in the writing of a satisfactory rthesis upon some
prolblem apprr'oved by the studenlt's ~adu~te Ad¥isory Committee is !l'equired. Students under Plan B may sulbstitulte six
hours of coursework for the thesis, thus making a total of thirty
semester hours of courseworrk.
Final Examination: A final ,examination over cowrses, thesis
(if chos1en),and l1elalted materials must be satisfactorily passed.
In siome areas a written examination 'is requrred.
Requirements for the Master of Public Service Degree:
Admission: The student must suhmit evidence of sufficient
background in the area of ,the option being· pursued.
Coursework: A minimum of 30 hoUil's is required, of which 9 or
12 hoUTs must be selected from a core area 'common wall
options.
Research Tool: No !l1eseal1ch ~ool ris requ1!l'"ed.
Thesis: The thesis is optional.
Final Examination: A final examination over the option ,and the
core must be satisfactorily completed.
Other Degrees: The Master of Busmess Administmtion, Masrer
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of -MuSiic, and Master of Science in Engineering Physics are
summarized in their respective departments.

Requirements for Specialist Degree
A.

A minimum of thirty semester hOUT5 of graduate credit in

a planned program beyond the maSlter's degree, or its
equivalent, mUSII: he completed.

B. A:minimum of fifteen semester hoW's must be full4:i:me
residence crooitt.
C. A minimum of nine semester hoW'S of residence credit
must be completed before admission to candidacy and a
minimum of fifteen semester horn's of credit mUSil: !be completed after admission to candidacy.
D. Oandidates may take a maximum of six semester hoW'S,
approved by the student's advisory committee, through
extension ad/or transfer from an inSItirution with an ac'credill'ed advanced graduate program.
E.

At least twenty-one semester hoW'S must he in courses
numbered 500 or above.

F. Minimum ft.ill~time residence requiremenits may be met
,through two semesters, ora semester and a summer, or
two summers.

Accounting/Agriculture

AREAS OF STUDY
ACCOUNTING
Graduate Faculty:
Professor: Lange (Head of Department)
As'>ocillitePoofessor: Cloud
Accounting is an integrai pari!: of tfue Master af Business Administration curriculum. In addition, graduate cour~es in accountilllgare significant suppor.t;ing ,areas in other graduate programs.
Graduate Courses in Accounting:
518. Investigations in Accounting. Three hours.
Designed primarily for secondary education teachers of bookkeeping. Provides an updating of terminology and practice in accounting.
560. Controllership. Three hours.
An examination of the control function in corporate enterprise. Accounting and financial control concepts and techniques as applied to current
and long-term assets are emphasized. Control measures for production
and marketing decisions are examined in terms of their financial consequences. Risk and uncertainty in the decision-making process are considered briefly.

G. The specialist project is considered to be an integral part
of the specialist program. lit shaH carry three to &ix noUTs
of credit with the exact number of ,hours to be determined
by the student and his gmduate committee. The project
shall be planned with reference to the sltudent'1S field of
specialimtion and professional goals. It may take the
form of a field project, a creative study, or a more formal
research study. Regardless of the form of the project, the
Sltudy shall cwminrute in a written, scholarly report. This
report must be approved by the student's graduate commitree and 'Oy the GraduaJte College. Copies of the written
report will be bound and retained by the Graduate College and the Universi'o/ Library.

The following 400-1evel courses may be taken :tor graduate credit:
420. Managerial Cost Analysis. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Accounting 310.
421. Advanced Tax Accounting. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Accounting 311.
422. Advanced Accounting. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Accounting 219.

H. The time limit for the completion of all requiremenJts for
the specialiSlt degree is four years from the date of fitrSlt
registraltion in the specialist degree program.

Graduate Faculty:
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423. Advanced Accounting Theory. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Accounting 218.
431. Auditiug. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Accounting 422 or 423.

AGRICULTURE
Rrofessors: Brown (Head of DepartmenIt), Gray, Hourigan, Stroube

Agriculture

Agriculture

.Associate ProfesS'Ol1s: Johnson? McGuire, Normand, Zimmer
AsSiis:tanil: Professor: Jones
Master of Science in Agriculture; Master 'Of Arts in Educati'On
(Agriculture maj'Or or minor); Maslter of Public Service (Agriculture
option)
Master of Science in Agriculture
Applicaw for this degree should nave an undergraduate major in
agricul'ttJTe or related science. There is no 'language requirement for
this degree, but the student must satisfy the research 1\:0'01 requiremeilit
by demonstrating competency dn research techniques as tl"ecommended
by his Graduate Committee and approved by the Dean of the Graduate
College. There are two plan:s 'by which the l"equirements for this degree may be satisfied:
Plan A. A mimJimum of thirty hours of approved graduate course
work, including a maximum 'Of six hoUl"S 'Of thesis credit for a suitable thesis, mus't be earned. The Ithes~s consdS'ts 'Of the reportI: of the
findings 'Of an approved research project c'Onducted under the diIl'ection 'Of the student's Graduate AdviSOry Oommittee. Srudents
who expect to con~irme graduate work toward am advanced degree
should pursue this program.
PlanB. This program is designed £01' those students who desire
additional training in agricultuTe or agriculturally-related professions. Admissi'On and other requirements are the same as those for
Plan A, except that n'O thesis is required. Studeruts must complete
six h'Ours 'Of course w'Ork in lieu of the thesis.
Master of Arts in Education (A'gricuiture major or minor)
This program provides additional grad!uatecoW's,ework in agriculture
while being designed for the public school,teaoher. The srudent £allowing ~ program must meet all lI'equirements f'Or 'Standard High School
!Jertification. The student maj'Oring in agriculture shall I\:ake a minimum
of 18 hours, and the studellll: minoring in agriculture shaiH take a minimum of 12 hours in agriculture ,and related a'l1eas as designated by
the Graduate Advisory Committee. A minimum of 9 hours 'Of approved
coursework will he taken in professional Education.
Master of Public Service (AgI'icl1'ltULre Option)
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This iIllterdisciplinary degree program is designed for students with
a'll undergraduate degree in agriculture or a closely l'elated area and
who expect to work in areas of public servioe. For specifio requirements
see Master of Public Service Degree, p. 155
Graduate Courses in Agriculture:
514. Advanced Plant Breeding. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Agriculture 414 an'd 491 or consent of instructor. Problems and methods of improvement of cereal, forage, fiber, vegetables
and other crop species, pathological and physiological relationships.
Lecture and recitation, three hours.
529. Quantitative Genetics. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Agriculture 491, Biology 327 or consent of instructor.
Genetic and biometric principles underlying genetic characters which
exhibit continuous variation. Lecture, three hours.
533. Physiology of Lactation. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Agriculture 243, 330 or Biology 430 or consent of
instructor.
Anatomy of the mammary gland, hormonal control of mammogenesis,
initiation and maintenance of milk secretion, factors affecting level
and composition of milk, synthesis of milk, physiology and mechanics
of ,the milking process. Lecture, two hours; Laboratory, two hours.
545. Ruminant Nutrition. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Ag. 448, Biology 446 or equivalent, or consent of instructor.
Rumen development and function, products of fermentation, nutrient
requirements, absorption ,and metabolism, symptoms of deficiency and
toxicity, basic principles of ruminant nutrition and their application
to the production of milk, meat and wool. Lecture, three hours.
546. Advanced Animal Breeding. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Agriculture 446 and 428 or consent of instructor.
Application of population genetics to the economic improvement of
farm animals, phenotypic ,and genetic relationships, selection aids
and role of selection in changing populations, systems of mating,
formulation and application of breeding plans. Lecture, two hours;
laboratory, two hours.
547. Advanced Animal Nutrition. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Agriculture 448, Biology 446 or equivalent, or consent
of instructor.
A study of the individual nutrient requirements of monogastric
animals, structure, metabolism and function of each nutrient' class,
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Agriculture
interrelationship of nutrient classes, deficiency and toxicity symptoms,
practical application to current nutritional problems. Lecture, three
hours.
550. Advanced Soil Chemistry. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Ag. 450, Chemistry 212 and 230 or consent of instructor.
Chemical and minerological properties of soil colloids; ion exchange
and soil reaction; nature of soil organic matter and biochemical transformations. Lecture, two hours; laboratory, two hours.
551. Advanced Soil Fertility. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Agriculture 351 or consent of instructor.
Evaluation of soil fertility and fertilizers, theory and application;
soil-plant relationships; composition and properties of soil in relation
to ion intake, nutrition and growrth of plants. Lecture, three hours.
553. Soil Genesis, Morphology and Classification. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Ag. 453 and Geology 111 or consent of instructor.
Genesis and morphology of soils as related to classification systems;
functional analysis of soil characteristics, categories, genetics and
interrelationships; geographical distribution of soils of. the world.
Lecture, two hours; laboratory, two hours.
561. Agricultural Production Economics. Three hours.
An economic analysis of agricultural production including production
functions, cost functions, programming and decision-making principles,
and the application of ,these principles of resource allocation in Agriculture. Lecture, three hours.
583. Curriculum Development and Determining Content in Vocational
Agriculture. Three hours.
For begirming teachers of Vocational Agriculture who have a teaching
contract.
589. Special Problems in Agriculture Education. One to three hours.
Prerequisite: Student teaching completed or' concurrent.
Supervised individual study in selected fields of vocational agriculture
education. May be repeated to a maximum of six' hours.
.
590. Experimental Design and Data. Analysis. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Agriculture 491 or consent of instructor.
.Statistical considerations in design of experiments; covariance, multiple regression, factorial experiments, individual degrees of freedom,
incomplete block designs, experiments repeated over space and time;
tests of reliability, significance and confidence levels. Lecture, three
hours.
598. Seminar. One hour.
Reports and discussion of problems and research in agriculiture. Required of all graduate students, may be repeated to a maximum of
three credits.

Agriculture
599. Special Problems in Agriculture. One to three hours.
Prerequisite: Graduate standing and permission of the instructor.
Supervised individual study in selected fields of agriculture. May
be repeated to a maximum of nine credits.

675. Advanced Topics in Agriculture. One to three hours.
Prerequisites: Graduate standing and permission of the instructor.
Special topics to acquaint the advanced student with the more significant problems ,and scientific developments of current interest in
agriculture. Special topic titles assigned. Lecture and assignments
variable with credit. May be repeated to a maximum of ten credits.
May be repeated with change in title and content.
699. Research. One to six hours.
Prerequisite: Consent of graduate advisor.
Directed research on approved projects investigating selected fields
of agriculture. May be repeated with permission.
The following 400-level courses may be taken for graduate credit:
400. Plant Physiology. Three hours.
410. Crop Protection. Three hours.
411. Turfgrass Management. Three honrs.
412. Modern Fruit Production. Three hours.
413. Plant Propagation. Three hours.
414. Plant Breeding. Three hours.
418. Ornamental Horticulture and Landscape Design. Three hours.
419. Vegetable Production. Three hours.
421. Forage Crops. Three hours.
422. Field Crops. Three hours.
428. Population Genetics. Three hours.
430. Dairy Technology. Three hours.
438. Dairy Microbiology. Four hours.
443. Physiology of Reproduction in Domestic Animals. Three hours.
446. Animal Breeding. Three hours.
448. Principles of Animal Nutrition. Three hours.
449. Laboratory Methods and Techniques in Animal Nutrition. Three hours.
450. Soil Chemistry. Three hours.
452. Soil Microbiology. Four hours.
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Art/Biology

Agriculture/Art
453. Soil Formation, Classification and Mapping. Three hours.

Graduate CDurses in Art:

454. Land-Use and Conservation. Three hours.

500. History of Architecture and Sculpture. Three hours.

455. Soil Physics. Three hours.
460. Agricultural Policy. Three hours.
46L Advanced Farm Management. Three hours.
463. Agricultural Finance. Three hours.
470. Agricultural Materials Handling. Three hours.
471. Farm Machinery. Three hours.
475. Selected Topics in Agriculture. One to three hours.
478. Geography of Agriculture. Three hours.
482. Development of Agricultural Resources for Recreation. Three hours.
486. Agriculture Sales and Service. Three hours.
488. Young Farmer and Adult Education in Agriculture. Four hours.
489. Special Problems in Agricultural Education. One to three hours.
491. Data Analysis and Interpretation. Three hours.

A study which attempts to build through investigation upon the
student's general background know-ledge of art history. Art history
312 or its equivalent is a prerequisite.
501. History of Painting. Three hours.
A study which attempts to build through investigation upon the
student's general background knowledge of art history. Art history
323 or its equivalent is a prerequisite.
51L Investigations in Art Education. Three hours.
Both Art 511 and· 512 are designed specifically to direct the stUdent
deeply into the literature of this .field and are entirely research in
nature.
512. Investigations in Art Education. Three hours.
Art Education 511 is a prerequisite.
The follOwing 400-level courses may be taken for graduate credit:
420, 421, 422 Ceramics
450, 451, 452 Printmaking
460, 461, 462 Painting
470, 471, 472 Sculpture
480, 481, 482 Weaving

ART

490, 491 Special Problems

Graduate Faculty:
BrofussoI's:Momoe, Peterie
Associate Pofessor: Shelton (Head of Department)

BIOLOGY
Graduate Faculty:

Master of Arts in EducatiDn (AI1I: minor)
This program provides adrutOConal graduaJte coUTSeWOrkin art while
being designed for ,the public school teacher. The student following
1±ris program must meet rall requirtements for Standard High School
certification. The student minoring m art may take as few as 12 hours
and as many as 15 hours in wt while the remaining hours are to be taken
in professional eduoation.

Professors: Beal. (Head of Department), Bailey, Puckett, Shadowen
AsSDcialf:e PrDfessors: Dillard, Elliott, Ford, Hoyt, Nicely, Prins,
Skean, TDman, Winstead, Yungbluth
Assistant Professors: Gleason, HDustDn

Amt areas from which courses may ,be selooted include art· education,
art 'history, and studios. No studio area may Ibe selected if the student
has not had undergraduate experience lin it.

Master of Science in Biology; Master of Arts in College Teaching
in Biology; Master of Arts in Eduoation (Biology major or minor), rand
Doctor 'Of Philosophy with a research specialization in aquatic biology
(in cooperation wiith the University of Louisville).
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Biology

Admdssion to deparltmental programs typically requires the equivalent of an undergl1aduate major in biology in~uding two iaborato,/
courses ea:ch in inorganic chemistry and phYSICS and one course m
organic chemistry. Exceptions are made on admissio~s in ~avor of. superior Sltudents whose undergraduate degrees are m allied subJeCt:matter melds.

Candidates must complete at least ~ semester hours of course
work, excluding the research tool, of which a minimum of twenty-four
must be in biology. The remaining hours may be s'elected from graduate leViel professional education courses or from the graduate offerings
of other deparlments. A Il'esearch tool, as oUJtlined in the pl1eceding description of the M.S. (with thesis), is required.

Master of Science

Although a thesis is not required and credit !in Biology 699 is not
allowed, M.A.C.T. candidates are required to take two to three hours
of Investigations in Biology (Biology 516) as an inilJroduction to i1esearch,~.

'Pl® A (with !thesis)

The program leading to the M.S. in ,Biology (wi:th thes~) .is ~e
signed for tthose mudents whose vocational goals reqUIre specialization
within biology and a Telated research experience.
Candidates mustcomplere ail: l~st thirty semes!ter hours of course
work excluding the research tool. A maximum of six hours in Thesis
Res~rch (Biology 699) may be applied toward the degre:' T?e thesis
is based upon original !l"esearch performed under the ~rection of a
member of the Graduate Facility of the Departmenrf: of BIOlogy.
A research tf;ool, the ex,act nature of which is determin«'ld by the
candidate's Graduate AdvisOry Committee with approval of the Dean
of the Graduate College, is Tequired. Examples of a research tool are
the demonstJraJtion of a reading knowledge of a foreign ianguage or
competency in statistical methodology or ,computer programming.
Plan 'B (without thesis)
The program leading ,to the M.S. in ~i?logy (~~out thesis). is
designed for those students who desire additional 't:ralDlDg to acqUIre
a \higher level of competence in biological or biologiCally related pro~ions before or afiter1tmtering their field of ,employment· .
. Candidates must complete at leasif: thirty semester hours of cOurse
work in !biology or related subject-matter fields, excluding the research
tool. A research tool, as outlined in the preceding description of the
M.s. (with thesis), is r e q u i r e d . '

All M.A.C.T. candidates are required to haVie teaching experience
as a non'-credit part of their program. This requirement is usually met
by supervised insrtruotion in a genera:! biology lecture-la:boratory course.
Master of Arts in Education (Biology Major or Minor)
The progmm leading !to the M.A. in Ed. with a major or minor !in
Biology is designed for the preparation and ~engthening of secondary
school science ,teachers.
To qualify for a subjeot-maltlter major ,in biology, the M.A.Ed.
candidate must complete ,a minimum of twenty-one hours of course
work in biology and nine hours in professional education courses. Students in the M.A.Ed. program minoring in biology must complete
twelVie Ito fifteen hoUTs of course work in biology and fifteen to eighteen
hours in professional education COUI1ses.
Students who desire a breadth of course work !in the sciences may
major in the Science AiJ."eaof Concentration under the M.A.Ed. program.
The cours'es in biology those students take must be approved by the
ohamnan of the Department of Biology.
There is no thesis, !l'esearch experience, nor research tool requirement for the M.A.,Ed. program in Biology.
Doctor of Philosophy

;'. The program leading to the M.A.?T. in~io!ogy is designed espe~
ciwly for the preparation of' commumty and Jumor college teachers.

A cooperative ,graduate program leading to rthe Doctor of Philosophy
with specialiatzion in aquatic biology is admimstered by the departments of biology of Western Kentucky University and the University of
Louisville. Interesif:ed students may obtain detailed information about
the progmm from Dr. E. O. Beal; Department of Biology; Western
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Master of Arts in College Teaching

Biology

Biology

Kentucky University O!r from Dr. B. L. Monroe; Department of Biology;
University of Louisville; Louisville, Kentucky.
TECH AQUA BIOLOGICAL STATION

Western Kentucky University is a charter member of the Tech
Aqua Developmenl\: Consortium which operates a biological station on
Center Hill Lake near Cookeville, Tennessee. A variety of field biology
Courses lis offered during two five-week sessions each summer. Interested Sltudnts should contact Dr. G. E. Dillard of the Department of
Biology for additional information about the Station Program.
Graduate Courses in Biology:
504. Advanced Electron Microscopy. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Biology 404 or consent of instructor.
A study of advanced techniques used in electron microscopy. Lecture,
two hours; laboratory, two hours. (Offered fall '73 and alternate
years.) Mr. McCurry
505. Biogeography. Three hours.
See Department of Geography and Geology.
511. Limnology. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
A study of the physical, chemical, and biological aspects of bodies of
freshwater with emphasis on water as a biological environment.
Lecture, two hours; laboratory, four hours. (Offered fall '72 and
alternate years). Mr. Prins
514. Advanced Plant Breeding. Three hours.
See Department of Agriculture.
515. Plant Ecology. Four hours.
Prerequisites: Biology 248 and consent of instructor.
A study of ecological concepts and their application to experimental
approaches for studying the interaotion of plants with their environment. Emphasis will be on population studies involving biochemical,
physiological, and phenological approaches. Lecture, two hours; laboratory, four hours. (Offered spring '72 and alternate years). Mr.
Winstead

520. Aquatic Vascular Plants. FQur hours.
Prerequisite: Biology 248 and consent of instructor.
A study of the higher plants of aquatic and marsh habitats' their
collection and identification, association of species, adaptations'to the
aquatic environment, and ecological factors limiting their distribution.
Lecture, two hours; laboratory, four hours. (Offered summer '73 and
alternate years). Mr. Beal
525. Insect Morphology and Systematics. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Biology 325 or consent of instructor.
A lecture-laboratory course emphasizing classification and evolutionary relationships of insects. Lecture, two hours; laboratory, four
hours. (Offered fall '73 and alternate years). Mr. Shadowen
527. Advanced Genetics. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Biology 327 or consent of instructor.
A study of advanced Mendelian principles and post-Mendelian genetics
with emphasis on recently developing areas of research. Lecture, two
hours; laboratory, four hours. (Offered fall '73, summer '74 and
alternate years). Mr. Yungbluth
539. Phytoplankton Ecology. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Biology 438 or consent of instructor.
A qualitative-quantitative study of freshwater phytoplankton communiti~s with an emphasis on seasonal periodicity, distribution, and
succeSSlOn. Lecture, one hour; laboratory, four hours. (Offered spring
'73 and alternate years). Mr. Dillard
550. Aquatic Invertebrates. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Biology 408 or consent of instructor.
A study of the taxonomy and ecology of invertebrates in lakes ponds
an~ st;eams. Lecture, one hour; laboratory, four hours. (Offered
sprmg 74 and alternate years). Mr. Prins
552. Experimental Physiology. Four hours.
Prerequisites: Biology 330 and 432.
A study of the various systems of the vertebrate from an experimental
standpoint. Experimental procedures will be used to induce variations
from normal function and the results studied. Special emphasis will
be placed on the control systems and homeostatic mechanisms of the
body. Lecture, two hours; laboratory, four hours. (Offered on demand).

516. Investigations in Biology. One to three hours.
Prerequisite: Consent of research project director.
A study for graduate students involving a research project under
faculty supervision (not applicable to M.S. Plan A). (Offered every
, semester and summer). Staff

556. Experimental Embryology. Four hours.
Prerequisites: Biology 323 and a course in Biochemistry.
A study of gametogenesis, fertilization, 'and embryonic differentiation
from an experimental approach. Special emphasis will be placed on
the roles that metabolism, polarity, and gene action play in the development of vertebrate and invertebrate eggs and embryos. Lecture,
two hours; laboratory, four hours. (Offered fall '72 and alternate
years). Mr. Puckett
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8iology
560. Advanced Parasitology. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Biology 460 or consent of instructor.
An intensive study on the culture, determination of physiological requirements, experimental infection of hosts,and host-specificity of
parasites. Lecture, two hours; laboratory, four hours. (Offered spring
'73 and alternate years). Mr. Gleason
562. Intermediary Metabolism. Three hours.
Prerequisi,tes: Biology (Chemistry) 466 or Biology (Chemistry) 446
and consent of instructor.
An intensive study of the metabolic pathways for carbohydrates,
lipids, and proteins. Lecture, three hourS. (Offered fall semesters).
Mr. Hartman
563. Enzymology. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Biology (Chemistry) 446 and 447 or Biology (Chemistry) 466 and 447.
An intensive study of enzymes including kinetics and mechanisms
for reactions of biological significance. Lecture, three hours. (Offered spring semesters). Mr. Toman

8iology
munities of freshwater lotic and lentic habitats. Lecture, two hours'
Ipa~ratory, four hours. (Offered fall '73 and alternate yeavs).
nns

Mr:

592. Freshwater Ecology. Six hours.
Prerequisite: Admission to NSF Summer Institute in Freshwater
Ecology.
A study of the principles of ecology employing the aquatic ecosystem
as the area of investigation. Messrs. Hoyt, Dillatd, Prins
598. Graduate Seminar. One hour.
A study of special topics in Biology with student participation.
(Offered every semester). Staff
675. Advanced Topics in Biology. One to three hours.
A ~our:se o~ study at the graduate level covering special or selected
toPICS m BIOlogy. (Offered on demand). Staff.
699. Thesis Research. One to six hours.
A co~rse in which the graduate student is directly engaged in research
~ead~g to completion of the thesis requirement for the M.S. (Plan A)
m BIOlogy. (Offered every semester and summer). Staff

564. Enzymology Laboratory. One hour.
Corequisite or prevequisite: Biology (Chemistry) 563.
A laboratory study of the techniques of enzyme isolation and purification coupled with kinetic studies. Laboratory, three hours. (Offered
spring semesters). Mr. Toman

The following 400-level courses may be taken for graduate credit.
400. Plant Physiology. Three hours.
. •
Prerequisites: Biology 248, 249 and two semesters of Chemist
(Offered fall semesters). Mr. Toman
ry.

570. Immunology. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
An introduction to the biology of the immune response. Deals with

404. Techniques .a?d Theory of Electron Microscopy. Three hours.
No prereqmsIte at the graduate leveL (Offered every semester).
Mr. McCurry

the mechanism, manipulation, and effects of this major means by
which higher animals maintain their organismic integrity. Lecture,
two hours; laboratory, four hours. (Offered spring '73 and alternate
years). Mr. Skean

580. Plant Biochemistry. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 314 or 342.
A study involving the occurrence, properties, function, and metabolism
of many organic compounds found in plants; includes a detailed
study of enzymes, carbohydrates, plant pigments, photosynthesis,
nitrogen metabolism, and plant growth regulators. Lecture, three
hours. (Offered summer '73 and alternate years). Mr. Toman
590. Experimental Design and Data Analysis. Three hours.
See Department of Agriculture.
S91.

Aquatic Biology. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
An ecological and systematic study of the .plant and animal com-
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405. Paleontology. Four hours.
See Department of Geography and Geology.
407. Virology. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Biology 158 and 159 or consent of instructor. (Offered
alternate years). Mr. Ford
408. Invertebrate Zoology. Four hours.
Prerequisites: Biology 258, 259. (Offered fall semesters). Mr. Prins
41L Cell Biology. Three hours.
Prerequistes: Biology 148, 149, and Organic Chemistry. (Offered every
semester and summer). Mr. Houston
.
.
412. Ce,l Biology Laboratory. One hour.
Corequisite or prerequisite: Biology 411. (Offered every semester).
Mr. Houston
.
414. Plant Breeding. Three hours.
See Department of Agriculture.
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416. Systematic Botany. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Biology 348 or consent of instructor. (Offered fall '73
ana alternate years). Mr. Nicely

Biology/Business Administration

460. Parasitology. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Biology 258, 259. (Offered fall semesters). Mr.

Gl~son

462. Bioinorganic Chemistry. Three hours.
See Department of Chemistry.

418. Mycology. Four hours.
Prerequisites: Biology 158, 159. (Offered fall '72 and alternate years).
Mr. Jenkins

464; Endocrinology. Four hours.
Prellequisite: Biology 330, 331. (Offered on demand). Mr. Puckett

425. Medical Entomology. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Biology 258 and 259 or consent of instructor. (Offered
spring '73 and alternate years). Mr. Gleason

466. Biochemistry I. Three hours.
See Department of Chemistry.

428. population Genetics. Three hours.
See Department of Agriculture.

467. Biochemistry n. Three hours.
See Department of Chemistry.

432. Advanced Animal Physiology. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Biology 330, 331. (Offered spring semesters).
Bailey.

Mr.

435. Biological Instrumentation. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Biology 148, 149 and consel1t of instructor. (Offered on
demand). Mr. Houston
438. Psychology. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Biology 158, 159. (Offered fall semesters). Mr. Dillard
446. Biochemistry. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Chemistry 314 or 340 and consent of instructor. (Offered spring semesters and summers). Messrs. Hartman and Toman
447. Biochemistry Laboratory. One hour.
Corequisite or Prerequisite: Biology 446. (Offered every semester).
Messrs. Hartman and Toman
451. Protozoology. Four hours.
Prerequisites: Biology 158,
Gleason

159.

(Offered alternate years). Mr.

456. Ichthyology. Four hours.
Prerequisites: Biology 258, 259 and consent of instructpr. (Offered
fall semesters). Mr. Hoyt
457. Herpetology. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Biology 258, 259.
years). Mr. Hoyt

(Offered spring '73 and alternate

458. Fishery Biology. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Biology 456 or consent of instructor. (Offered spring
'72 and alternate years). Mr. Hoyt
459. Mammalogy. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Biology 258, 259. (Offered f,all '73 and alternate years).
Mr. Shadowen
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470. Pathogenic Microbiology. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Biology 309 and 310 or consent of instructor. (Offered
fall '72 and alternate years). Mr. Elliott
472. Food Microbiology. Four hours.
Prerequisites: Biology 309 and 310 or consent of instructor. (Offered
spring '72 and alternate years). Mr. Elliott
475. Selected Topics in Biology. One to three hours.
Prerequisite: Cons-ent of instructor. Offered every semester and
summer). Staff
47'7. Morphology of Non-Vascular Plants. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Biology 158, 159. (Offered spring '72 and alternate
years). Mr. Dillard
478. Morphology of Vascular Plants. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Biology 248 and 249 or 477. (Offered fall '72 and
nate years). Mr. Nicely

alter~

491. Data Analysis and Interpretation. Three hours.
See Department of Agriculture.

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Graduate Faculty:
Professors: Hays (Head of Department), Evans
Associate Professor: Ahmed
Master of Business Administration

The program is designed to provide professional education for
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Business Administration

successful careers 'in mana:gemem. It is general m approach and emphasizes the !l'elevance of eoonomics, quantiiflative methods and the
behavioml sciences.
Admissron to the program requires the approval of the Graduate
College and il:he Master of Business Administration AdmisSiions Com.
mittee. Applicants will be evaluated on the basis of their academic
records, professional experience, and scores .of the Admission Test
f.or Graduate Study in Business {ATGSB). The ATGSB SCOres must be
S'llbmiMed prior t.o admission. ATGSB regis~aItion forms and information bulletins cain be oIbtained by contacting the UIlIiversity Counseling
Services Center in the College of Education Building at Wesioorn or
by writing rto Educational Testing Service, Princerton, New Jersey, 08540.

An examination of the development, implementation, and impact of
major public policies toward business, including antitrust, public
utility regulation, consumer protection, conservation and environ·
mental control.
503. International Business. Three hours.
A broad survey of the instttutions, organizations, and procedures of
international business.
510. Organization Theory. Three hours.
Investigation of analytical concepts and models derived from the classical, behavioraL decision-making, and systems approaches to the study
of administrative organization.

The following courses- or their academic equivalents are program
prerequisites: Statistical Analysis for Economics oodBusiness (Economics
306) and Financial Staltemem Analysis (Accounting 460). A minimum
academic average of 3.0(4.0) must be achieved in Ithese courses.

511. Management Science I. Three hours.
Use of calculus in business decisions: matrices and extrema; linear
programming and simplex; duality theorems; two phase and big M
method; Kuhn-Tucker theorems; gradient projection method; quadratic programming; dynamic programming; Markov chains; Howard's
policy iteration method and Markovian systems.

The M.B.A. program requires the student t.o complete thirty semester hours of approved graduate course work including a significant
paper in an 'area of special interest to him, or twenty-four hours of such
course work and a thesis. All students are required ,to complete the
following twenty-four hour core:

512. Management Science II. Three hours.
A study of the basic Markov process, systems analysis of linear processes, systems 'analysis of Markov processes, reward structure for discrete-time processes, dynamic programming and semi-Markov decision processes, computer simulation of Markovian system.

Accounting 560.

Controllership (see description under Accounting).

Bus. Ad. 500. Business, Government, and Law.

Bus. Ad. 510. Organization Theory.
Bus. Ad. 513. Production and Operations Management.

513. Production and Operations Management. Three hours.
The course presents an organized body of knowledge concerning the
design, operation and control of production systems. It draws upon
the mathematical, physical and behavioral sciences in developing generalized decision rules for the integration of men, machines ~d
material into functioning systems.

Bus. Ad. 520. Advanced Marketing.
Bus. Ad. 530. Finance and Valuation of Corporations.
Econ. 520. Advanced Microeconomic Theory (see description under Economics).
Econ. 525. Advanced Macroeconomic Theory (see description under Economics).
Evening classes are available for those wishing to pursue the degree
on a part-time basis.
Graduate Courses in Business Administration:
500. lJusiness, Government, and L,aw. Three hours.
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520. Advanced Marketing. Three hours.
Intensive analytical study of important aspects of marketing principles,
institutions, policies, and operations. This course presents information
from the quantitative and behavioral sciences which is important to
understanding the theory, philosophy, and operation of integrated
marketing systems.
530. Finance and Valuation of Corporations. Three hours.
An examination of financing policies of corporate entities. Planning
the capital structure, measuring and controlling the costs of alternative sources of funds, dividend policy, capital budgeting, and growth
through mergers and acquisitions are the topics upon which emphasis
is placed.
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The following 400-Ievel courses may be taken for graduate credit with the
approval of the M.B.A. Advisor:
Bus. Ad. 442. Management Systems. Three hours.
Economics 440. American Industry; Stmcture, Performance, and PoliCy.
Three hours.
Economics 460. Business Cycles. Three hours.
Economics 465. Introduction to Econometrics. Three hours.
Mathematics 4'70. Introduction to Operations Research. Three hours.

BUSINESS EDUCATION AND OFFICE
ADMINISTRATION
Graduate Faculty:
Professor: Sharpe (Head of Department)
A:ssociate Professors: Inman, Keck, Ray
Master of Arts in Education (Business Education and Office Administration major or minor).
The student majoring in Bus. Ed. and Off. Adm. may take a minimum of 18 and a maximum of 21 hours in that department, and the
student minol1i.ng in business education and office administration may
take a minimum of 12 hours and a maximum of 15 hours in that department.

544. Current Problems in Business Education. Two to six hours.
Course to be taught either as independent study, workshops, or in
regularly organized classes. Current problems in business education
and significant research related to such problems will form the basis
of this course.
545. Principles of Business Education. Three hours.
Advanced study of principles, practices, and problems in business
education with special reference to the needs and trends in this field.
Topics emphasized include standards; guidance; job placement and
follow-up; equipment; supervision; and business curricula of the
secondary school, the private business school, the junior college, and
the collegiate school of business.
550. Contemporary Office Administration Problems. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Business Education 462 or permission of instructor.
Examination, in depth, of basic problems in office administration
through individual and group analysis and. presentation of case
problems and current literature; problems areas covered include:
office systems analysis and design, office procedures and methods,
office cost control, office personnel, office environmental factors, and
office automation.
5'75. Administration and Supervision in Business Education. Three hours.
Study of the roles and functions of administration and supervision in
business education on the high school level, city level, and state
level, and in colleges and universities.

The following 400-level oourses may be taken for graduate credit:
461. Report Writing. Three hours.

Graduate Courses in Business Education and Office Administration:

462. Office Management. Three hours.

525. Modern Stenographic Techniques. Three hours.
Provides symbol shorthand teachers with touch shorthand theory.
Teaching methods and development of the basic speed on the stenograph.

463. Records Management. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Business Education 241.

530. Modern Data Processing. Three hours.
An introduction to the field of electronic data processing, its hardware,
languages, and applications.
535. Survey of Distribution. Three hours.
A survey embracing all business activities involved in moving goods
from production to consumption. Emphasis is given to developing a
philosophy of the role of marketing in the American economy.
540. Consumer Financial Problems. Three hours.
A presentation of eight basic elements of money management and
a conceptual relationship of these elements to family units and corporate citizenship.
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4'71. Business and Office Internship. Three hours.
481. Advanced Business Communications. Three hours.

CHEMISTRY
Graduate Faculty:
Professors: Wilson (Head of Department), Lloyd, Wilkins
Associate Professors: Farina, Reasoner
Assistant Professors: Hartman, Hendrickson. Holy, Hunter, Shank
Master of Science in Chemistry; Master of Arts in College Teach-
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ing in Ohemisrffy; Master of Al'Its in Educaltion (Ohemistry major or
minor).
Master of Science in Chemistry
. Oandidarte~ for admission to. tt:hls program in chemistry must ~u:bmit
~Vldence of satIsfactory completion of unde:rgmduate cumcula in chem~. Grad~tes of Ame~c~ co1leges 'and universities are mged if:o submilt, at the ifJime of application, if:est scores firom the Graduate Record
Ex~na~on Ad:canced Test in Ohemistry and the Graduate R:ecord
Exammation Aptitude 'test. Studellits admitted W1ithout these test scores
sho~d !take them dUTing their first semester on campus. Gvaduates of
foreIgn colleges anduniV'ersities are xequired r(;o submiif: test scores from
Graduate Record Exam (Aptitude 'l1eS11:), Graduate Hecord Exam (Advanced Trest lin Ohemistry), and the Test of EngHshas a 'Foreign
Language {TOEFL) as a part of their applioartions fox admission ,to
graduate studies in chemistry.
. At ;the :beginning of each semester the Department administers a
senes. of enifrance exam:irnJartions to all incominggmduatte students in
cheIn:stry· . These examinations cover the aveas of undergraduate instrudtion III analytical, in?rg:mic, organic, and physical chemistry.
Students whose test scores mdicate weakness m one or more areas win
be :required to completesatisfa:otorily the appropriate undergraduate
courses (for no graduate credit).
?raduare ~~se requirements for the M.S. degree in chemistry
constitute a nnmmum of twenty-four hours of coUl'Sework other than
res~ch, including one course aooeptable for graduate creda.if: tin each
of fo~ of the fi~e maj~area:s of chemistry; ~alytical, inorganic, organic
phYSICal, and il>lochemIsiITy. Students electing hiochemistry must take
or have taken. '?hem. 466 and ~67 or ,equivalent 00 satisfy this requirement. In addItion, Chern. 435 IS required of ,all srtudents who have not
~ubmitted evidence of successful completion as an undergraduate of 00
msifrume?il:al methods course. All graduate students will take Chem.
598 (semmar) each semester; a minimum of two seminars must be given
by each graduate student with only one sernester hour of credit being
allowed toward ,the master's degree.

an interdisciplinary program of study may obtain permission £rom the
Head of the Department of Chemistry to take less than eighteen hoUil."S
in chemistry, provided that the "outside" coursework is in an allied
soienceand that ,all other departmental requirements are met.) At
leasil: half of all chemistry credit hours earned in coursework shall be
obtained in courses numbered above 500. M.S. candidates must maintain a grade point average of at least 3.00 m their chemistry courses in
order to remain in good academic standing.
A thesis is required for the M.S. degree in Chemistry and is based
on the results of an experimenrtal laboratory investigation performed
under the direction ofa member of the Graduate Faculty within the
Department of ChemiStry. At the conclusion of the thesis, the M.S. candidarte must give a satisfactory ,oral defens'e of his thesis work.
The ability if:o translate 'a modern foreign language (resmoted to
German, Russian, or French) must be demonstrated. The determination
of language competence is made by the Department of Foreign Languages as specified by the office of the Graduarte College. If the M.S.
candidate elects a 'research tool in lieu of the language requirement, it
must have the approval of the research advisor of the candidate and the
Head of the CheInistry 'Department.
Master of Arts in College Teaching in Chemistry
The Master of Arts in College Teaching (M.A.C.T.) program is
designed especially for the preparation of community college and junior
college instructors. Admission requirements and entrance examinations
are the same as those for M.S. degree candidates.
Candidates for the M.A.C.T. degree are expecl:ed 00 complete a
mdndmum of eighteen hOUTS of graduate coursework in chemistry if no
thesis is undertaken, or a minimum of fifteen hours graduate coursework
in chemiStry if 'a thesis is elected. CheInistry coursework will include
Chem. 435, unless an equivalent course has been completed satisfactorily,
and atleast ,one graduate level COUl'Se in four of the following areas of
chemisrtry: analytical, biochemistry, inorganic, organic and physical.
M.A.C.T. candidates will also take Chem. 570, and will he e~ected Ito
complete a program of supervised college teaching.

Candidates for the M.S~ degree in chemisifry will be expecl:ed to
take at Jeast eighteen of their twenty-fom hours of coursework within
the Department of Chemistry. (HoweV'er, a student wishing to pUil.'sue

Students in the M.A.C.T. program must meet: research toO'l r~
quirements as stipulated by and acceptable to the students gvaduate
advisor and the Dean of the Graduate College.
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duction to instrumental analysis. Such instruments as the automatic
titrator, gas chromatograph, emission spectrograph, and absorption
spectrophotometers will be discussed. Other methods of analysis such
as thin layer chromatography, electrodeposition, and various potentiometric methods will be studied. This course does not meet requirements for the. M.S. or M.A.C.T. degrees.

M.A.GT,oandidateshave the option of completing a research
project and submitting a thesis in the area of chemical education, along
with a total of tWenty-four hours of graduatecoursework, or of· electing
to complete tImtyhours of graduate coursework with no thesis. At least
half of ,all· hours earned in chemistry coursework shall be in courses
numbered above 500.
Master of Arts in Education (Chemistry major or minor)
This program is· designed especially for the prepamon and
strengthening of secondary school science teachers. Students pursuing
this program should confer closely with their advisors in the Department
of Secondary Education.
To qualify for 'a subject-matter major in chemistry, the M.A. in
Education student must complete a minimum of 12 hours of coursework
in chemistry (the remaining 6 hours may be taken in chemistry or in
a il"elated ,subject-matter area). The student in the M.A. in Education
program getting a major in 'an allied subject-matter area may qualify for
a minor in chemistry with the completion of a .minimum of 8 hours
of ooursework in chemistry. Students who have not previously completed a.year of physical chemistry are strongly urged to take Chemistry
350 ,and 352, which may be counted for credit towaxd the M.A. in
Education degree.
Students who desire ,a breadth of coursework in the sciences may
major ,in the Science Area of Concentration under the M.A. in Education
degree program. The courses in chemistry these students take must be
approved by their advisor in the Science Area (Dr. W. H. Stroube), by
their advisor in Secondary Education, and by the Head of the Chemis,try

Depar:tmen,t.
Graduate

~ourses. in

Chemistry:

500. Fundamentals of Chemistry. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Undergraduate minor in chemistry. ,'.
A study of the fundamental principles, theories, and la:ws of chemistry.
Such topics as atomic and molecular structure, stoichiometry" acidbase theory, molecular and ionic equilibrium, and elementary thermodynamics will be discussed. This course does not meet requirements
for the M.S. or M.A.C.T. degrees.
502. Fundamentals of Modem Chemical Analysis. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Undergraduate minor in chemistry.
A study of modern methods of chemical analysis including an intra-
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503. Fundamentals of Modem Chemical Analysis Laboratory. One hour.
Prerequisites: Concurrently with Chemistry 502.
This laboratory is to accompany Chemistry 502 and includes experiments using the instruments and techniques discussed in the lecture
course.
516. Investigations in Chemistry. One to three hours.
A critical and comprehensive study of chemical literature dealing
with a special topic of interest ,to the student, including reports and
proposals for further research. (It is not applicable to the M.S.
degree.)
520. Advanced Inorganic Chemistry I. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Chemistry 352 and 420 or equivalent.
This course will consist of the study of various aspects of co'Ordination
chemistry. Topics covered will include the chemical bonding, stability,
and stereochemistry of coordination and organometallic compounds.
52L Advanced Inorganic Chemistry n. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Chemistry 520 or consent of instructor.
The course content will consist of a study 'Of various current theories
of inorganic reaction mechanisms. Modern techniques of studying
inorganic reaction rates, as well as other selected topics, will be
included.
530. Instrumental Analysis L Three hours.
Prerequisites: Chemistry 435 or consent 'Of instructor.
A study of the theory and applications of modern instrumeDJtal
methods of analysis.
531. Instrumental Analysis n Three hours.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 530.
A continuation of the study of modern instrumental methods of
analysis.
MO. Organic Reactions. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Chemistry 440 or consent of instructor.
A study of modern synthetic methods used in organic chemistry.
541.

The~retical Organic Chemistry. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Chemistry 352 and 440 or consent of instructolJ...
A study of modern theories 'Of organic reaction pathways.
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550. Chemical Thermodynamics. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Chemistry 352 and Math 228 or equivalents.
The study of thermodynamics with emphasis on chemical applications.

699. Research in Chemistry. One to five hours.
Experimental work· in 'analytical, biological, inorganic, organic, or
physical chemistry. May be repeated indefinitely.

551. Chemical Kinetics. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Chemistry 352 and Math 228 or equivalent.
A general consideration of chemical reaction rates and theory of
reaction rates.

The following 400-Ievel courses may be taken for graduate credit: (See
undergmduate catalog for more deWled course descriptions).

562. Intermediary Metabolism. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Chemistry (Biology) 466 or Chemistry (Biology) 446
and consent of instructor.
An intensive study of the metabolic pathways for carbohydrates,
lipids, and proteins.
563. Enzymology. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Chemistry (Biology) 446 or Chemistry (Biology) 466.
An intensive study of enzymes including kinetics and m~sms for
reactions of biological significance.
564. Enzymology Laboratory. One hour.
Prerequisites: Chemistry (Biology) 563 or concurrent with this course.
The techniques of enzyme isolation and purification coupled with
kinetic studies on enzymes will be carried out.
570. Lecture Demonstration Techniques. One hour.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 352 or equivalent.
A proctical course in the design and operation of meaningful lecture
demonstrations in chemistry. Required of all M.A.C.T. candidates;
does not meet requirements for the M.S. degree.
598. Graduate Seminar. One hour.
Prerequisites: graduate standing.
Reports and discussions of recent research in chemistry. Required of
all graduate students each semester but only once for credit.
632. Principles of Analytical Chemistry. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 435 or consent of instructor.
A study of the theory and practice of modern quantitative analysis.
652. Introductory Quantum Mechanics. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Chemistry 352 and Math 228 or equivalent.
Introduction to quantum mechanics with emphasis on the aspects most
related to chemistry.

412. Introduction to Physical Chemistry. Four hours.
Prerequisites: Chemistry 230 and Mathematics 125 or equivalents.
Acceptable towards M.A. in Education; does not meet requirements
for M.S. or M.A.C.T. degrees.
413. Introductory Physical Laboratory One hour.
Prerequisites: Chemistry 412 co-requisite.
Acceptable towards M.A. in Education; does not meet requirements
for M.S. or M.A.C.T. degrees.
420. Inorganic Chemistry. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Chemistry 352 or concurrently with Chemistry 352.
421. Inorganic Chemistry Laboratory. Two hours.
Prerequisites: Chemistry 420 or concurrently with Chemistry 420.
Not acceptable for M.S. degree.
430. Advanced Quantitative Analysis. Two hours.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 332 or Chemistry 435.
Not acceptable for M.S. degree.
431. Advanced Quantitative Laboratory. Two hours.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 332 or Chemistry 435.
Not acceptable for M.S. degree.
435. Analytical Chemistry. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 352 or concurrently with Chemistry 352.
440. Advanced Organic Chemistry. Two hours.
Prerequisites: Chemistry 342 and 343 or equivalents.
44L Advanced Organic Laboratory. Two hours.
Prerequisites: Chemistry 342 and 343 or equivalents.
Not acceptable for M.S. degree.
442. Quantitative Organic Analysis. Four bours.
PrereqUisites: Chemistry 342 and 343 or equivalents.

675. Advanced Topics in Chemistry. One to three hours.
Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
Modernt,opics in the fields of analytical, biological, inorgaQic, organic
and physical chemistry offered on demand Course may be repeated
for credit provided topics differ for each semester.

446. Biochemistry. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 314 or Ohemistry 340 and consent of instructor.
A . study of biochemical compounds and their role in intermediary
metabolism. Special topics include biochemical energetics and coenzyme mechanisms. Not 'acceptable for M.S. degree in chemistry.
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447. Biochemistry Laboratory. Two hours.

Prerequisite: Chemistry (Biology) 446 or Chemistry (Biology) 466 or
concurrent with one of these courses.
Selected experiments which illustrate biochemical principles including separation, identification and chemical properties of carbohydrates,
lipids, proteins and enzymes will be carried out.
450. Advanced Physical Chemistry. Two hours.

Prerequisites: Chemistry 352 or equivalent.
462. Bioinorganic Chemistry. Three hours.

Prerequisites: Chemistry 314 or equivalent.
This course is a study of the coordinating properties and reactivity
of metal ions in living organisms. Metal ion toxicity and detoxification, clinical uses of metal chelates in biological systems and functions
of various metalloenzymes will be discussed.
466. Biochemistry L Three hours.

Prerequisite: Chemistry 342-343 or Chemistry 314 and consent of
instructor.
This course is the first portion of a two semester introduction to biochemistry including a study of the classes of compounds of importance
to biological systems. Must be followed by Chemistry 467 to earn
graduate credit.
467. Biochemistry U. Three hours.

Prerequisite: Chemistry (Biology) 466 or Chemistry (Biology) 446
and consent of instructor.
A study of the reactions characteristic of living systems and an
introduction to the mechanisms and energetics of metabolism.

In order to pursue the M.A. in Economics the student must secure

good standing admission to the Graduate College, a satisfactory score
on the Graduate Record Examination, and 'Submit an official transcript
showing the completion of at least 21 semester hours, or equivalent,in
undergraduate courses in economics with a 2.7 grade point average from
an accredited college or university. Students having less than a 2.7
average may be admitted on a probationary basis upon recommendation
of the Department of Economics. The applicant is lexpected to have
oompleted six semester hours in intermediate economic ,theory (microeconomics land macroeconomics) beyond the principles level, three hours
in elementary statistics, and have an ,appropriate hackground in mathematics or quantitative skills. Deficiencies in undergraduate preparatiOlIl
may !he removed by satisfactorily completing the appropriate courses
during the first semester(s) after admission.
.

Foreign students must demonstrate the ability to use English and
SUbmit an accepl:able 'SoOJ:le on the Test of English as a Foreign Language
(TOEFL).
.
The student must complere the follOWing steps 1:0 he eligible for
gmduation:
1. Earn 30 hours of credit with a IB average

2. Demonstrate skill mdomg research, or Ithe ability Ito use research
1I:001s

3. Pass a final wrirf:!ten or oral emmiDiation coVering the thesis
andlor major areas of study

ECONOMICS

Steps one and two must be completed under eiither Plan A or Plan B.
Plan A: 30 hours with thesi:s

Graduate Faculty:
Professor: Yeager
Associate Professors:
Wassom

1. 24 hours of approved course work in Economics
Oam. (Head of Department), Blumberg,

2. 6 hours of thesi:s credit for a research project and written report
Plan B: 30 hours without thesis

Master of Arts in Economics; Master of Arts in Education (Economics major or minor).
Master of Arts in Economies The Master of Arts in Economics program
is ~e~igned 11:0 prepare students for further graduate work leading to
the Ph.D, . degree, for teaching at the junior college level, or for employment lin business or government.
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1. 24 hours of approved course work in Economics
2. In lieu of thesis 6 additional hours of course work in quax:rtitative
atreas selected from ,Economics, Mathematics, Computer ScienCe.
or Business Administration; and demonstrate reading ability in
a tforeign language sufficient to do scholarly research in Economics
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All student\)s 'are required to oomplete a nine-hour core corusisting
of Economics 520, 525, 'and either 464 lOr 465. The remaining 15 tQ 21
hQurs Qf oou:rse work may lbe selected from the list of courses approved
for graduate credit in economics. Nonnally, no more than six hours of
4()().Jlevel courses, not includmg Economics 464 and 465 may be included, and! no more than six hours may be taken ouit:side the DepartmenJI: of Econo:rmcs.
Master of Arts in Education (Economics major or minor)

530. Monetary Theory. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Economics 250 or 450.
Advanced treatment of classical, neoclassical, Keynesian, and modern
quantity theory, and a consideration of the effects of alternative
monetary policies on the national economy.
540. Land Economics. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
An analysis of factors determining the allocation and use of land and
natural resources with emphasis on the application of economic theory
to problems of land use and the determination of land values in rural
and urban areas.

This program provides additional graduate work in Economics
within the program designed for the public school teacher. The studenJ!:
following this program must meet aU Il'equrirements for Standard High
School celJ.1tification. The student majoring in Economics may take a
m.ill1:imum of 18 semester hOUTS or a maximum of 21 hours dn the Department of ECOiIlomics. The student minoring in Economics may take a
minimum of 12 hours or a maximum of 15 hours !in Economics. The
remaining hours of course work will be taken in profess~onal education.

550. Government Financial Administration. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Economics 310 or 410 or consent of instructor.
Deals with the institutional and economic factors associated with the
management of government revenues and expenditures, including.
such topics as capital budgeting, public debt, and fiscal policy.

Graduate Courses in Economics:

570. Economic Development. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Economics 470 or consent of instructor.
A study of the significant economic, social, and institutional factors'
associated with economic development in the less developed countries,
emphasizing the identification of barriers to the development process.

501. Survey of Public Theory. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Economics, 310
A study of the theoretical aspects of government finance and its influence on public and private decision making. Emphasis is on the
impact, incidence, 'and effects of alternative tax instruments at local,
state and federal levels.
502. Seminar in Economic mstory. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Consent 'Of instructor.
Concentrated research and writing projects in the economic history
of the United States and/or western Europe.

560. Seminar ia Economic Theory. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Economics 520 and 525.
An intensive study of selected ,theoretical topics in economics with
emphasis on a comparison of recent developments and research find·
ings with conventional propositions.

575. Advanced International Economics. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Economics 302 and 380, or consent of instructor.
The standard (Heckscher-Ohlin) two country, free~trade model and
its variants. Theory of the effects of tariffs and other forms of trade
intervention. Customs unions. Trade and economic growth. Balance
of payments and the market for foreign exchange. Capital movements
and rtransfer problems.

520. Advanced Microeconomic Theory. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Economics 302 or consent of instructor.
An analysis of advanced topics and the results of recent research in
microeconomic theory in the areas of consumer behavior, price and
market theory, production, distribution, and welfare.

598. Directed Studies. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
An intensive investigartion by students of selected economic topics in
theory, monetary and fiscal theory and policy, economic development
and fluctuations, economic history, economic thought, and other areas.

525. Advanced Macroeconomic Theory. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Economics 303 or consent of instructor.
An analysis . of ,advanced topics and the result of recent reseM'ch in
macroeconomic theory dealing with consumption, savings, investment,
interest, and money.

599. Economic Research and Report Writing. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
Research projects dealing with the evaluation of primary data, and
training in ,the techniques of formal research reporting and writing..
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699. Thesis Research. One to six hours.
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The following 400:'level economic com-ses may be taken for graduate
credit within the allowable limits and with the approval of the student's
advisor:
410.
430.
440.
450•.
460•.
464.
465.
470.
475.
490.
49L

Economics of Government Expenditures. Three hours.
Comparative Economic Organization. Three hours.
American Industry; Structure, Performance, and Policy. Three hours.
Celltral Banking TheorY and Monetary Policy. Three hours.
Business and Economic Fluctuations. Three hours.
Introduction to Mathematical Economics. Three hours.
Introduction to Econometrics. Three hours.
Economic Growth and Development. Three hours.
Regional Economics. Three hours.
mstory of EconOmic Thought to 1870. Three hours.
History of Economic .Thought Since 1870. Three hours.

The following courses may be tak~n for graduate credit outside of the
Department of Economics within the ailowable limits and wiJth the
approval of the student's advisor:
Math 470. Introduction to Operations Research. Three hours.
Math 570•. Advanced Topics in Operations Research. Three hours.
B~

Ad. 500. Business, Government, and Law. Three

hours~

.

Bus. Ad. 51L Management Science L Three hours.

Bus. Ad. 512. Management Science

n.

Three hours.

EDUCATION, FOUNDATIONS AND CURRIcuLUM
Graduate Faculty:
Professors: iBroach, C. Clark, Deeb, Page
.

.

.',Associate (Professors: Con:smns, Harryman, <Rees
AssistanJt Professor: Adams

through ,this aIlea are those courses presenil:ly unassigned to a department
which aT'e part of a developing program. Such com-sesare listed along
with all other courses in the area of Educrution.

CAREER AND VOCATIONAL TEACHER EDUCATION
Graduate Faculty:
Associalte Pa.-ofessors: Ehresman, Nave
Assistant Professor: Feck
The Cenrrer for Career and Vocational Teacher Education coordinates and offers a pro~am leading to certification for administmtors,
coordinaltors, and ,supervisors of vocaltiona,l education. The program,
designed to provide knowledge and oompetencies needed by vocational
administJra:tors, includes a minimum of 15 hours which may he planned
into a master's degree or other graduate programs in Seoondary Education

EDUCATION, COUNSELOR
Graduate Faculty:
Professor: Burkeen, (Head of Department)
Associate Professors: Brumfield, McKee,
Sheeley, Updike

MitcheH,

Schnacke,

Master of A11ts in Education leading to Provisional Certification
in Counseling; Masil:er of Public Service degree with Counselor Education option (see page 156); Thirty-Hour Poslt-Master's program leading
to a Standard Certificate for Counselors (see page 162.)
11he majm purpose of Counselor Educrution programs is to provide
qualified personnel opporturnties :to develop .the necess,ary competencies
required of professional workers in the area of guidance and COUnseling.
Counselor Education programs are available at Westffllllto prepare
school and professional personnel for the following posilltions:

., . The Educational Foundations and Curriculum Area administers the

core or foundation courses .for all graduate education programs and
those courses il:hail: are interdepartmental 'in nature. Also,.administered
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1. Elemenrbary 'School Counselor
2. Secondary School Counselor
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,

Counselor Education
Counselor Education

3. Junior College Counselor

4. Employment Counselor
5. Vocational Counselor
6. Student Personnel Workers in Higher Education
The School Counselor Curriculum. This program leads to the Master
of Arts degree and the Provlsiona,l Certificate for School Counselors.
I. Pre-Admission Course iRequirements:
A. Professional Educa1:ion ReqUJiremerllts:
Students 'shall oomplete two of the following four courses prior to admission to the
. program for school coU1l!Selors:
Educa1lion 577-History and Philosophy
Educartion 580-The Curricwum
. Education 576-Foundations of Education
Education 500-Research Methods
6 sem.hrs.

B. Counselor Education Requirement:
Sihidentts shall complete the :following three
hOll11" course prior to admtission to the program for sohool counselors:
Educa!l:ion 550-Introduction to Guidance ______ 3 sem. hrs.
TOTAL _____________________________________ 9 sem. hrs.

II.

Requirements for Admission to the School
Counselor ;P:rogram:
Admission :to the school counselor program :requires the approval of &e Depamnent of Counselor Education admissions committee. This
approv& will be based upon the following:
A. Successful completion of the pre-admismOTI
requirements including the Qrf:I:ainment of
full graduate standing.

B. The possession of a teaching certificate.
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C. One year~s satisfactory reaching experience
in public or private school. This requirement can be waived with the understanding
rf:haJ\: it is completed prior :to or complet:ed concurrently with program completion, or in some limited instances ill:
can be waived upon the determination
of ·the staff in the Department of
Counselor Educarti:on. The Department of
Oounselor Education S1baff has the responsib:Elity of assessing the level of mamrity
of the candidates and oan require additional
experiences in the world of work generally,
in the teaching Held, and/or .including additional course work. Recommendation for
prov;isional certification wiH nm be made
until the reaching and work experience
requirements aTe met.
D.

Demoffil:ration of potential for developing effeoti.ve relationships with students,
teachers, adminisrf:mtors, and parents, and
a famlliari<ty with themselves land the objectives of the Counselor Educrution program. 11his potential will he dertermmed
through a program of self-evaluaJtion by the
candidail:e and 'an evaluooon of the student
by the Department of Counselor Education
SiI:aff. Specificaotivities and experiences
provided in the introductory guidance
course will play a key role in this deterffi!inationas well as securing of IinlformaJtion
from other sources as employers, supervisors, graduate insiI:ruotors, and others as
needed. Admission to the school Counselor
Program does not insure successful completion of the progl1am.
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III.P09l:~Adnrission

Course Requirements:
Upon the student's admission to the school
counselor program, ,the schedule below will be
followed:

2. SECONDARY SCHOOL COUNSELOR:
Guided ['elated subject matter oourses
other than professional education ___________ 9 sem. hrs.

A.

TOTAL (after admission) _____________________ 21 sem. hm.

Course ,Requirements in ,the Depwtment of
Counselor Education:
1. ELEMENTARY SCHOOL COUNSELOR:
Education 552-Individual and Group
Analysis _________________________________ 3
Education 554-Group Guidance ___________ 3
Education 558-Counseling Theory and
Practice __________________________________ 3
Eduoation 560-Counseling Praoticum ______ 3
(Experiences in the Praoticum must be
obtained at the elementary s.oh001 level)
TOTAL _____________________________________ 12
2. SECONDARY SCHOOL COUNSELOR:
Education 552-Individual and Group
Analysis _________________________________ 3
"'Education 556-Informational Services ______ 3
Education 558---'Counseling Theory and
Practice _________________________________ 3
Education 560-Counseling Praoticum _______ 3
(Experiences in the Praoticum must be
obtairned at the secondary school level)
TOTkL _____________________________________ 12

TOTAL Semester Hours ---------- ____________ 30 sem. hrs.
For a description of Counselor Education oourses, see pages 67-79.
sem. hrs.
s!em. hrs.
sem. hrs.
sem. ms.
sem. hrs.

sem. ms.
s'em. ms.
sem. hrs.
'sem. hrs.
sem. hrs.

B. Course Requirements in !the Subject Matter
Area (minor):

1. ELEMENTARY SCHOOL COUNSELOR:
Guided related subj'ect matter courses in
the area of psychologic3:'l, physioal and
social development of children _____________ 9 sem hrs.
TOTAL (after admission) _____________________ 21 sem. ills.
TOTAL SemeSlter Hours ______________________ 30 sem. hrs.
*In some special cases Education 554, Group Guidance, may be used to
meet this requirement.
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EDUCATION, ELEMENTARY
Graduate Faculty:
Professors: Sleamaker (Head of Department), Englebright, Hamin,
IDcks
Associate Professors: Gibbs, Munson, Reese, Stevenson, Wartts
Assistarnrt ,Profeso[!s: Panchyshyn, Ritter
Master of Arts in Education (E<lemenrtary Educatiorn major)
The Standard Elem,enmry Cemfi.oate, valid for ten Yem'S, shall be
issued to a person who meets the requirements of law and general
regulations of the State Board of Education and files a uanooript of
credits showing the completion of the fOlE."-year curriculum for the
training ofelemenmry teachers as prescrihed by the Council on Public
Higher Eduoation and who, in addition thereto, ,completes the requirements for a MaSlter's Degree in a standard gradiuate s~hool, as prescribed.
The curriculum leading !to the Standard E!1ementary Certificate shall
he based upon the following:
1. Completion of the requirements for the Masiter's Degree which
shall be basoo upon at least thirty semesl;er ho'UXs of graduate
work. 'For students who write a thesis, a minimum of 24 semesiJer
hours S!hall be required.
2. At ,least fifteen of the thirty hours required .for the degree must
he in oourses open only to graduate students. (This includes the
nine hours required in professional education).
3. At least twelve semester hours of the required work shaN be in
pro£essional eduoation. Nine hours of tIre required !twelve must!:
be in courses open only to graduate students and must be
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selooted from the following areas: (a) a general study of curriculum development, (:b) research methodology, (c) advanced study
in ~eadting (required unless waived on basis of previous adiv'3lnced
study :in reading), (d) advanced study in human growth and
development, (e) if:he psychology of Learning, (f) a seminar in
insltruction devoted to the method of teaching, (g) foundations
in educa:tion~sociological, psychological, philosophioal, historical.
These courses will be chosen accordingot ,the student's needs
afiter consultation with the studenfs graduate advisor in education.
4. At least twelve semester hours of the total hOUl"S ;required for the
degree shaH. be non-professional subject :maihter courses. These
courses must be selected £rom the fields of study required in
general education and! or in subj'ect matter courses used in
partial fulfillment of the four-year elementary cUJ.1IiCU!lum for
elemenJI:ary certification.

Special Emphases
Within the guidelines outlined above an e1emellil:al'Y teacher may
elect an oo.'ea of specialization. Some of those progmms available are:
1. EMly Ohildhood Education.
2.. Reamng.
3. Special Education (emphasis in teaching the educable, 'l"etaTded
child)-See pp. 58-60.
4. Elementary LibiI'arian (Provisional Certification)
. The student in elementary education may tailre a distributed subjeot
matter graduate minor which may include courses in as many as three
diflierenJt suibject fields.
Special Education
The graduate program in special education is open to teachers who
are certified in elementary or sooondary education and are seeking endorsement to teach the educable mentally retarded child. The endorsemellil: certifies the holder ,to teach Ithe educable child, kindergarten, and
grades one through twelve.
The oUJ.1riculum leading to either a Standard E,lementlll'Yor a Standa:rd High School Gentificate endorsed to 'teach the educable mentally
retarded child shall be based upon the following:
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1. Oomplooon of the requirements for the Master's degree which
is based upon at least thirty-six hours of graduare work. For
shIdents who write a thesis, a minimum of thirty semest:er hours
is required.
2. .M least fifteen of the thirty-six hours required for the Master's
de!¥Ce mus't be in courses open only to gmduatestudents.
3. A:t least l\Jwelve semester hours must be chosen from profeSsional
eduowttion oours'es selected from the foHowingareas:
a. a general study of curriculum development
b. research methodology
c.advanced study in reading (required unless waived on basis
of previous advanced study in reading)
d. ad¥anced study in human growth and development
e. the psychology of learning
f. a semin:ar in instruction devoted to the method of teaching
g. foundations in education - sociolOgical, psychologiQaI,
philosophical, 'historical
These courses will 'be chosen according to the student's needs after
consultation with the student's graduate advisor.
The curriculum to be followed for graduate work in special education is as follows:
Prerequisites:
1. Personal interview with the ooordinaiJor of speoial education
2. Admission to the Graduate College
3. Admission to the graduate program in the College of Education
General Professional Core Courses:
Ed. 500 Research Methods

3 hrs.

One of :the fol1owing:
Ed. 576 Foundations of Education
Ed. 571 History and Philosophy of Education
Ed. 580 The Curriculum
3.hTs.
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Special Education Sequence and Related Courses:
3 hrs.
Ed. 516 ReseaTdh and Issues: The Exceptional Ohild
Ed. 517 Pmblems im. Mental Retardation
3 hrs.
Ed. 441 Methods and Materia:!s of Teachmg ;the Educahle
Handicapped
3 hrs.
Ed. 442 Methods and Materials of Teaching if:he Educa!ble
3 hrs.
Handioapped Young Adult
Ed. 519 Foundations of Reading InSihuction
3 hI'S.
Ed. 520 Clinical Diagnos1s of Reading Disalbilities
3 hrs.
Ed. 518 Seminar: Problems in Special Education
3 hrs.
Ed. 492 Student Teaching: Educable Mentally Handicapped 0 hI'S.
or
Ed. 492L Leoture in Lieu of Student Teaching
Oms.
Electives:
Course work totaling nine hours must be ohosen from Psychology, Child Development, SOciology, and Industrial Eduoation.
Faculty advisementreqrnred.
9

hI'S.

36hrs.
For a description of Elemel1ll:ary and Special Education courses, see
pages 67-79.

EDUCATION, SECONDARY
Secondary Education
Pll'Ofessors: Power {Head of Department), Brenner, Laman, Scarborough
Associaite Professors: Estes, Johnson, Koper, McGuire, Melville,
Nolan, Taylor
Assisrf:anJt Professor:s: DeMars, DilHngham, Hanes

regulations of the Staite Board of Education and files atransoript of
credits showing the completion of the four-year curriculum for the
training of high school teaohers as preScribed by the Council on
Public Higher Education, and who, in addition fueI'eto, completes the
requireme1llts for a Master's Degree in a standard graduate school as
prescribed
The curriculum leading to the Standard High SchQO'I Certificate is
based upon the following:
1. Completion of ·the ~equil.'6ments for the Mrusrter's Degree which
shall !be based uPQn at least thirty semesf(:er hours Qf graduate
work. For 'students whO' write a thesis, a miruimum Qf rtwe1llty:..
four semester hO'urs is required.
2. At least fifteen Qf rtihe thirty hO'urs requia'ed fO'r·the Ma:siI:elJ." S
Degree must be in courses 'Open Qnly to graduate students.
3. At least nine semester hO'urs O'f the required work shaH be in
professional educrution OOUI'ses designed Ito develop :the recommended competencies. If O'nly nine hQlWS in profeSlSiooal eduCatiO'n are completed, all nine hours muS't he in courses open only
to gmduare students. These coU['ses will be ohQsen according
to the student's needs after consultaJtion with the student's
graduate advisor in education, and they shaill he selected from
the .following areas:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

A general study O'f curriculum development.
Research Methodology.
Advanced study in human grQwth and devel'Opme1llt.
The psychology of leaming.
A seminar in ins1Jruction devoted to' the method of teaching.
Foundati'Ons in educaJtion-sO'ciQIQgical, psychological,
philosophical, historical.

The Standard High School Gertifiioarbe, valid for ten years, shall
be issued to a person who meets the requireme1llts of law and general

At least twelve of the thirty semester hO'U['s required for the degree
shall he non-profes's]onal Isubject matter CQurses. These comses should.
be selected from areas rl'hat will strengthen the academic specializatiQn
of the secondary teacher and/or to further develop the genwal education background. Persons hQlding the Pmvisional High School Certificate for Vocational Agriculture may satisfy this sect~on of the requiTemenrts wit'h a minimum of six semesif'er hours graduate credit rather
than twelve.
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Master of Arts in Education (Secondary Education major or minor)
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Secondary Education/School Administration

The remaining COUll"ses should be selected on the basis of &e individual needs of <the student in ~eeping with polioies developed by
the institUltion. For other majors and minors in the Master of Arts in
Education see :page 18.
Special Education
A :program in special education is availaihle for persons oertified
in IsecondaPJ education. For a description of Ithe progmm, see pp. 58-60.
For a description of Secondary and Special Education courses, see
pages 67-79.

EDUCATION, SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
Graduate Faculty:
Professor: CbriSll:enson (Head of Depamnent)
Associal\:e Proressors: Farley, Frady, Williams
Assistant!: Profes'sor: Ball
Leading Ito a Pmfessional Certificate for School Administration and
Supervision
The curriculum in School Administmtion Programs is designed (1)
to -give qualified personnel the opportunity to acquire attitudes, advanced knowledge, undeTstanrungs, and skills in theM.- fields of intereSll:,
and. (2) to prepare quallified pemonnel to perform eff,ectively the leadership OC'esponsibilities in the elementary and secondary schools.
The courses and experiences provided are designed to meet pro. fes'sionaI certification standards in school administration and supervision.
Programs are offered and the certificaTe may he endorsed in I\:he following Meas: mementa1"Y Principai, Secondary Princ~pa'l, S~or of
Instruction, Dkeotor of Pupil 'Personnel, School Busmess Adminiisrtrator,
and Superintendent. The Professional Cerl\:i£icare for School Administration and Supervision shaH be is,sued ind~ally up~n completion of a
program of preparation for one of the previously-mentioned school
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leadership positions. The certificart:e shall be endorsed for t'he specmc
posiillion for which the program of preparation has been completed.
When the Professional Oertifical\:'e for School Adminis'lJration and Supervision has been issued and endorsed for one position it may be further
endorsed for any of the other positions upon completion of thai\: particular program.
All School Administration Programs, with the exceptions of School
Business Administrators, require additional study above and beyond
the Master's Degree. To be endorsed for the Superintendency a minimum of thirty hours beyond the Master's degree is required.
.
Application for admission to School Administmrtion Programs (exoept School Business Administrators) should be made after the completion of tthe M.A. degree. Acceptance in these programs will be based on
the recommendations of a selection committee, using as a basis for
approval the following criteria:
1 Satisfactory experience in public or priv;lJte schools.
2 Recommendations from school officials where the experience
was obtained.
3 Recommendations from graduate faculty members with whom
the candidate has had courses.
4 Satisfactory standardized test scores indicating achievement and
a potential for growth.
5 Satisfactory scholastic record.
6 Personal interview.
Curriculum for School Business Administrators Leading to a Masters
Degree and Standard Certification:
Provisional Certificate:
1 Oompletion of a Bachelor's Degree.
2 Completion of eighteen houl's toward Standard Certificate.
3 Two yeaTS successful experience in Government, Business, or
Eduoation.
Standard Certificate:
1 Completion of M.A. Degree.
2 Three years ex;perience as a School Business AdrrniniSitrator.
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Required Courses in Education:
577 History and Philosophy of Education
585 Fundamentals of Sohool Administration
677 School Law
676 School Finance
678 School Building
580 Curriculum
Additionall Required Courses or Demonstrated Competency in the
following:
Office and Personnel Management
Accounting
Public Finance
1iaxati:on
Busmess Law
School Business Management
Data Processing

Administration
Curriculum
Supervision
BehavIoral Sciences
Curriculum for Secondary School Principal Endorsement:
The Professional Certificate for School Administration and Supervision may be endorsed for the position of Secondary School Principal
when the following conditions have been met:
1. Completion of the requirements for the Standard High School
Cer.tifioate.
2. Admission to ,the curriculum for the secondary school principalship in accordance with seleohlon and admission criteria.
3. Completion of a minimum of for'ty-five semester hours of grad-

uate oredit including the Masters degree.

4. Three years of successful teaching experience.
Curriculum for Elementary School Principal Endorsement:
'The professional Cel1tificate for School Adnrinistmtion and ~U~eT
vision may be endorsed for the position of Elementary School PrinCIpal
when the follOwing conditions have heen met:
1. Completion of 'the requirements for the Standard Elementary
Certifioate.
2. Admissionro the curriculum for :the elemen:tary school principal-

ship in 'accordanoe with selection and admission criteria.
3. Completion of a minimum of forty-five semester hours of grad-

uate

cred~t

inoluding the Maste'l" s degree.

4. Three years of successful teaching experience.

Required Courses in Education
500~Research

Methods
to Guidance
585--,Fundamenitals ,of School Administration

550~Introduction

,Fifteen hours of departmenitally approved electives with emphasis in
seconoory education are to be selected £rom the following areas:
Adminllistration
Curriculum
Supervision
Behaviora:l Sciences

Required Courses in Education
500-Research Methods
550-Introduotion to Guidance
585-,Fundamentals 'Of School AdminisrtTartion
Fi£teen hours of departmental electives with emphasis in elementary education are to beSieleoted from the following areas:
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Curriculum for Director of Pupil Personnel Endorsement:
'Dhe Professional Certificate for School Administration and Supervision may be endorsed for the position of Dimctor of Pupil Personnel
when the following conditions have been met:
1. Completion of the requirements for either the Standard Eh~men
tary Oertificate OT the Standard High School Certificate.
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2. Admiss10n to the cUrlrioulum for Director of Pupal Personnel
in accordance wirth seleotion and aClmTssion criteria.

Curriculum for Superintendent Endorsement:

3. COmpletion of a minimum of forty-five semester hours of graduate credit!: including the Mastl:er's degree.

. . The Professional Certificate for School Administration and SuperVlSIon may he endorsed for the position of School Superintendent when
the foHowing conditions have been met:

4. Three years of successful teaching experience.
Required Courses in Education
500-Research Met!:hods
550-Inuoduomon to Guidance
583-Accounting for 'Pupil Personnel
585--'Fundamenta,ls of School Administration

1. CompletIi.on of the requiremeilits for either the S:fJandard Elementary Certifical\:e or the Standard High School Certificate.

2. Admission tto the curriculum for the Superintendency in accordance with selection and admission <riteria.
3. Completion of a minimum of sixty semestl:er hours of graduate
,credit including the Master's degree.

Nine hours of departmentally approved electives are to be selected
from the Behavioral Sciences.

4. As a general rule, a mdnimum of twenty-one graduate hours

Curriculum for Supervisor Endorsement:
The Professional Certificate for School Adminisltration and Supervision may be endorsed for the position of Supervisor of IIlSItruction
when the following conditions have been met!::

5. As a general rule, thirty-nine graduate hours in professional
education must be completed in the sixty-hour minimum.

1. Completion of the requirements for either the Standaro Etlementta:ry Certificate or the StandaTd High School Certificate.

2. Admissi:on to ,the curriculum for Supervision of Instruction in
accordanoe with selection and admiJSsion criteria.
3. Completion of a minimum 'Of f'Orty-five semester hours of graduate oredilt including the Master's degree.

4. Three years of successful teaching experience.
Required Courses in Education
50Q-....Research Methods
585-Fundamenta:lsof School Administration
-Advanced Reading

outside of education must be completed within the sixlty hour
minimum.

6. Five years of successful experience in teaohing or adminiSitration.
For a description of School Administration courses, see below
through page 79
Required Courses in Education
676~School Finance
677-School Law
678~School Plant Administration
APP'l'oved electives to be selected in professional education, behavioral sciences and/or subject-matter fields in order to complete
ceI1ti£ication requirements and satisfy administrative competencies.
Graduate Courses in Education
500. Research Methods. Three houps.

Depamnentally
following al'eas:
6 hours in
6 hours in
3 hours in
9 hours in

approved electives are to be selected from the
Curriculum t~elementary or secondary)
Supervision
Admdniswation
approved subjeot-matter tM'eas
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Application of scientific method to educational research including
theory of research, experimental design, techniques in data gathering
and the interpretation of results. To include research reporting and
bibliographical techniques.
501. Educational Statistics. Three hours.

Graphic and tabular arrangement of data; measures of central tendency; measures of relationship.
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503. Organization of the Elementary School Curriculum. Three hours.
An advanced study of principles and practices in curriculum construction in the elementary school. Emphasis is placed on forces
affecting curriculum and current innovations and trends.
505. Advanced Materials and Methods in Modem Mathematics for Elementary Teachers. Three hours.
Mathematics for gmdes kindergarten through grade eight is taught
with an attempt to blend the conceptual, the computational and application laspects of mathematics. Emphasis is placed on !the structural
aspects of mathematics and 'an ailtempt is made to show the "why" of
arithmetic computation. An extension of Education 305.
506. Seminar in Elementary School Science. Three hours.
A graduate seminar in methods land matel'rals appropriate to the
teaching of science in the elementary school.
508. Child Development and Child Study for Elementary Teachers. Three
hours.
A study of. the educational implications of major theories of child
development. The course includes an intensive study of a child or
children with interpretaltions of the collected data in terms of educational techniques and practices. Prerequisite: Education 500 or permission of instructor.
509. Curriculum Trends in Early Childhood Education. Three hours.
A study of current national and international issues and problems in
preschool and early elementary education with emphasis on program
planning for curriculum improvement.
510. Seminar in Early Childhood Education. Three honrs.
A study of the res~arch findings, as reported in scientific literature,
about young children and early childhood education.

519. Foundations of Reading Iustruction. Three hours.
An analysis o.f the reading process with special emphasis upon the
psychological and physiological foundations o.f the reading act. Required in the program leading to Standard Certification unless an advanced course in reading has been completed on the undergraduate
level.
520. Clinical Diagnosis of Reading Disabilities. Three hours.
A study of the nature and causes of reading disabilities and investigation of general 'and specific principles and approaches to diagnosis.
Through actual case studies students will use both group and individual tests in diagnosis. The interpretation of these tests and recommendations for remediation will be developed.
521. Correction of Reading Difficulties (Practicum). Three hours.
The three primary 'areas of study in this course are: Development of
instructional techniques for use with individuals or groups involved in
remedial r~ading instruction; investigatrons into materials and procedures for remedial reading instruction; participation in clinical
experiences with remedtal students.
522. Investigations in Reading. One, two, or three hours.
A comprehensive investigation of the research and descriptive literature in the field of reading on an individual basis. Permission of the
instructor required.
523. Diagnostic Reading Procedures for Classroom Teachers. Three hours.
Emphasis is on practical methods of reading 'appraisal; diagnostic
procedures, and materials essential for developing teaching strategies
in reading instruction to meet the needs of children on individual
small group, and large group bases.
'

518. Seminar: Problems in Special Education. Three hours.
Seminar fo radvanced students in special education. Designed to
provide in~depth study of specific issues in special education. Research paper required of all students.

528. Seminar in the Teaching of Secretarial Subjects. Three hours.
Materials, methods, techniques, and devices for teaching typewriting,
shorthand, and r,elated skilled subjects. Required of graduate students
majoring in business education. Review and application of research
findings to this area.
529. Seminar in the Teaching of Bookkeeping and Basic Business. Three
hours.
Purposes, materials, methods, and techniques for teaching bookkeeping and basic business. \Required of graduate students majoring in
business education. Review and application of research findings to
this area.
530. Seminar in English Education. Three hours.
A graduate seminar designed primarily for experienced English
teachers. Exploration of current methods and ma;terials for junior and
senior high school English courses; research and professional trends
including rhetoric, psycholinguistics, lexicographics and transformational grammars.
Prerequisite: Prior permission of the instructor.
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516. Research and Issues: The Exceptional Child. Three hours.
An in-depth review of the characteristics and needs of children who
are mentally retarded, gifted or behaviorally disordered or who have
visual, speech or motor handicaps. P,articular attention will be directed <toward current issues relating to overall programming for
these children in school and society.
517. Problems in Mental Retardation. Three hours.
The course will examine. the issues involved in mental retart1ation
from the standpoint of etiology, manifestations and programming.
Emphasis will be placed on the social implication of mental ret-ardation as it affects the educational and economic system.
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531. Seminar in Art Education. Three hours.
A graduate seminar designed primarily for experienced art teachers
and arrt specialists (supervisors, consultants, c9ordinators, and directors of al't). Exploration of curricular trends in art education; methods
and materials of teaching and supervising art in the public schools.
Prerequisite: Prior permission of the instructor.
532. Seminar in Foreign Language Education. Three hours.
A graduate seminar designed primarily for experienced foreign language teachers. Exploration of trends in foreign language education
methods and materials for teaching a foreign language at the secondary and 'advanced levels of instruction.
Prerequisite: Prior permission of the instructor.
533. Seminar in Industrial Arts Education. Three hours.
A graduate seminar designed primarily for experienced Industrial
Arts teachers. Course content includes historiCal development, exploration of curricular trends and innovations, methods and materials
of teaching, and current research and problems relating to the teaching of industrial arts.
Prerequisite: Prior approval of the instructor.
534. Seminar in Mathematics Education. Three hours.
A graduate seminar designed primarily for experienced secondary
school mathematics teachers. Designed to make teachers aware of
newer concepts in curriculum and methods of instruction, current
research and problems in mathematics education.
Prerequisite: Prior approval of the instructor.
535. Seminar in Music Education. Three hours.
A graduate seminar designed primarily for experienced music
teachers. A consideration of the historical, philosophical and psychological foundations of music education: the application of the principles of education to the music program. Major emphasis is placed on
current trends in educational thought and their implications for instruction, supervision, administration and evaluation in music education.
536. Seminar in the Teaching of Physical Education. Three hours.
A detailed study and integration of traditional and recent techniques,
methods, and knowledge in the practical application of scientific principles to the teaching of physical education and the coaching of sports
and games. Opportunities for intensive investigation in specific
pedagogical problems are afforded through the modalities of lectures,
discussion groups, demonstrations, par,ticipation and use of audiovisual aids.
537. Seminar in Science Education. Three hours.
A graduate seminar primarily for experienced science teachers. Designed to keep the career science teacher up-to-date on the changes in
the teaching of science. Areas considered include the history and
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comparative study of science teaching, curricular and course content
ch,anges, materials available, evaluation, methods in science teaching,
professional organizations, and research in science education.
Prerequisite: Prior approval of instructor.
538. Seminar in Social Studies Education. Three hours.
A graduate seminar designed primarily for experienced secondary
school social studies teachers. Deals with newer concepts in curriculum and methods of instruction and with current research in social
studies education.
Prerequisite: Prior approval of the instructor.
539. Seminar in Agriculture Education. Three hours.
Study of current and advanced problems in the organization, teaching,
supervision, administration and evaluation of agricultural education
programs. Investigation, papers, and repor,ts.
540. Seminar in Home Economics Education. Three hours.
A graduate seminar designed primarily for experienced home economic teachers. Current trends in family life education witth emphasis on individualized instruction, team teaching and audio-visual
aids and their use in improving learning.
Prerequisite: Home Economics 572 or consent of instructor.
541. Seminar in School Libraries. Three hours.
A graduate seminar designed primarily for experienced school librarians. Areas considered include historical development, exploration
of curricular trends and innovations relating to school library services,
organizations for library services, materials and equipment available,
physical facilities, professional organizations, and current research
and problems in school librarianship.
542. Seminar in Speech Education. Three hours.
A graduate seminar designed primarily for experienced teachers.
Course content includes historical development, exploration of curricular trends and innovations and current research and problems
related to the teaching of speech.
547. Classroom Test Construction. Three hours.
Construction and use of classroom tests; application of testing programs to r,esearch problems in classroom teaching.
548. Research in Curriculum and Instruction. One to Three hours.
Research in instructional problems in reading, mathematics, science,
social studies, and English. Research in the area of the elementary
and secondary curriculum.
550. Introduction to Guidance. Three hours.
A basic course designed to present an over-all view of the philosophy,
organization, administration and operation of guidance and personnel
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services rendered at all education levels and to develop an understanding of the functions of personnel and guidance services in
modern society.
Spec. Ed. 550. Seminar: Problems in Special Education. Three hours.
This seminar is designed for advanced students in special education,
and it provides in-depth study of specific issues in special education.
Research paper required of all students.
552. Individual and Group Analysis. Three hours.
A study of the methods, techniques and instruments used by guidance
and personnel workers in the :assessment and evaluation of individuals
and groups. Attentionis given to methods ,and administering, scoring,
and interpreting both objective and subjective instruments. A survey
is made of research design, s,tatisticsand computer utilization. Opportunities are provided for observation and participation in use of
instruments.
553. Field Laboratory Experience in Group and Individual Analysis. One
hour.
This course is taken concurrently with Education 552. These directed
,activities are designed to provide field laboratory experiences in the
theories and practices of ,the group and individual analysis area.
554. Group Guidance. Three hours.
A study of the dynamics and processes within group structures; experiences in the formation of groups and their utilization in group
counseling procedures and in the guidance aspects of career development and vocational choice. Oppo:rrf;uniUes are provided for observationsand participation in group work.
555. Field Laboratory Experience in Group Guidance. One hour.
This course is taken concurrently with Education 554. These directed
activities are designed to provide field laboratory experiences in the
theories and practices of the group guidance area.
556. Informational Services. Three hours.
A study of the sources, types, and uses of educational and occupational
information applicable to a program of developmental guidance and
counseling.
557. Field Laboratory Experience in Informational Services. One hour.
This course is taken concurrently with Education 556. These directed
activities are designed to provide field laboratory experiences in the
theories and practices of ,the informational services area.
558. Counseling Theory and Practice. Three hours.
A study of the major contemporary theories of counseling along with
the implementation of the ¥arious methods and procedures followed
in individual 'and group counseling. Attention is also given to laboratory demonstration and parlicipation.
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559. Field Laboratory Experience in Counseling Theory and Practice. One
hour.
This course is taken concurrently with Education 558. These direoted
activities are designed to provide field laboratory experiences in the
theories and practices of the counseling area.
560. Counseling Practicum. Three hours.
Provides for supervised experiences in actual work with students
in the appropriate education setting in which the individual plans
to seek certification or employment. These experiences include both
guidance and counseling activities with students. This practicum
also provides experiences for students pl'anning to enter employment
in governmental business and industry.
570w. Workshops in Education. One-three hours.
Special short courses on educational problems.
571. Junior High School Curriculum. Three hours.
This course provides an opportunity for teachers, supervisors, curriculum consultants, and administrators to study the educational programs especially designed for the young adolescent. Emphasis is
placed on functions organization, planning and evaluation of the
junior high/middle school curriculum with attention to special curriculum areas.
576. Foundations of Education. Three hours.
An examination of past and contemporary factors in American education.
577. History and Philosophy of Education. Three hours.
Survey of the historical roots of dominant philosophies of education.
578. Basic Education for Adults. Three hours.
A graduate course designed especially for present and prospective
teachers of Adult Basic Education. This involves a study of the unique
aspects of teaching the disadvantaged adult. Emphasis is given to
an examination of the characteristics of and factors affecting the
under-educated adult student; curdculum planning; methods of instruction and evaluation.
579. Deprivation and Education. Three hours.
A study of the cultural ,and social forces which deprive students of
the experimental tools necessary for successful classroom learning.
An investigation of experimental education programs currently operating in impoverished areas.
580. The Curriculum. Three hours.
The philosophy, the principles, the problems, and the practices of curriculum making.
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581. Organization and Administration of Occupational Education Programs.
Three hours.
A study of the organization, administration, and implementation of
occupational education programs as an integral part of the total
education system.
582. Adult Education Program Planning Principles. Three hours.
This course deals with the basic principles of adult learning, decision
making, and considerations for planning, executing and evaluating
adult education programs.
583. Accounting for Pupil Personnel. Three hours.
Problems of personnel accounting with special attention to the work of
director of pupil personnel, and to records and reports incident to
the Minimum Foundation Program.
584. Comparative Education. Three hours.
Historical and international faotors influencing the development of
national systems of education; methodology and research approaches
to international, comparative, developmental, and cross-cultural education.
585. Fundamentals of School Administration. Three hours.
An introductory course concerned with the organization and administration of American schools. Principles of effective leadership are
explored, and the roles and responsibilities of the various administrative - supervisory positions are examined.
587. Programmed Instruction. Three hours.
Overview to the field of programmed learning; its relation to research
iIi learning ,theory and to audio-visual communication. Students will
engage in individual research and programming of curriculum content
in the field of major competence.
588. School Business Management. Three hours.
The principles of efficient and effective operation of the fiscal and
business aspects of school administration are studied as they affect
the educational program.
590. Administration of School Personnel. Three hours.
The concept of the personnel administrator is one of allocating human
resources to accomplish the purposes of the school organization.
591. The Administration, Management and Finance of Federal-State Occupational Education Programs. Three hours.
This course involves a study of the types, sources, standards and
manacgement functions and procedures concerned with financing and
operating numerous federal-state, occupational education programs.
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592. Program Planning in Occupational Education. Three hours.
This course involves methods of determining the need for occupational eduoation programs, development of programs and curriculums,
evaluating and improving existing programs, and annual and longrange program planning.

593. Planning and Equipping Occupational Education Facilities. Three
hours.
This course involves a study of techniques and procedures in determining occupational facilities needs, evaluating existing facilities,
planning for new construction, renovation of existing buildings and
maximum utilization of existing facilities.
594. Seminar on Leadership in Occupational Education. Three hours.
This course involves a study of principles and practices of leadership
related to involving community resources in the development and
operation of occupational education programs.
595. Supervised Practice in the Administration of Occupational Education
Programs. Three to six hours.
Supervised practice in the administration of occupational education
programs in the work setting with emphasis on the development of
administrative leadership and management skills.
596. Readings in Education. One to Three hours.
Opportunity for advanced students in education to do reading and
research in the field of major interest under the guidance of the
major professor. Registration only by permission of the major professor.
597. Problems in Administration and Supervision. One to Three hours.
Students identify and solve administrative problems of concern to
them in their own school districts. Permission of instructor required.
598. The Organization and Supervision of Student Teaching. Three hours.
Designed to acquaint teachers with the philosophy, theory, and
practices which are essential in an effective stUdent teaching program.
Attention is given to both State and NeATE standards for teacher
education, personal and professional relationships, common problems
of student teachers and evaluation of student teachers.
599. a, b, Thesis Research. One to Three hours each.
Special research problems in education.
603. Research and Experimentation Mfecting the Elementary School.
Three hours.
A study of major research studies and reports of experimentation that
have had or are currently having an impact on -the elementary sehool
and its curriculum.
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620. Advance'd Diagnosis of Reading Problems. Three hours.
A Laboratory course designed to give experience in advanced testing
materials in diagnosing severely retarded readers.
621. Advanced Reading Correction Practicum. Three hours.
A laboratory course designed to give individual and small group
instruction to children with severe reading problems.
623. Organization and Administration of Reading Programs. Three hours.
Organizational patterns in various kinds of reading programs and
their implementation on a system-wide as well as a local school
basis. Permission of the instructor required.
624. Seminar in Reading Problems. Three hours.
An in-depth study of the research and descriptive literature related
to specific reading problems.
625. Field Experience in Reading. Three, six, or nine hours.
Full time supervised experience in a public school system working
with reading problems.
650. Utilization of Community Resources in Guidance. Three hours.
This course provides for individual community surveys of all resources
which may be used in the processes and procedures of guidance and
counseling to assist students in the proper choice of educational programs to qualify them for careers of their own selection. Based upon
surveys actually made, ways and mEians of utilization of resources
surveyed are discussed and applied where' practicable.
652. Research in Guidance and Counseling. One to three hours.
Research problems relating to the organization and administration of
the guidance program.
654. Mental and Aptitude Testing. Three hours.
Administration and interpretation of standard mental and apti,tude
tests as tools of educational and occupational guidance.
655. Seminar in Guidance Services in the Elementary School. Three hours.
An exploration and determination of the guidance services for the
elementary school that are congruent with the philosophy, curricula
and student patterns within the elementary school; and the means
for instituting and maintaining them in practice.
656. Seminar in Vocational Guidance and Occupational Adjustment. Three
hours.
This seminar provides for the intensive study of vocational guidance
and occupational adjustment and application at all levels - schools
and colleges, business and industry, and government.

Education Courses
critical discussion of research and important studies made in the area
of counseling and guidance. BOoth theoretioal and practical criticism
of relevant research studies in the field of guidance are emphasized.

660. Organization and Administration of Guidance Services. Three hours.
This course provides an analysis of the guidance services in elementary and secondary schools and the approprIate organization for
making effective these services. Attention will also be given to the
basic principles and postulates underlying ,the justification of guidance
services. Emphasis is placed upon problems such as: initiating guidance programs; developing related services; staffing; physical facilities; providing adequate budget; etc.
662. Advanced Counseling Practicum. Three to six hours.
The purpose of the advanced counseling practicum is to function as
a ,training facility for supervised on-campus experiences in the counseling of elementary, junior and senior high school students, and their
parents. Emphasis is placed upon educational, vocational, and socialpersonal planning and problems. The practicum also provides for an
understanding of and for practice in relating the other main guidance
services (individual inventory, information services, placement, and
follow-up) to the heart of the guidance process . . . counseling. It
also involves opportunities for experience in providing consultive
services to professional people working with children who might be
teachers, principals, counselors, agency workers and others.
6'75. Higher Education in America. Three hours.
An .examination of the history, purpose, philosophy, organization,
curnculum, student personnel services, financial services, and trends
of the American system of higher education.
676. Public School Finance. Three hours.
Lo,?al school finances; scho.ol budgets, accounting for school money.
Urut costs and cost accountmg; accounting for school property, insurance, business procedure and office practice.
677. School Law. Three hours.
Clinical study of existing school code; judicial decisions; administrative
problems and school code.
678. School Plant Administration. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Education 585.
Educational needs and school building planning; architect service;
standards of construction; types of buildings: building surveys.
679. Seminar in Foundations of Education. Three hours.
An inter-disciplinary seminar for advanced students. Registration
by permission of instructor.

658. Seminar in Guidance and Counseling. Three hours.
The purpose of this seminar is to provide an opportunity for the
systematic involvement of the student in the presentation and

680. Advanced Studies in Elementary School CurriculUm. Three hours.
Intensive :analysis of the educational content and methodology of the
elementary school curriculum, including the experimental approach
to the curriculum.
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681. Secondary School Curriculum. Three hours.
Critical issues in the secondary school curriculum and ways of resolving these issues for an improved program of secondary education.
682. School-Community Relations. Threc hours.
A study of the background, need, and techniques of acquiring a wholesome working relationship with the laymen. Special emphasis is
placed on lay involvement in school programs.

Education Courses/English
695. School Surveys. Three hours.
Techniques of making school surveys; gathering and interpretation
of data; evaluation of educational programs, evaluation of facilities;
prediction of future enrollment, and presentation of school authorities.
696. Advanced Theory in Education Administration. Three hours.
Theoretical approaches to the study of administration and leadership
with particular reference to ,theories of education administration. For
advanced graduate students. Registration by permission of instructor.

683. Seminar and Curriculum Development. Three hours.
An advanced seminar for the consideration of factors influencing
curriculum development. Registration by permission of instructor.

697. Research in Administration and Supervision. One to three hours.
Special research projects in administration and supervision.

684. Supervision of Elementary School Subjects. Three hours.
Application of principles of supervision to problems of instruction in
the elementary grades.

698. Practicum in Administration and Supervision. Three to six hours.
Internship of other field experience for administrators and supervisors. Permission of instrucior required.

686. Principles of Supervision. Three hours.
The instructional side of school administration; organization, problems, principles, and techniques of improving teachers in service.

The following 4OO-level courses may be taken for graduate credit:

688. Evaluating the Elementary School. Three hours.
A study of the techniques of evaluation of the elementary school.
Special emphasis will be given to approaches to evaluating the school
for accreditation purposes as well as for general school improvement
programs. This course is designed specifically for those preparing
for administrative and/or instructional leadership roles.
691. Elementary School Organization and Administration. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Education 585.
Problems of organization and administration of elementary schools
with special emphasis on the problems of instruction; classification,
promotion, and guidance of pupils; custodial services, and relationships
with patrons and community.
6g2. Secondary School Organization and Administration. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Education 585.
Problems of organization and administration of secondary schools
with special emphasis on programs of instruction; classification, promotion, and guidance of pupils; relation of principal to non-professional personnel; and relationship with patrons and community.
693. Programs of Continuing Education. Three hours.
A general survey of adult education with emphasis upon the philosophy, organization and administration of continuing education programs.
694.. Seminar in Educational Administration. Three hours.
Emphasis on current research and identification of research needed
in educational administration. For advanced graduate students in
administration and supervision.
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404. Adult Education: Historical and Contemporary Perspectives. Three
hours.
412. Materials and Methods of Preschools. Three hours.
417. Speech and Bearing Problems of Children. Three hours.
420. Reading in the Primary Grades. Three hours.
421. Reading in Intermediate Grades. Three hours.
441. Materials and Methods of Teaching the Educable Mentally Retarded.
Three hours.
442. Materials and Methods of Teaching the Educable Handicapped.
Young Adult. Three hours.
444. Reading in the Secondary School. Three hours.
445. Audio-Visual Materials and Methods. Three hours.
446.

Selection, Acquisition, and Evaluation of Non-Print Material. Three
hours. (see also Library Science 446)
455. Junior High School. Three hours.
477.

Materials and Methods in Library Science. Three hours.

ENGLISH
Graduate Faculty:
Professors: K. Clarke, M. Clarke, Li1Jtle, McCelvey, W. McMahon,
Wood
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English

English

Associate Professors: Davis, Fridy, D. MoMahQn, M~ller, Steele
Assistant Proifessor: Ward
. FQlklore: ProfessQr: K. Clarke
AssDciate PmfessDr: MDntell
Master 'Of Arts in English; Master 'Of Arts in EducatiDn . (English
majDr or minDr, English and Allied Languag: Arts Area major, FD~
Studies minor); Masri'er 'Of Arts i? F?lk SrtudIe~;. Master
A~ ~~h
Master of Arts in CDllege Teaching m Humarnties ('Of which E g
is a signifiicant part)

0:

A student interested in w~rkin.g tDward 'One 'Of These d~~~s shDuld
confer with the Graduate AdVIsor III the Department 'Of Eng IS .
Master 'Of Arts in English
~his prQgram is designed fDr students WhD are preparing to ~ch
in the secondary schools Dr juniDrcolleges, Dr who ex~., tQ .continue
graduate work tDward ·an advanced degree at anot'her l'I1sOtution.
In additi'On t'O admissiDn requirements 'Of the Graduate College, a
oandidlllte must submit a transcript shDwing a minimum of tw~nty-seven
hours of undergraduate English wilth an a\lierage 'point stan~ng 'Of not
less thain 8.0. A satisfactory soore 'On the aptItude seotIon 'Of the
Graduate Record ExaminatiDn must be presented.

T'O complete this program, a student must do a minimum of twe~ty
fQur semester hDurS 'Of classwork (six 'Of which may ?e in. a related field
'Or fields suoh as dramatics,English history, for~lgn .hterature, mass
media, philosophy and speech). A thesis under the ~Ireotri'On ~ a member
'Of .the graduate faculty is requriTed. This thesis WIll carry. SIX semester
hours 'Of credit, making the minimum for :the degree thirty semester
hours.
A student musif: meet the research tcol reqooement by demDnstf:ra~ng
the abi1i~ t'O read a modem fD:eign ·language; he m,ust also pass a final
e~amination 'Over oourses, theSIS, and related matenals.

hDurs in English; the student minoring in English may take a maximum
of 15 'Or a minimum of 12 hours in that department.
Master of Arts in Folk Studies
The iil1lfJeirdisoiplinary graduate progmm in Folk Studies is designed
fDr students WhD desire tD reach at thecDIlege level; fDr teachers who
desire t'O add new vistas 'Of public schDol classroom instruction in the
arts, ·humanities, and social sciences; as enriChment for persDns inte!rested in employment with public agencies in such areas as welfare and
social work, and in schooladministratiDn; fQr .those persons WhD desire
to oDntinue ;their eduoation on a personal 'Or a vooational .oasis; and fDr
students who expect to pursue deotDral studies at anDther institution.
Since folliore deals wilth the entire rtraditiQnal culture 'Of man as
manifested in his customs and beliefs, verbal traditions and material
cultural forms, the discipline has close affinities with Mterature,
anthropology, sociDlegy, histQry, geQgraphy, philosophy, and psychology. A gDDd undergraduate record in any of the disciplines listed
will be acceptable fQr admissien to graduate study in Folk Studies.
The student without sufficient backgrQund may be required to take
additional courses.
A minimum 'Of twelve hours of folklore at the 500 level (thrus must
include English or AnthropclDgy 577 and 578), plus twelve additional
hours of folklQre or ,selected courses in related disciplines, plus six hours
'Of thesis credit, OOIllStitutes the md.nimum requirements fDr the program.
The thesis requm-ement may be satisfiied by substituting an extended,
fulIy-documented collection prDject.
The sltudent must additionally meet the research tool requirement
by demQnstrating the abilirty tD read a modern foreign language, generally Frenoh Dr German; he must also pruss atwD-part comprehensive
written eXanllni3:tion oV'er theory and techniques, and 'One area to be selected in consultatiDn wirth rthe advisor.
Master of Arts in Education (Felk Studies miller)

This rogram is designed for people who e~ tD work in, the
public
at any level wDm
tD junior
majDring in English may take a maxImum 'Of 21 or a mmlmum 0

This prDgram is designed tD enrich the teaching content in the
public schools in the ru::ts, humanities, and social soiences, and tD :broaden the teaoh-m1s general eduoatiDn backgrDund. AdmislsiQn requirements
fer this program are the same as for the Master 'Of Arts in Folk Studies.
The student pursuing this pl'Ogram must meet 'all requirements for a
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Master 'Of Arts in EducatiDn (English majQr 'Or minQr)

sch~els

elem~ntary

coll~~e. Stud;~~

English
English

577. Techniques and Materials in Folklore Studies. Three hours.

Standard Certificate, and in doing so, will take a minimum of twelve
hotM1s <in folklore oourses, six hcmrs of which must include EngHshl
Anthropology 577 and 578. The additional six hOUTS may be elected
from any of ;fIhe 400 or 500~level folklore courses; or one course from
a related discipline may be substituted for the fourth folklore cotll."Se.
Graduate Courses in English:
503. Linguistics and Transformational Grammar. Three ho~rs...
.,
History and development of modern gra~ar and llI~gm.Stlc ~rlllCl
pIes. A review of current professional wnters and an llltroductlon to
the various "new" grammars.
508. Studies in Language Development. Three hours.

.
This course is concerned with a study of the nature and function of
];anguage, the processes and stages of language learning, and the
development of functional language skills.

509. Standard English as a Second Dialect. Three hours.
This course offers an e~amination of the contrasting differences of

standard and nonstandard English, a presentation of second language
teat:hing techniques for speakers of nonstandard English, and a review
of the literature on teaching materials for the teaching of the language
arts to culturally disadvantaged children.
520. Bibliographical and Methodological Studies in Literature. Three hours.

A systematic study of basic bibliography and bibliographical problems' research methods requisite for the M.A. thesis and scholarly
publications; and the craft and methodologies of recent critical essays.

553. Restoration and Eighteenth Century Drama. Three hours.
Careful study of representative plays. Evaluation of influences, movements, and productions. Wide reading and individual study.

Prer,equisites: graduate status; must also be pursuing a graduate program of study in folklore or in a discipline which is distinctly related to folklore.
A course dealing with recent folklore theories, ethnographic procedures, field collection of folklore and folklife, identification and
documentation procedures necessary in the preparation of folkloristic materials for archiving and studying. (Same as Anthropology
577.)
578. Folklore and Folklife Research. Three hours.
Prerequisite: English 577.

An interdisciplinary consideration of diverse topics related to fieldwork and research in folklore and folklife. Problem statement, advance preparation, interviewing techniques, documentation of data,
etc. (Same as Anthropology 578).
579. Directed Study and Research in Folklore. Three hours.
Prerequisites: graduate status; also English 577 or demonstrated

ability to work independently. A qualified student may study a particular 'area in depth under the direction of a member of the folklore
faculty. The student meets with his faculty director at prearranged
times to discuss readings, research, or field project. (Same as Anthropology 579).
581. Readings in Old English. Three hours.

Introduction to Anglo-Saxon vocabulary, grammar, and literary devices. Some readings in the original and some in· translation.
582. Middle English Literature. Three hours.

A generous sampling of non-Chaucerian English literarture of the Middle English period. Some attention will be given to the langu'age of
the period.

n. Three hours.
Selected comedies and histories studied in depth. Attention given to
individual research in literary criticism.

560. Literary Criticism

583. Shakespeare

570. Appalachian Folklore and Folklife. Three hours. .

585. Milton. Three hours.

n. Three hours.
A survey of critical theory and practice of the significant literary
critics of the Western world from the Romantic period to the present.
.
.
Prerequisites: graduate status, plus a personal lllterview With the
instructor prior to registration. A study of the folklife and culture
of the Upland South, with emphasis on verbal and material traditions. Includes a cursory investigation of the Ozark region. (Same
as Anthropology 570).

572. Applied Folklore. Three hours.

Prerequisites: graduate status; humanities, sodal, or behavioral science background preferred. The study of folklore items and genres
as they exist and function in their cultural conteJct in both oral and
printed communications channels. (same as Anthropology 572).
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A general study of John Milton's poetic works with some attention to
his prose.
587. Wordsworth and Keats. Three hours.

A study of the major works of these two writers and an evaluation of
their contributions to the Romantic Movement.
588. Modern British Poetry. Three hours.

This course studies in detail the work of major twentieth century
British poets.
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591. Emerson, Thoreau, aud Whitman. Three hours.
A study of their selected works, their cultural backgrounds, their
contributions, biographical and critical materia1.
592. The Age of Twain and James. Three hours.
A study of realism and naturalism in American literature with special
emphasis on Twain and James and their contemporaries.
593. Poe, Hawthorne, and Melville. Three hours.
A study of their selected works, their cultural backgrounds, their
contributions, biographical and critical material.
594. Contemporary Fiction. Three hours.
A study of selected major figures and their works. Consideration of
movements, influences, developments since 1900.
596. Seminar in American Writers. Three hours.
This is an intensive course dealing with a small group of writers, or
perhaps one major writer. It will vary in content from time to time
according to the instructor 'assigned and the apparent needs of the
students.
597. Investigations in English. Two or three hours.
An intensive review of articles in professional journals dealing with
certain problems relative to the teaching of English.
598. Problems in English. Two or three hours.
Supervised research on literary or linguistic problems.
599. Thesis Research. Six hours.

The following 4OO-level courses may be taken for graduate credit:
401.
404.
405.
406.
407.
455.
456.
458.
~59.

460.
476.
477.
478.
481.
482.

Advanced Composition. Three hours.
The History of the English Language. Three hours.
Phonetics. Three hours.
American Dialects. Three hours.
Descriptive Linguistics. Three hours.
American Drama. Three hours.
Elizabethan Drama. Three hours.
The Modern British Novel. Three hours.
Modern Drama. Three hours.
Literary Criticism I. Three hours.
Anglo-American Folksongs. Three hours.
Folk Art and Technology. Three hours.
Folklore in Literature. Three hours.
Chaucer. Three hours.
Shakespeare I. Three hours.
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483.
484.
485.
486.
487.
488.
489.
490.
493.
494.
495.
496.

The English Renaissance. Three hours.
The Romantic Period. Three hours.
The Seventeenth Century. Three hours.
The Eighteenth Century. Three hours.
Victorian Prose. Three hours.
Victorian Poetry. Three hours.
The English Novel. Three hours.
The American Novel. Three hours.
Major American Poets. Three hours.
Kentucky Literature. Three hours.
Southern Literature. Three hours.
Comparative Literature. Three hours.

Note: Som~ a~'V1anced COUTS'es in Speech and Theatre and Mass CommUll!lootions may Ibe used wirth advuS'or's approval.

FOREIG~

LANGUAGES

Graduate Faculty:
Professors: Brown (Head of Department), Hatcher, Miller
A:ssociate Professors: Baihcock,Nolan
AsStistanrt ,Profes'sor: Padilla, Walls
French: 'M'ast er 0 f A
Its 'In Education (French major or minor)
er gradua,te degree programs in F.rench are expected
In the neaT future.

?ili

Gel"IIlan: Masrer of Arts in Educati'On (GeIman major or minor)
Spanish: Master of ht~; Master. of Arts in College Teaching;
Master of Arts In Education (Spani:sh major or minor) .

Master of Arts in Spanish

:n~ program is designed for those who wish 00 ,teach SpaniSh on
~he Juruor or senior college 'level, as the initial Sitlage on the graduate
level ror tho.se intending 00 pur.sue a doctoml degree £0,
d
school rt:!Ch
h d'
' 1" seconary
rtif ~ eIlS w 0 eSlre such a program in addiHon to meeting
ce lCOOon standards, and for those whose vocationru objecti
.
eludes a high degree of proficiency in Spanish.
ve In-
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Foreign Languages.

In addition to general Graduate College requirements, the ~d~
muSit have completed the equivalent of an under~adu~te mm?r m
Spanish (eighteen hours above the demen~ary year), .1Ilcluding an mtroduotory course in Hispanic lilt:erature, WIth approXlIIlat:ly. a 3.0 (4.0)
average in this field. Deficiencies must be made up Wlthin one year
without graduate credit.
Under Plan A, a minimum of 24 hours of acceptable. course work
and a rthesis, equivalent to six graduate hours, are:vequired. Under Plan
B, a minimum of 30 hours of 'acceptable course work must be completed;
the clliesis is nOlI: :vequ~red. Of the 24 hours unde~ Blan A an~ 30 ho~rs
under Plan B, 6 hOU11S may be taNen in Ithe followmg Il'elared fields, WIth
the approval of the Gt~aduate Adviser: another f~gn J~guage (modem 'Or classical), English, hiSitory (Spain or a Spanlsh-speaking area), ~d
other fields which clearly rehl:te to the Hispanic interest. Of the mmimum of 18 hours of course wOlrk in Hispanic literature or language,
at least mne hours must be at the 500-level or above, and of the addi. tional six hours, three hours must be numbered 500 or above.

500 or above, and of the additional six 'hours,three hours must be numberted 500 or above.
A course in foreign language materials and met<hods or its equivalent is required. If the student has not already completed such a course,
he may enroll in it foc 'gTaduall:e credit and rfJake it concurrenJtly wirth a
required period of supervised teaching.
A ~'esis is optional. However, if ,the thesis is elected, it will carry
Six sem'ester hours of credit, completing the thirty holl["S Tequdred for
the degree. The topic must be approved by the sltudenrt's adviser and
the head 'Of the DepartmOOIt. The student may elect to do additional
course work in Hispanic literature or language in Heu of writing a
thesis. Three hours of this work mu:sl!: be at ·the 500-1evel or above.
The .student must do some supervised college teaching under the
d.ireot:ion of a member of the Department ·of Foreign Languages. An examinati'On ,over course work and the ,thesis, if elected, muslt be satisfactorily completed .

An examination over course work and t'he thes~s, if eledOOd, must
be ,satisfactorily completed.

Master of Arts in Education (French major or minor; German major or
minor; Spanish major or minor)

Prior to taking his final examination the srtud~t must demonstrate
readingalbiHty sufficient to do scholarly resooTch in another language,
modem or clasSical. The l'anguage chosen must meet the approval of the
head of the Depamnent.

'I1his ptogram provides additional graduate coursework in French,
German, Qr Spanish for the public school teaoher. The student foHowing
this prog1fam must meet a1l:TequiTemenil:s for Standard High School
certification. The student maJoring in French, German, or Spanish may
take a mimmum of 18 or a maximum of 21 hours in his chosen major,
while the student minoring in French, German, or Spanish may take
a minimum of 12 or a maximum of 15 hours in his chosen field. The
remaining hours will be taken in professional education courses.

Master of Arts in College Teaching in Spanish
This program is designed especially to prepareSitudenrts fur. ~e
teaching of Spanish on the junior 'Or senior ~llege .level. In a~dition
to ·admission standards for the Master of Arts m Spanlsh, a commItment
00 college teaching is required of candidates for this degree program.
A total of 24 hours of course work is reqmred, which must !include
18 hours in :the field of Hispanic literature .and ,language. With the
approval of the Graduate Ad~se!r, a ma:dmum of six semester hours
may be taNen in the follo~g :elated fields.: another forei~ lan~~ge
(modern or classical), English, msrtory,of Spam or ota Spamsh-speaking
area, professional education, and other fields which clearly relate to ~e
Hispanic interest. Of Ithe minimum of 18 hours of course work m
Hispanic literalture or language, at .Joost nine holJI'S must be numbered
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Graduate Courses in Foreign Languages
520. Seminar in French Literature or Language. Three hours.
522. Old French Philology. Three hours.
525. French Poetry to Baudelaire. Three hours.
526. Modern French Poetry. Three hours.
527. Renaissance French Literature. Three hours.
529. Seminar in French Literature. Three hours.
538. Seminar in Gennan Literature. Three hours.
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539. Seminar in German Literature or Language. Three hours.
570. Golden Age Prose. Three hours.

425. Twentieth Century French Novel. Three hours.
Prerequisite: French 326 or permission of instructor.

A study of the prose literature of Spain during the period 1479 to
1635 with an emphasis on Don Quijote.

426. Twentieth Century French Drama. Three hours.
Prerequisite: French 326 or permission ,of instructor.

571. Golden Age Poetry and Drama. Three hours.
A study of the poetry and drama of Spain during the period 1479 to
1635 with emphasis on the contributions of the leading writers:
Garcilaso de la Vega, Lope de Vega, Gongora, and Calderon de la
Barca.

428. Seventeenth Century French Literature. Three hours.
Pl'erequisite: French 325 or permission of instructor.

572. Nineteenth Century Prose. Three hours.
A survey of the nineteenth~century peninsular Sparush novel and
the costumbrista sketches.
573. Nineteenth Century Poetry and Drama. Three hours.
A study of Romantic poetry of the period together with a parallel
study of Romantic drama and of the ensuing Realistic tendency in
drama.
575. Twentieth Century Prose. Three hours.
A study of the novel and the essay of the Generation of '98 and
of the n9vel of the post-civil war period in Spain.
576. Twentieth Century Poetry and Drama. Three hours.
A study of the drama of Spain from the Generation of '98 through
the contemporary period with emphasis on Jacinto Benavente and
Garcia Lorca: Poetry is studied beginning with the Modernists through
the contemporary period, with emphasis on Juan Ramon Jimenez;
Antonio Machado, and Garcia Lorca.
578. Seminar in Hispanic Literature or Language. Three hours.
(May be repeated for a total of six hours.)
599. Thesis. Six hours. (Spanish)
599. Thesis. Six hours. (French)

The following 400-1evel courses may be taken for graduate credit:
420. Advanced French Composition and Stylistics. Three hours.
Prerequisite: French 320.
421. Advanced French Conversation. Three hours.
Prerequisite: French 32l.
422. History of the French Language. Three hours.
Prerequisite: French 22l.
424. Nineteenth Century French Literature. Three hours.
Prerequisite: French 324 or equivalent.
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429. Studies in French Literature or Language. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Senior standing and permission of the instructor.
(May be repeated for a total of six houl'S of credit.)
432. History of the German Language. Three hours.
Prerequisite: German 330 or permission of the instructor.
433. Survey ~~ Nineteenth Century German Drama. Three hours.
Prereqwslte: German 334 or equivalent.
434. Survey ~~ Nineteenth Century German Prose. Three hours.
Prereqwslte: German 334 or equivalent.
435. Twentieth Century German Literature. Three hours.
Prerequisite: German 334 or equivalent.
436. German. ~iterature of the Classical Period. Three hours.
Prereqwslte: German 334 or equivalent.
437. Survey ?f. the German Lyric from the Beginnings to 1800. Three hours.
PrereqUISIte: German 334 or equivalent.
438. Survey ~~ the German Lyric from 1800 to the Present. Three hours.
Prereqwslte: German 334 or equivalent.
439. Studies in German Literature or Language. Three hours
Prerequisite: Senior standing and permission of the instructor.
(May be repeated for a total of six hours of credit.)
440. Seminar in Greek Literature. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Gr~ek 240 or equivalent.
450. Seminar in Latin Literature. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Latin 252 or equivalent.
457. Roman Authors of the Republic. Three hours.
Prerequisite: 6 to 12 hours of Latin beyond 251.
458. Roman Authors of the Empire. Three hours.
Prerequisite: 6 to 12 hours of Latin beyond 25l.
464. ,Nineteenth· Century Russian Literature. Three hours
Prerequisite: Russian 261 or equivalent.
..
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Soviet Literature. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Russian 261 or equivalent.
469. Studies in Russian Literature or Language. Three hours.

Prerequisite: Russian 261 or equivalent. (May be repeated for a total
of six hours of credit.)

496. Russian Literature in Translation. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Russian 261 or equivalent.
470. Advanced Oral Spanish. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Spanish 370 or equivalent.
47L Advanced Spanish Syntax. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Spanish 371 or equivalent.

472. Background of Modern Spanish. Thr~e hours. .
Prerequisite: Spanish 371 or permiSSIOn of ,the mstructor.
475. Literature of Spain, L Three hours.
Prerequisite: Spanish 374 or equivalent.

476. Literature of Spain, n. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Spanish 374 or equivalent.
477. Literature of Spanish America, I. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Spanish 374 or equivalent.
478. Literature of Spanish America, ll. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Spanish 374 or equivalent.

479. Studies in ffispanic Literature or Language. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Senior standing and permission of. the instructor.
(May be repeated for a total of six hours of credit.)

GEOGRAPHY
Graduate Faculty:
.Professors: Hegen {Head of Deparrtmoot), Ahsan, DaVis, McGregor,
,Pickard, Taylor
AsoociatI:e Professors: Cockrill, Foster, Hoffman, Seeger

These gradll'aJte programs in geography provide a solid background
for students who plan to continue advanoed studies toward the Ph.D.
degree; for careers in junior (community) college teaching; and for
readhingm middle and high sdhooI. Master's degree graduates are
prepared rto pursue careers in a wide variety of employmeIl!l: areas. They
may enJl;er gov.ernmenifJal services as regional and city planrners, national
park Tangers or naturalists, cartographers or ruirphoro ,interpreters, and
similar serwces in business and indusrtry.
For admission, students must meet the general requiremeIl!l:s Of the
GradumeCoUege and present an academic l1ecord giving evidence of
preparation and aJbility necessary to pmsue graduate sltudies hi
geography.
Master of Science in Geography
The requirements for the Master of Science degree in geography
iUICludes course work, a research ~ool, a comprehensive examination, and
a thesis. A minimum of thWty 'Semester hours of graduate . creditap~
pTOVed by the student's graduate advisory committee will be taken.
This includes six hours fOT the thesis which is' based upon original
research performed under the direction of the student's graduate advisor.

Art ,least half of ,the course work must be completed in courses open
only Ito graduate students. The graduate level COUTse work includes six
hOUTS 'o~ :thesis cTedit (699) and twelve hours core program (500, 502,
504, and 491 'Or 590). With the approval of ms graduate advisory commitifJee, a srtudeIl!l: may take a maximum 'Of six hours 'Oull:side the
department.
Prior to the comprehensive Master's examination rtihe applicant
must meet the research tool requirement by either: (1) demonstrating
l'eadmga:bility sufficient to do scholarly l1eseardh in a foreign language
appl10priate to rus major area; Dr (2) demDnstrating that he has mastered
appl'Opriate resea'l"ch techniques appTOved by !the student's graduate
oommittee,the department head, and the Dean ,of rthe Graduate College.
Master of Arts in College Teaching in Geography

Assistant iProdfessor: Petersen

in Geog,raphy; Master of Arts in Education (Geography major or xmnor)

11his degree is designed for those students who intend to pursue
careen in junior college or college teaching. The courses constituting
a student's degree program will include the core progl1am COUTses {500,
502, 504, and 491 or 590) and other courses as determined by his
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The following degree progmms 3lle offered in geog,raphy:
Master of Science in Geography; Maslter of Arts m Coll~e.Tea~~g

Geography

Geography

graduate advisory committee. A :thesis is optional, but is strongly recommended. A minimum of 24 semester hours of coursework mus.t be successfully oompleted if the thesis option is chosen, or tihlrty semester hours
if the non-thesis option is mkien. A comprehensive eX'amina,ti()[l is part
of the deg1100 requirements. The graduarte students in this degree program wiH have an opportnuity for practice teacmng undea.- the' guidance
of their gmduare a,dvisory committee.
Master of Arts in Education (Geography major or minor)
This program is designed for those interested in public school teaching who wish to major or minor in geography. Students interested in
teaching must meet all requirements for standard high school certification including a minimum of nine hours of profeSSional education
courses. Those majoring in geography willtake a minimum of 18 hours
in geography including 500, 502, 504,and 491 or 590, while those minoring in geography will take a minimum of 12 hours.
Geography is also an integraJ pa,rt of the cOUTIS'e program leading
toward the Master of Public Service Degree. For a description of this
program, please see pages 153-159.
Graduate Courses in Geography:
500. Introduction to Geographic Research. Three hours.
Frequency: Every fall.
Development of skills for geographic research. Skills emphasized
include posing of research problems, bibliography, documentation,
organization, 'and presentation of geogl'aphic problems.
501. Geography, Science, Civilization. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
Frequency: Alternate spring semesters.
A topical seminar which examines current issues and trends of the
discipline and related fields, surveys recent research, and introduces
;the participants to ,the broad concerns of the role of science in society,
technology and culture, and other similar selected topics.
, 502. Geographic Techniques for Field Investigations. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
Frequency: Alternate spring semesters.
Practical applications of geographic field techniques.

through the study of the writings of outstanding scholars from the
Greek period to the present time.
505. Biogeography. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Introductory courses in Geography and/or Biology and
consent of instructor.
'
Frequency: Alternate falls.
A study of the evolutionary, geographical, ecological; pedological,
andedaphic factors' that have been involved in the naturalization
acclimatization, and distribution of plant life with some emphasis o~
animal life.
510a, b, c. Selected Topics in Geography. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
Frequency: On demand.
Seminar course whose subtitles will vary from semester to semester
depending upon student needs.
521. Advanced Studies in Geomorphology. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Geomorphology 420, or equivalent; and 3 additional
hours in related upper-level physical geography or geology.
Frequency: Alternate years beginning with spring, 1974.
The first half of the course will consist of a review of topics in advanced .geomorphology, selected field and laboratory procedures and
an introduction to research in landform analysis. The second' half
of the course will be devoted to student research in instructor-approved geomorphic ,topics. Progress reports and discussion will culminate in the preseDJtation of a student research paper.
522. Advanced Studies in Climatology. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Geography 422, and consent of instructor.
Frequency: Alternate springs.
Development of skills in studying the effects of climatic controls on
micro climates and climatic anomalies. Detailed use of environmental
characteristics, i.e., rainfall patterns, etc., in distributional studies
stress the use of climatology as a research tooL
525. Advanced Political Geography. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Geography 425 and consent of instructor.
Frequency: Alternate :llalls, 1973.
Selected topics or problems in political geography, with examples
drawn from local, metropolitan, regional, national, and international
levels.

504. Historical and Philosophical Bases of Geography. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Major in Geography or permission of instructor.
Frequency: Every fall semester.
A critical survey of the evolution of geography as a distinct discipline

530. Selected Problems in Cultural Geography. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Geography 430 or consent of ins,tructor.
Frequency: Alternate years.
A seminar-field experience designed to study in the area of cultural
origins and dispersals and in the area of environmental perception
and behavior with resulting consequence upon the geographic land-
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scape. Emphasis will be placed upon an examination of the local landscape ,through individual field projects.
532. Studies in Geographic Exploration. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
Frequency: Alternate years.·
18th, 19th, and 20th century scientific exploration of the "terrae
incognitae" through examination of first hand accounts. Emphasis
will be placed upon landscape description and mapping by governmental sponsored scientific 'voyages of discovery'. Study will involve
the processes of human landscape discovery with their cultural, economic, and political ramifications.
540. Advanced Regional Geography. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Geography 360 and one of Geography 400,453, 454,
455, 462, 464, 465, 466, and consent of instructor.
Frequency: Yearly.
The study of the regional method as one of the basic approaches to
geographic research through the vehicle of one or more major regional units. The regional emphasis will be announced each time
the course is offered.
541. Seminar in Tropical Geography. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Geography 210 or 422 or 430 and consent of instructor.
Frequency: Once every academic year.
A seminar which analyses the specific problems of the man-environment relationships of the American, African, and Asian Tropics.
550. Advanced Studies in Economic Geography. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Geography 250 and 478 or 479 and consent of instructor.
Frequency: Alternate springs, 1974.
An examination 6f the major theories in economic geography. At;,. . t,ention will be directed to the relationship of these theories to spatial
,activities and problems in the various sectors of the economy.
560. Settiement Geography. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Geography 430 or consent of instructor.
Frequency: Alternate falls.
An introduction to sources and philosophies of settlement studies.
Investigations of selected settlement patterns with emphasis on rural
and rural non-farm settlement: farmstead, hamlet, village and town,
and functionally related features, architectural style, and functional
rationale. Student research will center on local (or home) settlement phenomena. Field research normally will be included.
5'71. Quality of Life: Environmental Problems and Ecological Solutions.
Three hours.
Prerequisites: Graduate standing in Geography, or consent of instructor.
Frequency: Once every academic year.
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A seminar designed to develop critical ecological sensitivity through
analysis of l?ast and present environmental problems, implemented
and alternative solutions. Includes a research project directed toward preventive application of ecological solutions to impending environmental problems.
580. Problems in Urban Geography. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Geogrphay 480, and consent of instructor.
Frequency: Alternate falls (1973)
Analysis of selected problems in urban geography.
585. Advanced Studies in Population Geography. Three .hours.
Prerequisites: Geography 485 and consent of instructor.
Frequency: Alternate falls.
A seminar approach to regional and world problems in humlUl
population. Selected problem areas identified in Geography 485 are
studied in depth,and seminar reports given and discussed.
590. Experimental Design and Data Analysis. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Geography 480, or consent of instructor.
Frequency: Every spring.
Statistical considerations in design of experiments' covariance multiple regression, factori'al experiments, individual' degrees of free~om, incomplete block designs, experiments repeated over space and
time; .test of reliability, significance ;md confidence levels. Lecture
three hours. (Cross-listed with Agriculture, 590).
699. Thesis Research. One to six hours.

The following 400-1evel courses may be taken for graduate credit:
402. Physiography of North America. Three. hours.
410. Cartography. Three hours.
415. Airphoto Interpretation. Three hours.
420. Geomorphology. Four hours.
421. Advanced Geomorphology. Three hours.
422. Climatology. Four hours.
423. Transportation (Logistics of Distribution). Three hours.
425. Political Geography. Three hours.
430. Cultural Geography. Three hours.
452. Field Studiesin Geography. One to three hours.
453. Geography of the Soviet Empire. Three hours.
454. Geography of Middle America. Three hours.
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455. Geography of Australia and Islands of the Western Pacific. Three
hours.
462. Geography of South America. Three hours.
464. Geography of Europe. Three hours.
465. Geography of Asia. Three hours.
466. Geography of Mrica. Three hours.
46'7. Geography of the Bible Lands. Three hours.
4'71. Conservation of Natural Resources. Three hours.
478. Geography of Agriculture. Three hours.
479. Industrial and Commercial Geography. Three hours.
480. Urban Geography. Three hours.

485. Population and Resources. Three hours.

Government

Under Plan A, a minimum of 24 hours of acceptable coursework
and a thesis, equivalent tD six graduate hours, m-e required. Trhe thesis
will he under Ithe supervision of the chairman of the ~tudeIllt's graduate
advisory cDmmi!bree. Uunder PlanB, a minimum of 30 hours 'Of >acceptable ooursework must be completed; the thesis is nDt required.
Prior to the oDmprehensive Master's examinaltion the applicant must
meet the researoh ,tool requirement hy eiJther (1) demonstrating reading
ahility sufficient :fJo dosoholarly research in a fO/reign language approprirure to his major area; OIr (2) demonstrating that he has mMtered
appropl1ialte research ,techniques approved hythe Graduate College.

A final eX'aminaition over courses, rfuesis, and relalted materials must
be satisfactorily passed.

491. Data Analysis and Interpretation. Three hours.

Master OIf Public Service (Public Administration option)

GOVERNMENT
Graduate Faculty:
Pmfesrors: Martin (Head of Department), Jenkins, Neuber, Thomas'On

Trhis degree is an interdisciplinary program consisting of offerings
from several departments. It is designed 00 prepare individuals to
serve in government positions which require adminisrtrativetraindng as
well'a!s knowledge 'Of the particular areas ,they are tD administer.

Associate P.rDfessors: Bluhm, Carroll, Chelf, Kearney, Madron,
Masannat, Uveges

All candidates for the M.P.S. (regardless of the option chosen) are
required to cDmplete a core area of nine to twelve hours including
Government 540 - Public Administration.

Master of Arts in GDvernment; Master of Public Service (public
Administration 'Option); Master of Arts in Education {Government major
or minor)

The Government Departmeilit offers two plans under the M.P.S.
(Public Administration optiDn): a general administration pIan and an
urban administration plan.

Master of Arts in Government
This program is designed to prepare students who expect to continue graduate work for a higher degree or WhD expect to apply
for positions in junior college or univea:-~ity teaching; to prOvide an academic foundation for students who wish to pursue a career in professions
, such as jDurnalism, public service, and politics; to increase ~he knowledge of secondary education teachers who desire such a program.
In order to pursue this program, a student must be eligible for
admission Ito the Gradualte College in good ~anding. The applicant for
admission should have a B average in his major undergradu:ate field
and/or all undergmdualte courses in governmenit.
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For more details, see page 154.
Master of Arts in Education (Government major or minor)
This program provides additional graduate cDursework in government while heing designed for the public school teacher. The student
following this program must meet all requirements for Standard High
SchDol certification. The student majoring in government may take
a minimum 'Of 18 or a maximum OIf 21 hours in government, while the
student minoring in go\'ernment may take a minimum 'Of 12 o.r a
maximum OIf 15 hours in that department. The remaining hours will
be taken in professi'Onal educatiOin oourses.
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Government

Graduate Courses in Government

440. Public Administration. Three hours.

510., Problems in National Government. Three honrs.
Research, reports, and discussion of selected aspects of national government.

441. Public Personnel Administration. Three hours.

511. Seminar in State and Local U.S. Government. Three hours.
A study of selected problems at all levels of U.S. Government.
520. Seminar in Public Law. Three hours.
A systematic exposition, discussion, and analysis of selected concepts
and issues in jurisprudence,and/or in adniinistration, constitutional,
and international law.
540. Seminar in Public Administration. Three hours.
Research and discussion of selected problems in Public Administration.
Required in Master of Public Service degree.
550. Seminar in International Relations. Three hours.
Advanced study, individual and group, of theories and practical
applications of international relations in the modern world.
560. Seminar in Comparative Government. Three hours.
Advanced study and research in the areas of democratic and totali,.
tarian governments.

461. Governments and Politics of the USSR and Soviet Sphere. Three
hours.
462. Latin American Governments and Politics. Three hours.
463. Politics of the Developing Nations. Three hours.
464. Mrican Governments and Politics. Three hours.
465. Middle Eastern Governments and Politics. Three hours.
466. Far Eastern Governments and Politics. Three hours.
467. South and Southeast Asian Governments and Politics. Three hours.
468. International Relations of the Middle East. Three hours.

HEALTH AND SAFETY

590, 591-Thesis Writing. Three hours each.

Graduate Faculty:
Professor: Kirchner
Associate Pll'ofessor: Dunn (Head of Department)
AssiSlt:antProfessor: Lohr

The following 400-level courses may be taken for graduate credit:

MaiSter of Arts ~n Education (Health minor); Master of Arts in Education (Health and Safety minor)
.

580. Directed Study. Three hours.
Faculty guidance of student research and study of one or more selected fields of ];>olitical science.

401. Methods of Political Inquiry. Three hours.
410. Seminar in National Government. Three hours.
411. Seminar in State and Local Government. Three hours each;
403. Field Studies in Politics. One to four hours credit.
417. Urban Political Systems. Three hours.
421. International Law. Three hours.
423. Jurispmdence. Three hours.
431. Normative and Empirically Related Theory. Three hours.
432. Early Political Theory. Three hours.
433. Modern Political Theory. Three hours.
435. American Political Theory. Three hours.
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The program leading to the Master of Arts in Education with a
minor in health is designed to prepare students for positions as: (1) health
educatoll'S in junior and senior high schools, (2) coordinators of school
health programs, (3) administrators and supervisors of school health
programs, ,and (4) health educators in community health agencies. The
following courses are reqUired: Health 545, and 567. Other courses
must !be selected from those listed helow <to total 12 to 15 hours in
health education. The program leading :to the Mas4:em Qf Arts in
Education with a minQr in health and safety is designed to prepare
students for positions as: (1) teachers of driver education and health
in high schools, (2) coordinators of school he~th and safety programs,
and (3) administrators Qf health and driver education programs. The
follOWing courses are required: Health 545 and 567, and Safety 471 and
570. An additional oourse may he selected from the courses listed below.
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Health and Safety/History

Students following either of these programs must meet all requiremew for Standard High School certification.
Graduate Courses in Health and Safety Education
Health Courses
501. Analysis of Research in Health. Three hours.
A critical analysis and review of selected studies in health literature
related to methods, materials, techniques, and planning of research
studies used and conducted by the profession.
520. Interpretation of Health Data. Three hours.
Application of statistical techniqUeS to health data. Basic principles
and techniques in designing and analyzing health problems are emphasized.
530. Independent Investigations in Health. One to three hours.
Prerequisite: Health and Safety 520.
Special research problems or projects of organizational, administra·
tive, or supervisory nature in the area of health.
545. The Health Education Curriculum. Three hours.

Prerequisite: Education 580.
For health educators and :administrators. Consideration of various
health curriculum guides and curriculum studies in. health educalti.on.
LaboraJtory work in construction of curriculum guides.
546. Field work in Community Health Programs. Three hours.
Study of the philosophy, organization, and services of community
health organizations. Includes observation of, and participation in,
local community health programs in voluntary and governmental
health agencies.
567. Administration and Supervision of Health Programs. Three hours.
This course examines the responsibilities, activities, and problems of
administering and supervising health programs. EmpJ:rasis will be
placed on coordinating all health programs within, and among, the
school and other community agencies.

The following 400-level courses may be taken for graduate credit:
460. School and Community Health Workshop. Three hours.
461. School Health Organization. Three hours.
469. Critical Issues in Health and Safety. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Health 260, 361, Psychology 250.
481. Environmental Factors of Health Problems. Three hours.
482. Principles of Epidemiology. Three hours.
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Safety Courses
570•. Administration and Supervision of Safety Programs; Three hours.. This course examines the responsibilities, activities, and problems of
administering safety programs. School 'and community safety programs, driver and traffic safety programs, and bus transportation will
be discussed. A thorough examination of the operational procedures
of safety programs on the high school, college, city, and state levels
will be conducted.
.
470. Driver Education and Traffic Safety II. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Safety 370 or equivalent.
471. Advanced Studies in Driver Education. Three hours.

Prerequisite: Safety 370 or equivalent.

HISTORY
Graduate Faculty:
Professors: Troutman (Head of Department), Bennett, Calloway,
Crowe, Harrison, Jackson, Minton
Associate Professors: Lucas, Newt, Thacker
Master of Arts in History, Master of Arts in Education (Histocy
major or minor).
Master of Arts in History
This progmm :Us designed to prepare student<s for .the .reaching of
history on the junior or senior college level;. to prOvide the icitiai stage
on the graduate level for those people who intend to pursue a doctoral
degree; and to enhance the preparation of secondary teachers of history who desire such a program while meeting certification reqUirements.
.
In addition to meeting general Graduate College requirements, a
student must present a major or minor in history with approximately
a B 'average in this field, and a 2.5 (4.0) overall average.
Unity of purpose in planning the program is a necess:iJty. A student who has an undergraduate major in history may be permitted to
take nine hours of his graduate work in a relalted field in courses
approved by his graduwte advisory committee. A student who presents
an undergraduate minor in history must complete the eIlJtire Master's
program in the field of history.
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'History .

At leaSll: one seminar type course, which includes liistoriOgraphy,
training in methods of graduate study, and mstruction in history, must
be completed.
A minimum of twenty-four hours acceptable course work must be
completed with a grade-point average of 3.0. In addition, an acceptable
thesis equivalent to six graduate hours is required. This thesis will be
directed by the chairman of the student'sgraduate committee. It must
conform to basic rules of historical research and must indicate use of
primary resoOurces.
The ability to use a moOdem foreign language must be demoOIlSItrated
in accordance with rules oOf the Graduate College.
A final examination oOver courses, thesis, and related materials must
be satisfactoOrily passed.
Master oOf Arts in Education (Hisltory majoOr oOr minor)
This program proOvides,oo.ditioDal graduate coursework in histoOry
while being designed for the public school teacher. The student following this program must meet all requiremenJts for Standard High School
Certification. The student majoring in history may take a minimum of
18 oOr a maximum of 21 hours in history, while the student minoring :i,n
history may take a minimum of 12 or a maximum of 15 ihOUTS in that
department. The remaining hoOurs will be taken in professional educatioOn cOurses.
History ~s also an integral part 'Of the rprogram. for the MaSll:er of

ArtS· in Humanities. As a general rule, students who enroll in graduate
coUrses in history under the Humanities Program must have eighteen
hoOUrs of history as a prerequisite.
Graduate Courses in History
500. Cultural and Social Aspects of American Life. Three hours.
This course is designed for graduate students who have majored as
undergraduates in the field of elementary education. Its purpose is
to acquaint the student with the general trends and factors in American life.

506. Seminar in European History. Three hours.
Problems will be .developed around a limited central theme. A
graduate seminar· in such diverse areas as the Middle Ages, the
Renaissance and the Reformation. The course may be repeated once
for credit.
515. Nineteenth Century Britain. Three hours.
An intensive study of the political, economic, social, and intellectual
developments within Britain and her empire from 1815 until 1914.
517. United States and Latin America. Three hours.
An intensive study of the relations between the United States and.
Latin America with emphasis on Mexico, Bnizil, Argenthi.a, Chile,
and Columbia.
519. Seminar in United States Diplomatic Relations. Three hours.
A study of American foreign policy in the periods 1914-45 and
1945 to the present. The course may be repeated once for credit;
521. United States 1900-1945. Three hours.
A study ,emphasizingtlie progressive era, First World War, the failure
of peace, the great depression, and the New Deal.
522. Seminar in Western United States History. Three hours.
Major emphasis is on one specific aspect of Western United States
history or a particular period. The Farmer's Frontier, l'ransportation,
the Cattle Frontier. The course may be repeated once for credit.
525. Social and Intellectual History of the U.S.: Nineteenth Century.
Three hours.
With the colonial experience as a background, emphasis is on nineteenth century thought and how it produced our social, econorirlc, and
political institutions.
526. Social and Intellectual mstory of the U.S.: Twentieth Century. Three·
hour.L
.
With the nineteenth cenJtury . experience as a background, emphasis is
on twentieth century thought.
527. Social and Intellectual History of Europe: Nineteenth Century. Three
hour.L
.
An examination of the political, socio-economic, and religions thought
of the nineteenth century and a study of its influence on the society
of the period.

505. Seminar in Ancient History. Three hours.
An intensive study of a particular area or· aspect of the ancient
world, with particular ·empliasis upon Greek and. Roman history.
The course may be repeated once for credit.

530. Seminar in United States History. Three hours.
Problems will be developed around a limited central theme. A
graduate seminar in such diverse areas as Colonial America, the Con-.
federation Period, the Federalist era, the Jeffersonian Republicans, the
Slavery Controversy. The course may be repeated once for credit.
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History

531. Seminar in Kentucky History. Three hours.
.
A study of the political, economic, social, and cultural development
of the state from pioneer days to the present.
550. Thesis Writing. Three hours.
Research, examination, and criticism of historical materials and the
writing of a thesis.

HOME ECONOMICS AND FAMILY LIVING
Graduate Faculty:
Proressor: Floyd (Head of Department)
Associate Professor: Ca:Haway, Hedges
Assistant Professor: Fong, Russell

551. Thesis Writing. Three hours.
A continuation of 550.

The following 400-1evel courses may be taken for graduate credit when
taught by a member of the Graduate Faculty.
400. The Formative Period, 1776-1815. Three hours.
401a The Old South. Three hours.
401b The New South. Three hours.
402. The Middle Period, 1815-1850. Three hours.
403. Civil War and Reconstruction. Three hours.
404. The Age of the Renaissance. Three hours.
405. The Age of the Ref()rmation. Three hours.
413. England Since 1914. Three hours.
415. History of Colonial America. Three hours.
416. The United States, 1870-1900. Three hours.
417. The Mexican Republic. Three hours.
418. Diplomatic History of the U.S. to 1900. Three hours.
419. Diplomatic History of the U.S. since 1898. Three hours.
420. Twentieth Century Russia. Three hours.
421. The Far East. Three hours.
423. The French Revolution and Napoleonic Era. Three hours.
425. Modem Germany. Three hours.
426. The Middle East in Modem Times. Three hours.
45.0. Historiography and Historical Research. Three hours.
459.. The Immigrant in American History. Three hours.
499. Advanced Individnal Study. Three hours.
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Master of Arts (Child Development and Family Living); Master
of AIts in Education (Home Economics Education major or minor);
Master of Public Service (Child Development and Family Living
option).
The Master of Arts in Child Development and Family Living is
a degI1ee usually taken as an intermediate step preparatory to entry
into a doctoral program leading to college teaching, therapeutic activity and/or vesearch. In ,addition to Graduate College· requirements;
the student must present an undergraduate record of B in the behavioral sciences and related disciplines. Applicants who do not have
the B average referred to above but whose total score on the Aptitude Tests of the Graduate Record Examination is at least 900 may
be given conditional admission.
The Master· of Arts (Child Development and Family Living)
studenrts must complete research tool options 'as follows: (1) demonstrate
ahility to read subject material in either French or German; (2) specialized study in human hiology and genetics; or (3) additional work in
statiSitics 'and research methodology. The research 'cool must be approved hy the Department Head.
The major requiTes 24 hours {either including or excluding a thesis),
and the remaining hours of the tf;otail of thirty must come from closelyrelaJted stud~es in Counselor Eduoation, Psychology, or Sociology. The
24 hours in the major are 'as follows: HEFL 491 576 577578 579 580·.
and 599 (six hours), or six hours of electives.'
,
,
,
,
,
The remaining hours may be selected from the follOwing:
Ed. 501. Educational Statis1tics
Ed. 558. Counseling Theory and Pmctice
Psy. 563. Test Construction arnd Psychometric Theory
Psy. 640. Psychopathology
Soc. 520. Studies in family Relations
Soc. 590. Sociological Research Design and Analysis
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Home. Economics and Family Living

The Master of Arts in Education (Vocational Home' Economics)
is a planned program for teachers wanting 00 acquire the St:anda:d
High School Certificate. Applicants must have an undergraduate ma)?T
in home economics education. Majors take lS-21 graduate ihours m
home economics and family living and 9-12 hours ofprofesisonal
education. Those taking a graduate minIor in home economics education may take 12-15 hours in home economicsa.'1.d family living
and 15-1S, hours ill professional education. Reqlilied courses for all
hOme economics graduate. students are: HEFL 572, 573, and 574.
Approved electi~es in home economics and family livmg shQ~d total
9-12 hours aJIld receiV'e oonsent of the Depa!l1tment Head or his representative.
The Master of Public Service. (cinld Development and Family Living
option) stresses clinical practice and is generally taken by persons in
clri1d 'welfare, menb:!,l health, and pastoral care. Foil" a detailed explanatio~ of this degl'ee program, see page 155.
.Corecoumes for tthe Child Development and Family living Option
of rthe Master of Public Service degree are:
Government 540. Public Administration.
565. Studies in the Community.. .
Sociology
Psychology 551. Social Psychology of Orga:mza~on.
Education .55S. Counseling Theory and Practice.
The IS bours in the major are: HEFL 491, 576, 577; 57S, 579, and·

580.
Grad~ate Courses in Home Economics and Family Living
572. Curriculum Development In Home Economics Education. Three hours.
Current curriculum trends in Home Economics Education and curriculum development in specialized fields of Home Economics are
. considered..
57.3. Evaluation In Home EConomics Education. Three hours.
Includes a study of theory and techniques of evaluation in Home
Economics Education at different educational levels, analysis and
refinements of instruments, interpretation of results of self-evaluation
and guidance, and effective administration programs.
574. Supervision In Home Economics Education. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Teaching. experience, advanced courses, and consent of
instructor.
Theory, principles and techniques of preseryice ,and inser:ice training
of teachers in home economics with emphaSls on preparation of supervisory materials and evaluation.
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575.. Individual Study in Home Economics and Family Living. Three to six
hours.
Includes a comprehensive study and evaluation of home economics
and family living investigations now available, and the experiences
of planning and completing an individual study of limited scope.
576. Theories of Child Development. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Undergraduate course in child psychology, child development, or human growth and development. Intensive and critical
analyses of cognitive, social-learning maturational, and psychoanalytic.
theories of human development.
577. Seminar in Child Development Research. Three hours.
Prerequisites: HEFL 576 or equivalent preparation:
An analysis of current theories and research findings relevant to the
development of social, perceptual-cognitive, and physical-physiological
processes in children.
578. Seminar in Research in Marital and Family Therapy. Three hours.
Prerequisites: An undergraduate course in marriage and the family
taught in home economics, education, psychology, or sociology.
Presentation and discussion of contemporary research being conducted by marital and family investigators in the fields of anthropology, biology, psychiatry, psychology, and sociology. Stress is placed
upon the critical examination of existing field and laboratory studies.
579. Professional Theories and Methods in Marital and Family Therapy.
Three hours.
Prerequisites: Enrollment is by consent of department head and is
restricted to graduate students in: (1) the clinical program in child
development and family living; or (2) the disciplines of psychology,
social work, or pastoral care.
Lectures and demonstrations of contemporary theories and methods
of treating couples, families, and groups who are experiencing dis':'
functional family life. The contributions of Freud, Rogers, Satir,
Wolpe, Ellis, and Adler are among those examined.
580. Internship in Marital and Family Therapy. Three hours.
Prerequisites: HEFL 579 Professional Methods in Marital and Family
Therapy.
Counseling experience with spouses and/or families is provided for
degree candidates during ,the final semester of enrollment.. Assignments are made to approved private and public 'agencies.
598. Special Topics in Home Economics and Family. One to Six hours.
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
599. Thesis Research. Six credit hours.
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400-1evel courses which may be taken for graduate credit if approved by
the Department Head:
425. History of Costume. Three hours.
428. Merchandise Display and Promotion. Three hours.
432. Recent Developments in Textiles. Three hours.
433. Fashion Fundamentals. Three hours.
434. Advanced Clothing: Tailoring. Three hours.
439. Internship: Merchandising. Three hours.
461. Advances in Science and Nutrition. Three hours.
464. Advanced Foods. Three hours.
465. Diet Therapy. Three hours.
466. Experimental Foods. .Three hours.

Industrial Education

the competencies of persons who are teaching in or administering in-dUSltrial education programs. The degree may also serve as an intermediate step preparatory to entry into a specialist degree or doctoral
program. The program is flexible to meet the needs for differences in
techruoal competencies and provides a broad base for educational
theory 'and research activities.
In addition to meeting generail Graduate College requirements,
the student must meet all requirements for Standard High. School certifioation.
The student majoring in industrial eduoation would normally take
from eighteen to twenty-one hoUl1S in that area and a minimum of nine
hours in education. Those pursuing a minor may take from t:welve
to fifteen hours in industrial education and fifteen to eighteen hours in
professional education. Interested individuals should contact the Industrial Education !DepartmenJI: for advisement and counseling.

491. Family Life Education. Three hours.
492. Institution Food Preparation. Three hours.
493. Institutional Purchasing. Three hours.
494. Applied Institution Administration. Three hours.
495. Organization and Management of School Lunch Service. Three hours.
496. Menu Planning and Merchandising for the Food and Lodging Industry.

Three..hours.
497. Food and Labor Cost Control. Three hours.

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION

Graduate Courses in Industrial Education
510. Investigations in Industrial Education. Three hours.

Designed for qualified individual graduate students. wishing to study
current problems and/or issues in the area of industrial education
under the direction of a graduate faculty member. The student will
be required to identify, plan, and complete a minor research paper.
520. Philosophy of Industrial Education. Three hours.
To 'acquaint the student with the development of industrial education
in Europe and America. Emphasis placed on influences, experiments,
and current trends leading to modern practices in industrial arts,
vocational education, and technical education.
524. Organization and Teaching ()f Industrial Education for the. Handi-

MaSiter of Arts in Eduootion (Industrial Eduootion major or minor)

capped and Disadvantaged. Three hours.
.. .
Analysis of handicaps in relation to industrial education activities.
Adapting and implementing activities to the individual student's
needs, abilities, and interests. Content will include a survey of current research and literature on the subject of the handicapped and/or
disadvantaged, with special emphasis on the involvement of industrial education activities.

In order to be admitted to the graduate program in Industrial
Education, ,the student must meet the general Graduate College requir,ements.

525. Industrial Education Curriculum. Three hours.
Includes the study of curriculum practices, concepts, and trends in
industrial education; principles underlying curriculum development;
and improvement of programs.

Master of Arts in Education (Industrial Eduoation major or mmor)
This program provides experiences which are designed to improve

600. Thesis - Industrial Educati~n. Six hours.
'The following are designed as problem courses for indeperiderit study
for the graduate student who desires to pursue a specific area.

Graduate Faculty:
Bro£essors: Nalbach (Head of Department), Wendt
A:ssociart:eiProfessors: Boaz, Conley, Pittman
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Industrial Educafion/Ubrary Science

530. Advanced Drafting. Three hours.
532. Industrial Design. Three hours.
542. Industrial Electricity and ElectronicS.. Three hours.
544. Wood Technology. Three hours.
548. Graphic Arts. Three hours.
552.' Advanced Machine Shop. Three hours.
556. Power and Auto Mechanics. Three hours.
560. Metal Technology. Three hours.
564.. Problems in Crafts. Three hours.
568. Ceramics and Plastics. Three hours.
572. General Shop.. Three hours.

400-1evel courses which may be taken for graduate credit:
410. Industrial Arts Problems. Three hours.
430. Plastic Mold Design and Construction. Three hours.
450. Planning Industrial Education Facilities. Three hours.
452. Advanced Machine Woodworking. Three hours.
460. Seminar in Vocational~lndustrial and Technical Education. Three
hours.
464. Organization and Supervision of Vocational-Industrial and Technical Student Teaching. Two hours.
465. Industrial Arts for Elementary Teachers. Three hours.
A course designed for elementary teachers and those preparing to
enter the field of elementary education.
490. Organization and Teaching of Industrial-Technical Subjects in the
Multiple Activities Laboratory. Three hours.
498. Wood ProdUcts Technology. Three hours.

,LffiRARY SCIENCE
Graduate Faculty:
Professors: Tyler, Wassom
Associate ,Professors: Pfister (Head of Department), Carter, Grinstead,. Simpson
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M~ of Science in Library Science, Master of Arts in Education
(Libmry Science majoc or minor).

Master of Science in Library Science.
This. program is designed for those who are inlterested in the fields
of public, academic, and school HbrarianShip.
.
ill addition to the general Graduate College requirements, a student must have:
1. A grade point average of at least 2.7 (based on the 4.0 system)
for the final 60 semeSitea- hours of undergraduate work. Smdents having less than 2.7 may be admitted on a probationary

basisOlIl recommenootion of the Departtmenrt of Lib-vary Science.
2. A minimum combined score of 800 on the Aprtitude Test of the
Graduate Record Examination is required. Students with no
GRE sooces on file 'Or with scores below 800 must complete or
retake the GRE during the first semester of enrollment. Students
whose GRE scores fall between 700 and 799 may be admitted
if they have a cumulative grade point average of 3.0.

3. Six hoW'S of approved prerequisite work in >library science frOm
among L.S. 401, 402, 406, and 408 or their equivalents are required. Thes'e prerequisites may be taken concurrently with
gradlJlalte course work.

A student may select one of two program OptiOlIlS:
Plan A. A minimum of trnnty semester hours of graduQte credit iJn
courses approved by the graduate advisor, including six
hours of thesis credit plus Q researdhtool that will llot
count toward fulfillment of the minimum of 30 credit
hours. Art least OIl1e-half of the course work requirements
must be completed successfully :in cOm'ses open only to
gmduate students.
Plan B. A minimum of t:hWty semester hours of graduate credit
in courses approved by the graduate advisor plus a research tool that will not count toward fulfillment of the
minimum of 30 credit hours. At least one-half of the
comse work requirements mUJSrt becompletedsuocessfully in courses open' only tograduarte stUdents.
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Library Science

. . Up to six hours of the thirty hours minimum for either Plan A or
Plan B may be selected from related fields· such 'as literature, mass communications, hisrory, or education when it will strengthen the individual student's programs.

506. Cataloging of Non-Book Materials; Three hours.
Prerequisites: L.S. 406 or equivalent.
Covers the classifioation and cataloging of motion pictures, filmstrips,
slides, tIiansparencies, phono-records, pictures, manuscripts, maps;
microforms, computer tapes, kits, etc. Offered spring and alternate
summers.

The applicailll: must meet the l'esearoh tool requirement by eHner
(1) demonstrating thaJt he has mastered appropriate research
techmques (e.g., res,earch methodology, computer programming, or
statistics) approved bytlle studeIlit's gvaduate advisor, the department
head, and the Dean of the Graduate College, or (2) demonstrating ilie
ability to l'ead a modem foreign language.

508. Advanced Reference. Three hours.
Prerequisites: L.S. 408 or equivalent.
An advanced course covering materials not studied in basic reference.
Reference materials in the humanities, the social sciences, in history and area studies, in the pure and applied sciences, and some

Master of Arts in Education (Library Science major or minor)
In order to be admitted, the student must meet the general Graduate College requirements. The courses in Library Science should be
selected from 400 and 5OO-level courses.
Elementary Education major with Library Science as an Area of Specialization:
When approved by the student's graduate advisory oommittee,
twelve to fifteen hours· in the curriculum for elementary reachers leading to the Master of Arts in Eduoationand Standard Elementary Certificate will count toward certification as a public sdhool librarian, but
will not complete the requirements.
Secondary Education Curriculum with Library Science major or minor:
This program provides graduate coursework in library 'Science ~e
signed. for the schoollibrarialn. The student following this program must
meat all I'equirements for Standard High School certification. The
student majoring in library science may rtake a minimum of 18 or a
maximum . pf 21 hours in library science, while the studeIlit minoring
in libI1ary science may take a mi.rIl!imum of 12 or a maximum of 15 hours
in that department. The ,remaining hours will be taken in professiOnal.
education courses.
Graduate Cours~ in Library Science

general. reference works in bibliography and library science. Offered
spring and alternate summers.
509. Investigations in Library Science. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Eighteen hours of library science; Education 500, Research Methods in Education or the equivalent; permission of graduate 'advisor in Library Science.
An independent investigation, under ,the direction of a faculty member, of' a topic ofinterest to the student. The student will be expected
to combine research methods with background from previous course
work to produce a research paper. Available each semester.
515. Government Publications. Three hours.
Prerequisites: L.S. 408 or equivalent.
Sources, types, and use of government documents, both state and
federal, and their acquisition and organization for use. Offered_once
each year.
518. History of Children's Literature. Three hours.
Prerequisite: None.
A study of the development of children's literature from the earliest
times ,through the nineteenth century. Outstanding titles, significant
writers and illustrators, publishers, trans1ations, versions and adaptations are considered. Offered once each year.
520. Seminar in Public Libraries. Three hours.
Prerequisite: L.S. 401, 406, and 408 or ,the equivalents.
Development, objectives, governance, populations served,· inter·library relations, services offered, public relations, collection, quarterS,
finances, staffing, and methods of evaluating public libraries in the
United States. Field trips may be required. Offered once each year.

50L Organization and ~dministration of the Instructional Materials .Center.
Three hours.
Prerequisites: L.S. 401 and/or conseDit of instructor.
Role of the instructional materials center staff in the instructional
process; relatiilg the functions of management to the organizlation
. and administration of instructional materials centers; surveys of
trends related ,toIMe. Offered fall and alternate summers.

530. Seminar in Academic Libraries. Three hours.
Prerequisite: L.S. 401, 406, and 408 or the equivalents.
The development, objectives, organization and structure, nature of
the collections and responsibility for their development,philbsophy
of library services, measurement and standards of library effectiveness
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in the academic library. Field trips may be required. Offered once
each year.

590-59L.Thesis Writing. Three hours each.
Prerequisites: Research tool requirement satisfied; fifteen semester
hours of graduate work completed; consent of graduate advisor.

4OO-1evel courses which may be taken for graduate credit:
401. Library. Organization and Administration. Three hours.
402. Libraries and Librianship. Three hours.
403. Books· and Related Materials for Young People. Three hours.
404. The Library and the Computer. Three hours.
406. Classification and Cataloging. Three hours.
44)'7. Literature for Young Adults. Three hours.

408. Reference and Bibliography. Three hours.
409. Selected· Topics in Library Science. One, two, or three hours.
41.0.· Storytelling. Three hours.
Educ/L.S. 446. Selection, Acquisition ~d Evaluation of Non-Print Materials. Three hours.

to make up without credit toward a graduate degree all reqUired
prevequisites. The following special departmental requirements apply
to graduate programs in mathemaJtics.
Master of Science in Mathematics
A hackground equivalent to an undergraduate liberal arts major in
Mathematics aJt Western is required. This must include !at least one (1)
oouvse from each of the following areas: linear algebra,abstracl:
algebra, analysis or advanced calculus. (Math 318, 317, 332 at Western).
A minimum of lliliirly (30) semester hours of approved cow-se work
and a researeh tool ~ required in acooroanoo with the regulations of
the Grodurut:e· College. The candidate for this degree may select either
a thesis or a non..,thesis program. The academic program for the nonthesis option is the same as that for <tIle thesis ~ption with the exception
of the thesis itself, which carries a maximum of six (6) semeslter hours.
Courses in Ithe ,follOwing 'areas lare reqUiired fur dris program (some of
which may have been completed as an undergraduare): Real Aoolys<is
(Math 432, 532), Mgebm (Matth. 417, 517), Topology or Geometry (Math
439 or 423), Applied Mathematics (Six h~uvs). A final examination
(written and oral) is given to all caooidrut:es for this degree.

Educ•. 445. Audio-Visual Materials and Methods. Three hours.

MATHEMATICS
G!aduate Faculty:
Professors: Bueker (Head of DepartmenJt), Davis, Detwiler, Watson
ASsociare Professors: Feibes, Wells

Assistant Prdfessors: Barksdale, Wallace

Master of Arts in College Teaching in Mathematics.
This program is designed for ,those students who intend to pursue
careers in community college or junior college teac}Yllg. The. course
and admission requirements for this degree axe the same as for the
Master of Science in Maithematics except that a three hour inJternsmp
course must be included in the thirty hours. This oourse is to rea
supervised experience in college tea1ching. A research tool . is required
while the thesis i$ optional.
.

. . In ~dilition to genem1 Graduate College requirements, the student
in mathematics is xequired to meet special departmental requirements.
A student's gr~uate program· must be approved by a designated graduate advisor 'at. the time of admission to the Graduate . College. The
student who is inadequately prepared for the work desired must expect

Master of Arts in Education (Mathematics major or minor)
This program prOvides additional gradllalte coursework in mathematics while heing designed for the public school teacher. The student
folloWing this program must moot all requirements . fOr Staridavd High
School certification. The 'student desiring ro major in mathematics in
this program should have an undergraduate reaChing major in mathematics. A student presenting a teaching minor and desiring· to major
in mathematics Will be requirod to remove deficiencies without receiving
graduate credit.
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Master of Science in Mathematics; Master of Arts in Oollege
Teaching in Mathematics; Master of Arls in Education (Mathematics
major or minor, Math-Science Area major)

Mathematics

Twenty-one hours of maithematics, including Math 423 and Math
417 or 432, are required for rthis program. A student having an undergraduate minJor in mathematics would normally be advised to pursue
a minor at the graduate1evel. A minor on the graduate level will consist
of at least tiwelve hours of matihematics.
Any mathematics course on tlhe 500 level is acceptable, aiild accept.
able 400-level courses are listed.
Gr~duate

Courses in Mathematics

517. Topics From Algebra. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Math 417.
Theory of rings, fields, and vector spaces. Topics include: polynomial
rings; principal ideal domains; unique f.actorization domains; field
extensions; Galois theory.
523. Topics from Geometry. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Math 423 or permission of instructor.
Plane projective geometry; tl'ansformations; subgeometrics of projective geometry.
529. Mathematical Statistics I. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Math 529.
Probability models; combinatorial analysis; random variables and
their distributions; moments of probability distributions; moment
generating functions and sampling distributions.
5.30. Mathematical Statistics n. Three hours.
Prerequiste: Math 529.
Properties and determination of poiritestimation; interval estimation;
testing hypothesis; multivariate normal distribution; nonparametric
statistics and linear models.
531. Advanced Differential Equations. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Math 331, 332.
Power series solutions; existence and uniqueness theorems; stability
and Uapunovs method; regular singular points; perturbations of
periodic solutions.
532. Real Analysis. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Math 432.
Function spaces; ,additive set functions; outer measure; measureable
functions; integration.

Mathematics
536. Advanced Applied Mathematics n. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Math 535.
Integral equations; calculus of variations' maximization of linear
functionals; maximum gradient method.
'
539. Topology II. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Math 439.
Convergence; function spaces; complete spaces; homotopy; homology
theory.

550. Complex Analysis. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Math 450.
Analytic continuation; conformal mapping; Riemann surfaces; univalent functions.
560. Functional Analysis. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Math 432.
Abstract approach to linear problems; general theorems on linear
operators; spectral analysis.
570. Advanced Topics in Operations Research. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Math 432, 470 or consent of instructor.
In depth study of one or two areas of operations research, emphasizing
mat~ematical asp~cts. Topics include: theory of Markov chains; dynaInlC programmmg; forecasting 'and prediction of discrete itme
series: linear programming; stochastic processes; game theory and
LeontIef models.
590. Special Topics in Mathematics. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 432.
599. Thesis Research. Three hours.

Additional 5OO-level courses acceptable for the Master of Arts in
Education:
501. Introduction to Probability and Statistics I. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
The analysis of data of means of frequency distributions and statistics
;Vhich d~scribe them..~ther topics studied are charts and graphs;
mtroductwn to probablhty; central tendency, dispersion, and skewness; the normal distribution; and correlation and regression.
502. Introduction to Probability and Statistics II. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Math 50l.
Basic principles of statistical inference; sampling; regression and
correlation; vectors, matrices; Markov chains; linear programming
and game theory.

535.. Advanced Applied Mathematics L Three hours.
Prerequisite: Math 331, 332.
Eigenv·alue and boundary value problems; orthogonal: expansions in
fuhction spaces; classical polynomials; Sturm-Liouville theory; Fourier
and Laplace transforms.

503. Introduction to Analysis. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
This course examines some of the more important topics usually dis-
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cussed in the elementary calculus sequence, thus helping to prepare
the student to teach such material in the secondary school system.
Introductory material including logic, set theory, and functions is
provided, Calculus topics covered will include sequences, series,
limits, continuity, the derivative, and the Riemann integral.
504. Computer Applications to Problems in Mathematics. Three hours.
Computer techniques and solutions of problems from diverse areas
of mathematics including calculus, applied statistics, simulation, linear
programming, game theory and linear algebra.

400-level courses which may be taken for graduate credit:
405. Numerical Analysis I. Three hours.
406. Numerical Analysis

n.

Three hours.
413. Algebra for Elementary Teachers. Three hours.
(for Elenientary Education graduate students)
417. Algebraic Systems. Three hours.
423. Geometry

n.

Three hours.

429. Probability and

~tatistics

n.

Three hours.

432. Intermediate Analysis II. Three hours.
.435. Partial Differential Equations. Three hours.

439. Topology L Three hours.
450. Complex Variables. Three hours.
470. Introduction to Operations Research. Three hours.

MUSIC
Graduate Faculty:
Professors: Carpenter (Head of Department), Pease
Associatre ProfesSOrs: Livmgston, Watson
Master of Music; Master of Arts in Education (Music major or
minor)
,Master of Music (Major in PerfOTIllooce)
This program is designed for students who seek a career in performance, symphony orchestra, or priv~e studio teaching in coHege or
commurnity. In ,addition to the geneml Graduate College requ1reJllelIlts,
a student pursuing this pl10gram must have a BacheLoc~s degree in music
with aIIl average point standing in music subjects of not less than 3.0.
In addition, he is able to demonstl1aite skills and capacities by exami118

nation in Music Theory, Music Literature and in the chosen area of
performance.
A minimum of thirty graduate hoW'S is required. Included in the
thirty hours are fifteen hours in the performance area; ,twelve hours
selected from Music Literature, Theory, Oomposition, Orchestration or
Music Psychology; and three eleotive ihours. .AJt least one COUl"Se is required in 00t:h Musio Literature and in Music Theory.
There is no foreign language requirement!:. Voice majors, however,
are required to demonsWarte 'ability to sing in English and three foreign
languages. Any deficiency in this area may require ema course work.
In lieu of a thesis,a full length public rrecital is reqwed.

This program provides additional gmduate coursework in music
while being designed for the public sohoolreacher. The Sltudent following this program must meet all requiremenlts for Standard High School
certification. The student majoring in music may take a minimum of
18 or a maximum of 21 hours in music, while the student min'Ol1ing in
music may take a minimum of 12 or a maximum of 15 hours in that
depaTtment. The remaining hours will be taken in professional educati'On courses. (Note: Education 535, Seminar in Music Educaltion, is highIly recommended as a part of the Education core - See p. 70 for course
description). A typical progrram consists 'Of a balanced selection of
Music Education and MU'Sic LiJteI1ruture offerings. In addiilion, consideration is given to tlfuose with an interest in Music Theory, Instrumenltal
Arranging, Applied Music (primary or secondary) or a related field.
Graduate Courses in Music
500. Seminar in Theory. Three hours.

This course is concerned with the various procedures of outstanding
theorists with major emphasis on contemporary theories.
501. Analytical Techniques. Three hours.
A study of the technique of harmonic and contrapuntal analysis in
various styles of the 16th, 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries.
510. The Teaching of Applied Music. Three hours.

An investigation of pedagogical problems in a specific performance
area of music including the examination of teaching materials and
repertoire, theory and implementation of tone production and technique, psychology of studio teaching, interpretation, public performance preparation and program planning.
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511. Investigations in Music Education. Three hours.

A study of the problems and methods of research in music education.
Includes the application of pure and action research to given situations
and the investigation of published research in music education.
513. Directed Individual Study. Three hours.
Research projects in music education on an individual basis.
514. General Music in The Secondary Schools. Three hours.
Training the music teacher to provide orientation experiences in the
area of general music. The development of musical knowledge in
junior and senior high school non-performers.
515. Administration and Supervision of Public School Music. Three hours.
An investigation of current trend in educational thought and the
implioations for administration, instruction and evaluation in public
school instrumental music.
530. Music Literature. Three hours.
An, investigation of a spedalized area not covered extensively in other
advanced music literature courses, e.g., "early musical notation," "the
classical period," "art song repertoire" etc.
531. Medieval and Renaissance Music. Three hours.
A survey of musical style and form (ca. 500-1600).
532. The Symphony. Three hours.
The symphony from its beginning to the twentieth century with emphasis on listening and 'analysis.
533. Twentieth Century Music. Three hours.
A study of the principal trends in contemporary music with emphasis
on listening.
534. Opera. Three hours.
A study of musico-dramatic forms from Greek lyric theater through
contemporary opera.
535. Baroque Music. Three hours.
A survey of musical style and form (ca. 1600-1750) with special emphasis on the music of J. S. Bach.
536. Nineteenth Century Music. Three hours.
A study of musical romanticism from Hoffmann and Weber through
Richard Strauss.
537. Chamber Music. Three hours.
A survey of the literature of small instrumental groups. Special
emphasis on the sonata and string quartet.
538. Directed Individual Study. Three hours.
Closely supervised private research culminating in a scholarly paper
or research report.
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539. Piano Literature. Three hours.
A survey of piano lIterature up to and including the t went'Ieth century.
559. Graduate Recital. Two hours.
A f~n length ~ublic recital required of candidates for the M t
MUSlC Degree m performance.
as er of

The following 400-IeveI courses may be taken for graduate credit:
402. Counterpoint I. Three hours.
403. Counterpoint II. Three hours.
406. Composition. Three hours.
407. Orchestration and Band Arranging. Three hours.
415. Choral Methods. Three hours.
416. Instrumental Methods. Three hours.
419. History and Philosophy of Music in American Schools.
430. Music Literature. Three hours.
431. Medieval and Renaissance Music., Three hours.
432. The Symphony. Three hours.
433. Twentieth Century Music. Three hours.
434. Opera. Three hours.
435. Baroque MUsic. Three hours.
436. Nineteenth Century Music. Three hours.
437. Chamber Music. Three hours.
438. Music of the Americas. Three hours.
440. Choral Union. One hour.
441. Choir. One hour.
443. Band. One hour.
444. Orchestra. One hour.
449. Chamber Music. One hour.
445. Madrigal Singers. One hour.
450. Piano. Two hours.
451. Voice. Two hours.
453. Strings. Two hours.
454. Organ. Two 11ours.
455. Woodwinds. Two hours.
45(t Brasses. Two hours.
457. Percussion. Two hours.
458. Harp. Two hours.
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PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION

Graduate courses in Religion

Graduate Faculty:
Professors: Nash (Head of Department), Mounce
Associa~ 'Professor: Stahl
Assistant IPmfessor: Vos

400-level courses which may be taken for graduate credit:

See Master of Arts in Humanities in Interdepartmental degree
programs. Philosophy is an illltegml part of the .~'ast:r of ~ .in
Humanities and rtJhe Master of Arts in College Teaching ill Humamties
programs. In addition graduate courses in pbilosophy and religion
are Significant supporting areas in other graduarte programs.

400. Readings in Contemporary Religious Thought. Three hours.
401. Seminar in Religion. Three hours.
405. Current Issues in New Testament Studies. Three hours.
420. The Age of the Apostles. Three hours.
440. Judaism. Three hours.
445. The Religious Tradition of Israel. Three hours.
450. Philosophy and Religion of the Middle Ages. Three hours.

Graduate Courses in Philosophy
500. lIumanities Seminar. Three hours.
A synthesis of the major ideas and movem~n:s in the ~elds of ~,
architecture, music, literature, philosophy, rehglOn, ?~~ hi~tory dunng
the contemporary period (1789-1970) of Western CIV1lization.
.
..
501. Readings in Philosophy. Three hours.
An intensive study of selected philosophic ClasSiCS or readings ill
a selected area of philosophy. May be repeated for different topics.
502. Seminar in Ancient and Medieval Philosophy. Three hours.
Study of selected topics in ancient and medieval philosophy. May be
repeated for different topics.
503. Seminar in Modern Philosophy. Three hours.
Study of selected philosophers or topics in modern philosophy. May
be repeated for different topics.
504. Seminar in Contemporary Philosophy. Three hours.
Study of selected philosophers or topics in contemporary philosophy.
May be repeated for different topics.
599. Humanities Thesis. Six hours.

The following 4OO-1evel courses may be taken for graduate credit:
400. contemporary Philosophy. Three hours.
401. Readings in Philosophy. Three hours.
405. Existentialism. Three hours.
420. Philosophy of History. Three hours.
425. Analytic Philosophy. Three hours.
440. Metaphysics and Epistemology. Three hours.
450. Philosophy and Religion in the Middle Ages. Three hours,
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION
Graduate Faculty:
Professors: Karsner, Kfl,chner
Associate Professors: Oglesby (Head of Department), Cundiff, Jones
AssistantProfeSsor: OoOiter, Little, Meadors
Master of Science in Physical Education; Master of Arts in Educattion (Physical Educartion major or minor); Master of Arts in Education
(Recreation minor); Master of Public Service (Recreation and Park
Administration option; see pages 100 and 126.)
Diversified programs leading to additional depth or breadth in
a selecfJed area of physical education and recreation are available to
candidail:es for graduate degrees. A highly qualifiea staff and outstanding mollities complement rMlese graduate offerings. Contemporary researdhand literature are fundamental in all com-ses. The department
maintains labomtories for study of human motor behavior and physi~
performance and strong encouragement is given students to actively
pUTsue personal I'iesearch interests.
Master of Science (M.S.) Degree in Physical Education
Although many oandidates for a master's degree are interested in
public school teaching, some students would receive greail:er rbenefit f~om a degree program with total concentration in PhysioaJ.
Education. The M.S. Degree in Physical Educartion has been designed
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to meet the needs of these individuals. Oonsiderable leeway in course
selection is ,available allowing the candidate to acquire great depth
within this speeific academic discipline. This program requires a
demonstration of competency in use of a research tool. Candidates are
encoUTaged to write a Master's thesis.
Required: PER 501.

individuals for positions of leadership in recreation and park administration. In addition to the core requirements (page 157, the following
courses are within the recrewtion sequenoe from which fifteen hours
may be sdected: P.E.R. 501, P.E.R. 520, P.E.R. 530, Ree. 513, Ree. 515,
Ree. 517, Ree. 519, Ree. 521, Ree. 481, Ree. 483, Ree. 484, and Rec. 489.
In 'addition, sUe hours may be selected from courses within the field
of recreation or from allied weas.

Seleotive with adviser's consent: 12-27 hours of Physioal Eduoation
Elective: 0-15 hours from allied areas.
Master of Arts in Education (Physioal Education major or minor)

This program prOvides graduarte coursework in physical eduoation
and recreation, ,and is designed for the public school ,teaoher. The student follOWing this program must meet all requirements for Standard
High SchQOI certifioation.
Physical Education Major
Required:

15-21 hours in physica~ education including PER 501
and 502. Two courses to be ooloored from PE 503, 504,
and 505. RemaJining hoUI"S in physical education are
electives.

Professional Eduoation: 9-15 hours {see Education, Secondary).
Physical Education Minor
Required:

12-15 hours in physical education including PER 502
and ,either PER 501 or Education 500<'t. 3-6 hours rto be
selected from PE 503, 504, 505. Otber physioal educarm.onoourS'es to be taken to allow a minimum of 12 hours.

Professional ,Eduoation:

15-18 hours ($lee Education, Secondary).

Master of Public Service (Recreation and Park Administration Option)
This program is a non-teacher cernfioation plan with nn:e ho~s
required in the public service oore and twenty-one hours available ill
recreation and I or related areas. It is specifieally designed to prepare
If Education 500 is chosen rather than PER 501, an additional elective

to total 12 hours will be necessary within the physical education
course offerings.
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General Graduate Courses:
P.E.R. 501. Analysis of Research in Physical Education and Recreation.
Three hours.
A critical analysis and review of selected studies in the physical
education and recreation literature related to methods, materials, techniques, and planning of research studies used and
conducted by the profession. (To be taken in first term of
enrollment at Western Kentucky University.
P.E.R. 520. Interpretation of Physical Education and Recreation Data.
Three hours.
Prerequisite: PER 50l.
Application of statistical techniques to physical education and
recreation data. Basic principles and techniques in designing
and 'analyzing physical education and recreation problems are
emphasized.
P.E.R. 530. Independent Investigations in Physical Education or Recreation.
One to three hours.
Prerequisites: PER 501 and consent of instructor.
Special research problems or projects of organizational, administrative, or supervisory nature in the areas of physical
education or recreation.
P.E.R. 560. Thesis. Six hours.
The master's thesis is to be directed by a member of the Graduate Faculty of the Department.

Graduate Courses in Physical Education
P.E. 502. Philosophical Bases of Physical Education and Athletics. Three
hours.
A comparative analysis of the influence of major educational
philosophies upon physical education and athletics is made
with a view to preparing the student to develop a practical and
usable personal philosophy of modern physical education and
athletics.
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P.E. 503. Psychological Bases of Motor Performance. Three hours.
The nature and bases of motor learning ·are studied. A critical
analysis of mental and emotional :Ilactors involved in the
acquisition and evaluation of motor performance. Application
to various activities is presented.
P.E. 504. Physiological Bases of Motor Perfonnance. Three hours.
Application of physiological, mechanical, and kinesiological
principles and controls to motor activity. Inferences on improving instructional practices are presented.
P.E. 505. Foundations of Curriculum Construction. Three hours.
Principles, procedures, and criteria for curriculum construction
and revision, course building, and lesson planning in Physical
Education. Critical evaluation of typical courses of study at
various grade levels. The development of written guides is
presented.
P.E. 510. Seminar: Facilities, Construction, and Equipment. Three hours.
Principles, standards, practices and problems in planning, constructing, administering the building program, maintaining the
facilities and in purchase and care of equipment. Includes such
topics 'as evaluation of existing facilities, survey of needs,
equipping the plant, program planning, development of educational specifications, selecting of an architect, and attaining
efficiency and economy through design and construction.
P.E. 511. Theory in Administration and Supervision of Physical Education and Athletics. Three hours.
A study of the implications of basic administrative theory and
researeh for the administration of Physical Education and
athletic programs.
P.E. 512. Seminar: Administration Problems in Physical Education and
Athletics. Three hours.
Organization and control over programs of physical education
and athletics at various eduoation levels. A discussion of
controversial issues in athletics and practice in seeking solutions to them.

400-level courses which may be taken for graduate credit:
454. Problems and Trends in Elementary School Physical Education. Three hours.

Graduate Courses in Recreation
Rae. 513. Organization, Administration, and Supervision of Parks, Playgrounds, and Recreation Programs. Three hours.
Detailed study of the organization and 'administration of recreation of federal, state, and local levels, financing, budget, and
personnel selection and supervision, departmental organization,
administration practices, legislative provision, governmental
controls, 'and correlation and integration of the entire recreation program into the culture and society of the community.

Rec. 515. Planning and Maintenance of Park and Recreation Facilities.
Three hours.
Principles and problems involved in planning and maintenance
of park and recreation facilities are considered. Rel<ationship of
facilities to program needs are discussed. Field trips to areas
and facilities are conducted.
Rec. 517. Construction and Utilization of the Survey in Recreation. Three
hours.
Planning, application, and evaluation of the survey as a means
of determining recreation progl1am needs in selected settings.
Community recreation surveys are conducted as class projects.
Rec. 519. Fiscal Practices for the Administrator of Recreation and Parks.
Three hours.
Construction of the budget, financial record-keeping, purchasing procedures, personnel problems, and office management
related to recreation constitute pertinent topics of the course.
Insurance programs and legal problems are also included.
Rec. 521. Public Relations for Parks and Recreation Programs. Three
hours.
Effective communication among colleagues, program participants, and the public through the use of all types ·of audiovisual devices and techniques are encompassed in the. course.

400-level courses which may· be taken for graduate courses:
Rec. 48L Camp Administration and Outdoor Recreation. Three hours.
Rec. 483. Social Recreation. Three hours.
Rec. 484. Community Centers and Playgrounds. Three hours.

456. Advanced Studies in Physical Education and Recreation. Three
hours.

Rae. 485. Development of Nature Oriented Areas and Facilities. Three
hours.

490. Evaluation in Physical Education. Two hours.

Rec. 487. Outdoor Education Leadership. Three hours.

491. Physical Diagnosis and Corrective Physical Education. Three
hours.

Ree. 489. Professional Field Experiences in Recreation. One to eight
hours.
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PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY
Graduate Faculty:
P<l"ofessOI's: Six (Head of Deparrtment), Russell
Associate P'rmes'Sors: Buckman, Humpill.-ey, Moore
Masr\;er .of Science in Physics; Master of Science in Engineering
Physics; Masr\;er of Arts in Education (Physics minOT)
The Department of Physics and Astronomy requires a grade point
average .of at least 3.0 to be admitted in good standing. Promising
sl\:udents will. also be accepted; however, they may expect to be required
Ito take SDmeCOUl'Ses of a transitional nature if their U!Ildergraduate
preparation is inoomplete, in order tD advance to the level of regular
first-year gradOOlte courses.
The graduate programs in the Department .of Physics and Astronomy are flexible tD the extent that a student can seleot up to nine hours
of I'elated coW'ses in biophysics, physical chemistry, geophysics, astronomy, or environmental science to prepare for a career in those fields whioh
"bridge' two or more of the traditional disciplines.

The student wishing to satisfy the language requtl.-ement must select
either German, French, or Russioo. If the student elects the research Itool
(eg., computer programming, statistics) in Heu of 'the l'cllnguage requirement, his choice of COUI1ses must have the approval of the chairman of
his graduate oommittee and the departmelli~al chairman.
A final examination (oral and/or written) is given to all candidates.
Such an eX'amination will include defense of the thesis and may include
other subjects.
The Master of Science in Engineering Physics is to provide additional formal academic training to students who intend to assume positions
in industrial Dr governmental laboratories. More emphasiS is placed
on {'he applied nature of phYSics in designing the curriculum.
In addition to general GI1aduate College requirements, the students
should have a major in one of the fields of physical science or engineering.
Twenty-four semester hours of course work and six semester hours
00: ,thesis research are required. Normally, 15 ,to 18 semester hours will
be taken in phYSiCS, and six to nine semester hours in a minor wrH be
permitted. There is no language requirement.

Master of Science in Physics. The Master of Science degree is designed to prepare students to oontinue graduate work at the Ph.D. level
in physics or some clDsely related discipline. The applicants should have
physiCS preparation at the undergmduate level, extensive enough to
include an intermediate course in mechanics (Stevenson or Symon),
electricity and magnetism (Reitz and Milford), and modern physics
(Weidner and Sells). P!I.'eparation in mathematics should include ordinary
differential equations, vector anaiysis, ,and pOSSibly functions .of a complex variable.
The M.S. in PhYSics requires 30 semester hours, no more than six
of which may be thesis ,research numbered 699. Each candidate for the
M.S. in Physics is required to oomplete an acoeptable thesis. At least half
of Ithe !twenty-four hours 00: regular work must be incouxses numbered 500
and above. At least 15 hours of the regular 'course work must be in the
student's major field of study. All graduate students in physics must
satisfactorily complete two of the tm-ee graduate "core" courses:
540-Electromagnetic Theory
550-ClassicaZ Mechanics
580-Quantum Theory

The student's graduate thesis advisor will be assigned upon the
completion of 15 semester hours of course work and after selection of
a thesis topic. A thesis repomng the results in accordance with the
regulations of the Graduate College must be submitted.
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A final examination (oral and/or written) is given to ,aU candidates.
Such an examination will include defense of the ,thesis and may include
other subjeots.
The Master of Arts in Education with a physios minor is designed
to enhance the competenoe of physics ,and science teachers at the
secondary schoolleveI. Courses in physics, 12 (minimum) to 21 (maximum) semester hours, are designed to famiHatize the s,tudenl!: with
modern high school materials and curricula while strengthening his
overall physics background. The remainder 00: Ithe thirty hours is in
pl1Ofessional education. The student following this program must meet
all requirements for Standard High School oertifioation.
Financial Aid. The Department of Physics and As,trornomy has
several tf1eaching 'ass~stallitships available, ranging wom $2100 to $2800 for
the nine-month academic year. 'Dhese require that if:lhe student assist in
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the instruction of courses and laboratories infue department. The
total numbeT of work houi's per week is apPT0ximru:ely fi£teen. If de·
sired, summeT assistantships can bearraIJIged. The graduate students are
provided ample office facilities for study and studenJ!: consulmtion.
Research. GmduaJte thesis problems are available in the followinlg areas:

optical astronomy
radiation dosimetry
radio astronomy
theol'letica:l physiCS

atomic collisions
biophysics
electron physics
nucleaT physics

Investigations of galactic structure and binary stars (financed by
the R:eseawh Coqmrooon and the National Science FOUilldation) are
carried on at the IGtl: Beak National Observatory, in Tucson, Arizona.
A new atomic collision facility has been ,assembled, !by cooperaJtive agreement with the National AeronaUlticsand Space AdminisrtraJtion. Surface
physics investigrutions have produced new teclmiques for measuring
the inJteraction of very low energy eledtrons with metallic surfaces.
Intermediate energy nuclear processes 'are sltudied using Western's
neutron generartor and multichannel 'analyzer. The facilities of Oak
Ridge Associarted Universities laTe utilized for student projects. Medical
physics experimenJ!:s in radiartion dosimetry, supportbed by the Department of Health, Education and WelfaTe, aim to develop new detectors
of total mdiation dose. In coopocation with mrno 'asrtronomers aJt rt'he
U niVlersity of Florida, Western',s faculty members aTe deciphering the
Taruo mgfiails from the planet Jupiter. Radio telescopes located ten
miles from Ithe ,campus are one end of a very ,long :baseline interferometer
,exWnding fTom Bowling Green, Kentucky, to Maipu, Chile. Other areas
of study include ,theoharaoteristic behavior of 'Optically variable eximgalaotic 'Objects known as quasi-stellar radio SOUl'ces (qua~ars), the eellul'a r mechanisms 'Of the aging process, and the effedts of ultraviolet light
'On biological systems.
Graduate Courses
510. Methods of Mathematical Physics I. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Differential Equations.
Selected topics from the mathematical methods of classical physics.
520. Atomic and Molecular Spectra. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Physics 480.
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A study of ,the structure of atomic and molecular spectra including
quantum mechanical energy startes, wave mechanical rules for combining momenta and magnetic moments, the Stark effect, and the
Zeeman effect.
530. Statistical Mechanics. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Physics 450, 480.
An introduction to statistical theories of many body systems and
their thermodynamic consequences. Topics include the Boltzmann
equation, Liouville's theorem, phase space, ensemble theory, entropy
>and probability, partition functions, equations of state, and quantum
statistics.
540. Electromagnetic Theory. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Physics 440.
Electrostatics, magnetostatics, and potential theory; Maxwell's electrodynamics; the theory 'Of wave optics, refraction, interference and
diffraction; radiation of electric and magnetic multi pole fields.
550. Classical Mechanics. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Physics 450.
Dynamics of particles and rigid bodies, the methods of Lagrange and
Hamilton, the Hamilton-Jacobi equatiDn, and the theory of small
vibrations.
580. Quantum Theory. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Physics 480.
Wave and matrix mechanics, general operator methods, angular mom~tum, symmetry principles and conservation theorems, variational
principle and elementary perturbation theory.
598. Graduate Seminar. One hour.
Discussions of recent and current literature on developments in experimental -and theoretical physics.
610. Methods of Mathematical Physics n. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Physics 510.
Selected topics from the mathematical methods of quantum physics.
660. Theory of Solids. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Physics 480.
A study of matter in the condensed state emphasizing quantum mechanical aspects, the behavior of electrons in solids and the thermal
and magnetic properties of matter.
670. Theoretical Nuclear Physics. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Physics 480.
Static properties 'Of nuclei, descriptive aspects of radioactivity and
nuclear reactions, systematics of nuclear energies, nuclear models,
nuclear decay, nuclear reactions, and nuclear forces.
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675. Advanced Topics in Physics. One to Three hours.
Prerequisites: Graduate standing and permission of the instructor.
Each topic is a course in directed study under the supervision of a
faculty member. Available for full credit in subsequent sessions with
change of content.
699. Research. One to Six hours.

Courses which may be taken for graduate credit toward the M.A. in
Education (Physics minor):
501. Classical Developments in Physics. Three hours.
A general review of classical physics for the junior high and high
school teacher, covering the discovery of physical laws, the origin of
forces, motion, energy, momentum, conservation principles, wave
phenomena, 'and electromagnetics. The goal is comprehension of the
basis and nature of physical law, and the ability to convey this insight
to others.
502. Modem Developments in Physics. Three hours.
A general review of quantum physics for the junior high and high
school teachers covering atomic structure, the nucleus, elementary
particles, probability and uncertainty, and special relativity. The impact of twentieth century discoveries on the foundations of physical
law will be emphasized. The goal is awareness of the vitality and
influence of physics and the ability to convey this to others.
503. Physics Demonstrations and Laboratory Exercises. Three hours.
Designed to acquaint the junior high and high school teacher with
laboratory equipment and demonstrations designed for use in secondary education. A laboratory library containing approximately
sixty eXperiments, in place, will enable the teacher to become experienced with equipment. The purpose of the course is to develop
confidence in the teacher and instill the desire to enhance his lectures
and laboratory instruction through the use of new techniques and
apparatus.
505. Investigations in Physics. Three hours.
A litera,ture search and study relating to a special topic of interest
to the student with potential benefit to ,the teaching of physics.
401-402. Physical Science I and II. Three hours each.
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor.
Systematic study of the primary physical properties of matter and
forms of energy. Emphasis on measurement processes, symbolism,
graphioal analysis, algebraic calculations, dimensional analysis and
coherent systems of units. For teachers and prospective teachers.
405. Astronomy for Teachers. Three hours.
Selected topics in astronomy for elementary and secondary teachers.
Does not count toward physics major credit.
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410. Physics for Elementary Teachers. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor.
A broad study, including laboratory experiences, of the areas of
physics relevant to the teaching of science in the elementary school.
This is a course for elementary teachers with a minimal science background.
425. Modem Concepts of Physics. Three hours.
Prerequisite: One year of college physics.
Current ideas in atomic and nuclear physics, astronomy and space
physics, solid state and low temperature physics are discussed at
such a level that the prospective teacher will have a good understanding of modern concepts in physics and will be able to explain
them to students. This course includes demonstrations and experiments, field trips, seminars, and occasional guest lectures.

400-level courses which may be taken for graduate credit:
404.
406.
407.
409.
414.
431.
436.
440.
441.
450.
460.
465.
470.
475.
480.

Experimental Physics 4. Optics. One hour.
Experimental Physics 5. Solid State. One hour.
Experimental Physics 6. Nuclear. One hour.
Experimental Physics 7. Research Techniques. Two hours.
Introductory Astrophysics. Four hours.
Radiation Biophysics. Four hours.
Biophysics Seminar. One hour.
Electricity and Magnetism. Three hours.
Optics. Three hours.
Theoretical MeChanics. Three hours.
Solid State Physics. Three hours.
Geophysics. Three hours.
Nuclear Physics. Three hours.
Selected Topics in Physics. One to three hours.
Quantum Mechanics. Three hours.

PSYCHOLOGY
Graduate Faculty:
Pr-ofessors: (Robe (Head of DepartmenJt), Cunningham, Dotson,
Floyd, Laird
Associate Professors: Clm"k, Craig, Reese, Simpson
AscsiSJtanrf: Professors: McFarland, Metze, Miller, Smek
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Master of Alits in Psych'Ology; Master of Arts in Education (PsycholDgy major o.r minDr)
Master of Arts in PsycholDgy

11his program prDvides preparatiDn for students WhD seek teaching
positions at the college level
provides specialized skills for students
WhD wish t'O pursue careers in induS1!ry, gDvernment, school 'Or clinical
psychology.

aoo

11here 'M1e a number 'Of DptiDns available tD students, depending
upon specific goals, but mDst ;are invDlved in three programs.
1. A !two year training prQgram in Clinical Dr School Psychology
2. A pre-dDctDral prQgram in General-Experimental Psychology
3. A prDgram in General PsycholQgy which prepares one tD teach
all: a college 'Or high sdhDOI level, enJter husinessor industry, 'Or
to move on tQ doctoral prDgrams in aHiedareas.
Admission requirements are similar in all programs. Applicants
shDuld have ,a statistics and experimental methodolQgy CDurse plus SQme
background in general psycholQgy in the areas generally covered in a
History 'and Systems of Psychology cDurse. There are n'O specific number of course hDurs required. 'The aptitude score on rlJhe GRE (combined
verbal and quantitative) must be supplied ood a minimum 'Of 850 is required. All applicants ShDUld arrange f(}ll' two letters of recommendation tD be sent t'O the departmenta~ admissiDns oommittee.
The minimum undergraduatte grade point average required f'Or
consideram.on is an 'Overall GPA 'Of 2.5 (£Dur years) and a 3.0 in psycholDgy courses. All M.A. prDgrams in Psycho:l'Ogy require 00 acceptable
thesis and1Jhe research tDol requirements esta!blished by the student's
cDmmittee. At a point when the majQr coul'sework components within a
prQgramare cDmpleted, but priDr tQ the apprDval 'Of a thesis tDpic,
each student must pass a set of written 'and/ Dr 'Oral qualifying
examination questiDns which are prepared by the student's committee.
TheJ.1e is also a final 'Oral examination 'Over the thesis.
The fDllowing is a more detailed listing of course requirements
which make up each prDgram:
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Clinical or School Psychology
This is a tw'O year program whioh prepares a student to assume
a positi'On as M.A. level Clinical or Sohool Psych'Ologist. Upon completion of this prDgram a studenil: wDuld be recDmmended tD the State
Board of PsychQIQgioal Examirners for certification 'and would be recommended to prospective employers. Generally tMs is c()iIl!sidered to be
• 1" M
. . l uegree;
·
d
a "rtJ,ennma
asters
a stuent
S'houkl: nQt anil:icipate moving
directly intQ a doctorllil prQgram. If ia studenJt wailited tD move on to a
doctmal program, several years successful e~ence in a clinic Dr
other setting w'Ould be helpful.
A. Undergraduarte preparation shDuld include the f'Ollowing areas.
° Abn'Ormal Psychdlogy
PsyChDIQgioal Testing
°A,bnoral PsycholDgy
Personal Adjustmenil: and
°Social Psychol'Ogy
Mental Hygiene
°Personality 'Theory
Physiological Psychology

B. Graduarte level courses which make up the core of the prDgram:
Psychol'Ogy 540, 541, 550, 560, 561, 562, 563, t592, 640 641
642, 660, 661, 662, tt512, tt599.
' . ,
Minimum hQurs to complete the program: 40 hours.
SchoQl PsychQlogy requirements: 43 hoU'l."s.
°Note: Required bef'Ore graduate work initi:ated.
Note: t- req~ed for Schoo:l Psych'Omemst or School Psychol'Ogist
tt- required. fDr all M.A. programs in Psychology
Pre-Doctoral General-Experimental Program
.
S~ doctQralte gr~ting departments aTe ShDWing a greater iniI:erest
m admru~ng studens Wlha s'trQng M.A. backgl1Ound. This program has
been deSIgned for ~h?se Sltudents WhD wish to enter a M.A. program
and apply fDr admisslon tQ a dDctorail progmm at a laJter time. If a
sl'U~ent a~cipwl;es tthaJt he would apply in a specialized area,such as
SQCJ!ail, Climcal, etc., cours'es in these areas 'Of specializatiQn should be
included in It:he program.
When this program is cDmpleted students will be recommended
tD a'Ppropri~te doctora!l programs 'Or for teacl:ring positions in colleges
Dr commumty c~l1eges, ~u~ should not consider themselves prepared
fDr recDmmendatiDn as clinical 'Or school psycholOgist'S.
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A. Basic OoU['se Sequence (These courses are required of all pursuing ,this program.) Psychology 500, 511, 512, 513, 599.
B. keas of Specialization (seleot 4 of the 8 areas) Psys.iological
Psydhology (580), Clinical Psychology (541), Psychomemcs (563),
Developmental (520, 521, 522), Cogilltion (523), Motivation (516),
Social Psychology (522), Personality (550).
Minimum program requirements: 30 hours.
General Psychology Program
For those students who do not plan to praoticeas a ClinioaJ Psychologist or apply for admission to a doctoral program in Psyc~olO'gy,
a highly flexible option is available .. Stude~t~ who co:m:plete this program will be recommended fo'l." reachmg posiltion~,~~sI0n to doctoral
programs in allied areas, or otherarea:s of speclahza;tion.
Some students are not 'l."cady to commit themselves to either of the
more specia!lized programs and cl100se to enter .this program first, then
mO'Ve on to either a Olinical or General-Expenmenual program.
Coursework requirements: Psychology 512, 563, 599, and 18 hours
of Psychology electives. Total minimum requiremenJts: 30 hours.
Master of Arts in Education (PsychO'logy major or minor)
This prO'gram provides additional graduate coursework in psychology for the psychology rt;eacher. Student.s following this F~am must
meet all requiTements for Standard High School CertIfiCation. The
student majoring in psychology may ,take a minimum O'f 18 OT a maximum of 21 hours in psychology, while ,the student minoring in psycholO'gy make take a minimum of 12 .O'r a maximu:n of 15 ~ours in tilat
depaJl1tment. The l'emaining hours WIll be taken m profeSSional education courses. The ,thesis is recommended.
A speCialized program which meets state certifioation for School
psychomemsts is also available.

psyohological thought and research with emphasis on the philosophy
and logic of science especially as it pertains to psychology. The understanding and appropriate usage of scientific terminology is also
stressed.
510. Advanced Educational Psychology. Three hours.

Psychology of learning. Different psychological theories; psychological
methods and techniques; experimental literature.
511. Psychology of Learning. Three hours.
A study of theories of learning including conditioning, social learning,
reinforcement, problem solving, motivation, and structure of the learning situation.
512. Seminar in Experimental Design. Three hours.

This course is a basic required course for all graduate students in
psychology. It is designed to develop an understanding of the principles of experimental design and the application of appropriate
statistical techniques. Included in this course will be the design of
an experimental proj ect.
513. Advanced Statistical Analysis. Three hours.

Prerequisite: Graduate standing and Psychology 512 (or permission
of instructor).
Advanced analysis techniques appropriate to psychological research
will be studied. Such procedures as the more complex forms of the
analysis of variance, the analysis of covariance, and various types of
non-parametric statistics will be emphasized.
516. Advanced Study in Motivation. Three hours.

Prerequisite: Graduate standing and permission of instructor.
In depth analysis of historical and present motivation theories. Particular stress will be placed on a current literature survey of both
human and animal research. Offers an opportunity for the integration of concepts of scientific logic with a specific area of psychological inquiry.
520. Psychology of Individual Differences. Three hours.
A survey of research and theory in developmental aspects of behavior

from the prenatal period to adulthood with emphasis upon individual
differences.
521. Advanced Child Psychology. Three hours.
A course in child psychology for gvaduate students, with particular

emphasis upon a critical review of current research in child development.

Graduate Courses in Psychology
500. Trends and Scientific Approaches in Psychological Thinking. Three

hours.
Prerequisite: Graduate standing and permission of instructor.
A survey of the historical and philosophical bases of contemporary
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522. Advanced Adolescent Psychology. Three hours.

A critical review of current research and theories in the area of ado~escent psychology as they relate to physical, social emotional, and
mtellectual development.
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523. Cognitive Theory. Three hours.
A study of information processing, thinking and cognition. This course
will cover major theories and research techniques in the area of
cognitive theory.

-tics. Effective report writing and basic clinical practice will be
stressed. This course requires the administration of a minimum of
25 individual tests. (Concurrent enrollment in Psychology 562 is
required.)

540. Behavior Problems of Childhood and Adolescence. Three hours.
A descriptive and ,theoretical survey of the major forms of psychopathology in children and adolescents, with emphasis upon rec~t
research, classification systems and developmental patterns. This
course will also cover clinical ,and school treatment of neurotic, psychotic, sociopathic, organic syndromes, and other behavior problems
encountered in the school setting.

562. Practicum in Psychological Assessment. One to three hours.
Corequisite: Psychology 560 or 561.
Supervised experience in the administration and interpretation of
tests used in an educational or clinical setting for the diagnosis
of intellectual and learning problems. This course will include development of realistic recommendations which oan be used by teachers and clinicians to modify individual behavior. (May be repeated.)

541. Introduction to Clinical Psychology. Three hours.
An introduction to methods and research in clinical psychology with
an emphasis upon the use of clinical reports prepared for schools and
clinics.

563. Tests Constmction and Psychometric Theory. Three hours.
An introduction to psychometrics with an emphasis upon both technical and ethioal problems which are involved in the use and constmction of psychological measurement instruments. The student will
survey existing tests within -the field and learn to communicate test
results to both professional and non professionals. This is a required
course for all graduate students in psychology.

550. Personality Theory. Three hours.
A survey of basic psychologioal principles underlying the study of
pel'sonality in relation to a social environment. Among the topics
discussed are: theories of personality, :the process of socialization of
the individual, factors influencing adjustment to social environment.
551. Social Psychology of Organizations. Three hours.
Designed to provide an understanding of the dynamics of groups and
organizations. A survey of current theory and research in psychology
of organizations.

552. Advanced Social Psychology. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Graduate standing and permission of instructor.
The behavior of the individual is investigated in relation to social
contexts. An in-depth analysis centers around such topics as group
dynamics, attitude formation and change, social influence processes,
socialization -and language use in communication.
560. Individual Assessment - Wechsler. Two hours.
Prerequisites: Graduate standing and permission of instrutcor.
The course will involve administration and interpretation of the
WISC, WAIS, WPPSI, and other individually administered Wechslertype tests used as basic tools in education, occupational guidance and
clinical diagnostics. Effective report writing arid basic clinical practice will be stressed. This course requires the administration of a minimum of 25 individual tests. (Concurrent enrollment in Psychology
562 is required.)

580. Advanced Physiological Psychology. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Graduate standing and permission of instructor.
Provides a knowledge of anatomy of the nervous system, relationships among the components of the nervous system and behavior, and
the current theories of physiological psychology. Training in physiological research techniques such as electrical recording and electrical
and chemical stimUlation will be given.
581. Laboratory in Advanced Physiological Psychology. Three hours.
Corequisite: Psychology 580.
Familiarity with physiological techniques of electrical recording and
electrical chemical stimulation will be given.
590. Readings or Research in Psychology. One to three hours.
Prerequisite: Departmental permission only.
Individual programs of reading or conduct of research studies. Arrangements must be made for supervision before enrollment in this
course.
591. Internship in College teaching. One to two hours.
Prerequisite: Permission only.
A study of the problems and methods of teaching at the college
level. S:tudents enrolled in this course will be concurrently teaching
a college course in introductory or general psychology.

561. Individual Assessment - Binet. Two hours.
Prerequisites: Graduate standing and permission of instructor.
The course will involve administration 'and interpretation of the
Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale and other Binet-type tests commonly used in educational, vocational guidance and clinical diagnos-

592. Seminar and Field Experiences in School Psychometry. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Graduate standing and permission.
A professional seminar and field experience for school psychometrists
and psychologists to be ,taken during the student's Last semester in
residence. This course will involve staff -and students from allied
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specialists such as Counselor Education, Spedal Education, Reading
and School Administration. Comprehensive Pupil Personnel services
will be emphasized, with the School Psychometrist as a working
member of the educational-diagnostic team composed of the teacher,
selor, principal, pupil, parent and psychometrist. Field experiences
in consultation, testing, curriculum development and educational program evaluation will be an integral part of this course.
599. Master's Thesis in Psychology. Six hours.
Open only to candidates for the M.A. degree who are engaged in
thesis research or writing.
640. Psychopathology. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Permission only.
\
A descriptive and theoretical survey of the major forms of child and
adult psychopathology with emphasis upon recent research, classification systems, modification of deviant behavior and developmental
patterns of learning and motivation variables. Experimental studies
including the experimental induction of ,abnormal behavior in animals
will be l"eviewed.
641. Clinical Interviewing and Psychotherapy I. Two hours.
Permission only.
A study of selected theories and techniques of psychotherapy and
counseling involving academic, vocational, learning, and emotional
problems. Consideretion of group therapy, research, clinical topics,
and professional and ethical issues. Course experiences include role
playing, tape recorded interviews, and analysis of case materials.
(Concurrent enrollment in 662 is required.)
642. Clinical Interviewing and Psychotherapy n. Two hours.
Prerequisite: 641. Permission only.
A continuation of 641 with an emphasis upon group, family and
marital psychotherapy. (Students will concurrently enroll in 662.)
660. Psychological Evaluation 1. Two hours.
Prerequisite: 560. Permission only.
An introduction to personality dtagnosis using objective and proj ective techniques with an emphasis upon current research interpretation, and communication of assessment information. (Concurrent enrollment in 662 required.)

n. Two hours.
Prerequisite: 660. Permission only.
A continuation of 660 with emphasis upon the integration of dat,a
obtained through various assessment instruments and techniques.
Focus on specialized procedures for ,the evaluation of personality,
functional disorders, perceptual-motor problems, and organic and
intellectual deficit in clinical, educational, and rehabilitation settings.
(Concurrent enrollment in 662 required.)

661. Psychological Evaluation
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662. Practicum in Psychological Practice. One to three hours.
Students enrolled in 641, 642, 66(}, or 661 will receive supervised
practice in schools, clinics, specialized training centers and hospitals.
Those preparing careers in school or clinical psychology will enroll
in 662 for a minimum of two semesters.

The following 4OO-level courses may be taken for graduate credit:
400. History and Systems of Psychology. Three hours.
410. Psychology of Learning. Three hours.
432. Psychology of the Gifted. Three hours.
440. Abnormal Psychology. Three hours.
450. Personality Theory. Three hours.

SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
Graduate Faculty:
Professors: Dansereau (Head of Department), Baali, DiBella, Wittman,Yokley
Associate Professors: Beck, Dunn, Nelsen, Wells, Wozniak
Assistant Professor: Kalab
Master of Arts in Sociology; Master of Arts in Education (Social
Science Area major); Master of Arls in Education (Sodology millOi')
Master of Arts in Sociology
This progmm is designed to prOvide a sound methodological and
theoretiml foundation for studems who contemplate pursuing· graduate
studies beyond the master's level; to give atiliorough preparntion fOT
those students who seek teaching positions at the college level; and
also to ,tmnsmit the basic specialized skills for those Situdents who elect
to pwsue careers in industry or govemmentail. service.
In addition to general Graduate College requirements, the student
sIhould have a B average for all undergraduate work in Sociology.
Promising students with limited grade OT course deficiencies may be
considered for admission to the program upon completion of an approved
progmm of study for the l1emoV'al of the deficiencies.
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PersoIllS admitred to the program should also have previously had a
minimum of eighteen hours in Sociology including the fol:lowing courses
or their equivalent:
Methods of Social Research (390), Social Statistics (350), History of
Social Thought (360), and Contemporary Sociological Theory (385).
In unusuM. circumstances where special competence has been developedthrough experiences other ,than traditional course-work or extensive course-work in related disciplines, the above departmental requirements may be relaxed or adjusted by approval of the Depal1tment
Head.
M:iJnimum requirements for the Master of Arts in SOCiology are thirty
semester hours of graduate credit in courses approved by ,the Department, inoluding six hours of thesis credit. Under Plan A, a minimum
of 24 hours of acceptable course work and a thesis, equivalent ro six
gradualte homs, are required. Swdents who anticipate future dodtoral
study are encouraged to pursue Plan A. Under Plan B, a minimum of
36 hours of acceptaJble course work must be completed; the thesis is not
required. At least one half of the course requiremenlts must be completed successfully in courrses open on!ly ,to graduate students. The
Courses constirtuiting a student's program must form a uniform and
coordinated whole as determined by the student's departmental graduate advisory comrrnttee.
Basiool1y the curriculum wiN consist of a sequence of core theoretical and methodo10giool courses and several additional principles courses
essential to a strong foundation in SOCiology. Specialimtion may be
directed toward thJ'ee major areas: (1) criminology and corrections;
(2) work and work organization; and (3) urban sociology and demography.

industry, government, or foundations in industrial research, human
resource development programs, and applied manpower development.
The purpose of the urhan sociology and demogmphy emphasis is
to provide the student with the appropriate knowledge and skills necessaryfor careers wirth industry, government, or fuundations in the fields
of urban affairs, population analysis and forecasting, community development, and urban environment research.
Programs specifically intended to satisfy slhudent needs may be
planned in such areas as social psychology, social ins'tiJtutions, and race
and cu1tural relations.
AI studenrts enrolled in the Master's program will be required to
take the follOWing core courses: Sociology 580, 590, and 595. All participants in Plan A will enroll for Sociology 596 and 597; in lieu of these
two courses, students under Plan B must take ,twelve approved graduate
credits. The remaining semester !hour credits can be selected from a
variety of general and specialized course offerings.
Up to six semester hours in courses in depa'l'ltments other than
sociology may be counted toward the thiJ:ty hours master's program
with the COIllSent of the department head.
A thesis oanying six hours oredit is required of all candidates for
the master's degree.
In addition tOO course requirements, 'lrll oandidates for ,the master's
degree must submit appropriate papers for faculty review or pass a
final written and/or oral examination covering :the thesis or major
and minor fields of swdy.
Prior to iflhe final master's examination fue applicant must either:
1. Demonstrate reading ,ability sufficient to do scholarly reading
iin a foreign language appropriate Ito rus major area, or

The purpose of the criminology and corrections emphasis is to
provide professional education for those students interested in careers
in the fields of oorrectional administration, probation and parole, instit1:utiomill program management, and delinquency control progmms. In
addition, it :iJs in'f1endecl to provide academic education in criminology
wi~h SpeciM emphasis on evaluation and research.

Master of Arts in Education (Social Science Area majoc; Sociology minor)

The emphaSiS in work and work organization is intended to provide
the student with specialized ~aining in industrial SOciology and manpower research and development to equip him to pursue a career with

This program, designed for the public school teacher, provides
graduate coursework in sociology and amhropology. The student following this program must meet all requirements for Standard High
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2. Demol1!Strate that he has mastered the appropriate research tools
whicl1 wID contribute to 'this research proficiencies.
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School certification. The student wishing to pursue this progrom with
emphasis in sOciology is advised to follow the Social Science Area major
which allows him to take 9-12 hours within rtlhe Department of Sociology
and Anthropology. One who minors in 'sociology may take ~ minimum
of 12 or a maximum of 15 hours rin the department. The remaining hours
will be taken in professional education courses.
Graduate Courses in Sociology
505. Elements of Sociology. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Graduate standing.
Designed as 'an advanced first course in basic sociology for the nonsociology graduate student. The conceptual problem of interaction is
examined in terms of demography and ecology, culture and personality, and social structure and process.
520. Studies in Family Relations. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Sociology 505, or six hours of sociology and consent of
the instructor.
An analysis of the family institution; the impact of modern culture
on the :ilamily.
530. Seminar in the Sociology of Deviant Behavior. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Sociology 505 or nine hours of sociology courses and
consent of the instructor.
A systematic overview of selected types of deviant behavior with
particular emphases on criminality, delinquency, drug addition, and
alcoholism. Special attention will be given to current sociological
theory and research in the field.
545. Seminar in Society, Personality, and Behavior. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Sociology 505 or nine hours of sociology courses and
consent of the instructor.
The course will focus on the study of iIJJter-personal relations in different situations and from various perspectives. Among the concepts
and problems to be considered are attitUdes, norms, values; crucial
factors Tn motivation and the actor's definition of the situation. Extensive observation of natural groups and experimental manipulation
of arranged groups will provide data for testing speCific hypotheses.

565. Studies in the Community. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Sociology 505 or six hours of sociology, and permission
of the instructor.
Ecological and social concepts of the community; the structure and
function of ,the community.
566. Industry and Community. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Sociology 505 or nine hours of sociology.
Analysis of industry in its community context exploring the interaction of industry with its immediate environment; social structure of
the work-place as an e:x;tension of community; the impact of industry
on community organization; the interaction of man, machine and
colleague group within industrial organization; occupational roles,
career patterns, social control within occupations and professions;
and the social aspects of industrial conflict.
570. Studies of Social Systems. Three hours.
Prerequdsite: Sociology 505 or nine hours of sociology and permission
of the instructor.
Use of organizational theory and its application to social systems.
572. Seminar in Social Change. Three hours.
Prer,equisite: Graduate standing as a sociology major or 18 hours of
sociology.
A seminar focusing upon the various approaches to social change and
social disorganization as dealt with by the major sociological theorists,
both past and present. The origin, nature, consequences, and future
outcome of social change and disorganization will be given consideration.
575. Complex Organizations. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Sociology 505 or nine hours of sociology.
Analysis of the goals, internal structure, and env.ironmeJ.tal relations
of large organizations. Special emphasis is placed upon the emergence of bureaucracies, competing theoretical frameworks for viewing
organizations, and the analysis of organizational change.
580. Advanced General Sociology. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Eighteen hours of sociology.
An overview of sociology presented through an eXJamination of the
various sub-disciplines of the field and the most important developments in each. Particular attention will be paid to l'ecent research
and theory in the various sub-fields.

564. Demography. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Sociology 505 or nine hours of sociology and consent of
the instructor.
An advanced course in the quantity and quality of population. It
will consist of a review of the demographic processes such as morality,
fertility and migration, with emphasis on measurements, methods, and
analytical techniques. The course will also include a review of important theories and issues in demogl'aphy.

590. Sociological Research Design and Analysis. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Eighteen hours of sociology.
The examination of concept definition, model building, and research
design appropriate to problem and data, including a review of representative research studies and students' designs. The course will include a schedule of readings, field work, repor,ts, and discussion
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designed to acquaint the sociology major with advaneed social research methodology, techniques, and procedures.
595. Seminar in Sociology Theory. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Eighteen hours of sociology.
An analysis of current sociological theories, including a survey of
recent 'approaches to the construction and application of systematic
theoretical models. The course will include a schedule of readings,
papers, and discussion designed to give the student a broad knowledge
of sociological literature and theory.
596-597. Thesis Writing. Three hours each.
Prerequisite: The consent of the Department Head.

435.

Probation and Parole. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Sociology 365 or consent of instructor.

445. Industrial Sociology. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Soc 346 or consent of instructor.
450. Occupations and Professions. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Soc. 346 or consent of instructor.
495-496. Directed Study. Three hours each.
Prerequisite: Consent of Department Head.

Graduate Courses in Anthropology:

635. Seminar in Family Theory and Analysis. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Sociology 420, 520, or 9 hours of graduate level sociology.
An advanced seminar to serve as one of the concluding courses in
the graduate sociology series. Major emphasis will be placed upon
the basic theoretical and conceptual frameworks which have been
used in past analytical studies of the iiamily, as well as the use of
these frameworks for current and future analyses. Emphasis will
also be given to familiarizing the student with the large body of
theoretical and empirical literature which exists on the family.

507. Elements of Anthropology. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Graduate standing.
Designed as an advanced first course in basic anthropology for the
non-anthropology graduate student. The course will be organized
around :the concept of culture, discussing such problems as the nature
of culture, the materials of culture, the structure of culture, aspects
of culture, cultural dynamics, and cultural variation. The course will
attempt a general overview of the field of anthropology.

640. Seminar in the SOCiology of Work. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Twelve hours dn sociology of which at least 6 must
have been at the graduate level. The student must have had at least
one of the following courses: Sociology 346, 445, 450, 566, or 575, or
equivalent.

555. Seminar in Anthropological Theory. Three hours.

An adv'anced seminar which considers the meaning of work and its
social import in contemporary society. Work is viewed through the
theoretical framework of a social system, and attention is accordingly
given to the constituent structural components of work as well as
the inherent systemic linkages. Special emphasis is devoted to the
integration of sociological ,theories of work and the procedures used
in the sociological analysis of work.

400-level courses in SOciology which may be taken for graduate credit:
400. Juvenile Delinquency. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Soc. 365 or consent of instructor.
410.' Urban Sociology. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Nine hours of undergraduate sociology.
420. The Family. Three hours.

Prerequisite: Nine hours of sociology.
433. Correction and Confinement. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Soc. 346 or consent of instructor.
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Prerequisite: Consent of ,the Department Head.
An eJmmination of the history and development of anthropological
thought ito ,the end of the nineteenth century and a survey of contemporary anthropological thought, with special reference to the
methods and theory of scientific anthropology.
570. Appalachian Folklore and Folk Life. Three hours.
See: English 570.
572. Applied Folklore. Three hours.
See: English 572.
577. Techniques and Materials in Folklore Studies. Three hours.
See: English 577.
578. Folklore and Folk Life Research. Three hours.
See: English 578.
579. Directed Study and Research in Folklore. Three hours.
See: English 579.

400-level courses in Anthropology which may be taken for graduate
credit:
430. Prehistory and Archeology of the Indians of North America. Three
hours.
Prerequisite: Six hours of anthropology.
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440. Cultural Anthropology. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Anthropology 150, 275 or consent of the instructor.

Master of Arts in Speeoh; Master of Arts in Education (Speech.
or
minor);
Ma.ster
ofAxts in. -EducatilOn
(Theatre minor)
major
.
.
.
.',.

455. Culture and Personality. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Anthropology 150 or 275, Sociology 110 or Psychology
100.

Master of Arts in Speech
The program provides preparation for students wishing to teach
art the college level; for those wishing to pursue additional graduate
study; fOJ; those wishing careers in government or other fields' where '
advanced study in speedh would be helpful.

495-496. Directed Study. Three hours each.
Prerequisite: Consent of Department Head.

Graduate Courses in Social WeHare:
530. Seminar in the Sociology of Deviant Behavior. Three hours.
Same as Sociology 530. Prerequisite: Sociology 505 or nine hours of
sociology courses and consent of the instructor.

4OO-leveI courses in Social WeHare:
400. Juvenile Delinquency. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Sociology 365 or consent of instructor.
(Same ·as Sociology 400)
425. Problems in Social Welfare. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Social Welfare 375.
433. Correction and Confinement. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Sociology 365 or the consent of the instructor.
(Same as Sociology 433).
'
435. Probation and Parole. Three hours.
Same as Sociology 435. Prerequisite: Sociology 505 or nine hours of
sociology courses and consent of the instructor.
495-496. Directed Study. Three hours each.
Prerequisiite:Consent of Department Head.

SPEECH AND THEATRE
Graduate Faculty:

The candidate for the Master of Arts degree inspeedh may pursue
Plan A or Plan B for the degree. The ,srtudent should advise with his
oomm.it~ee in the early stages of the program which plan he wilt fol~ ,
low. Stliden:i's who. aooCipate additionail study after the M.A.' are
strongly encoumged to follow PLan A.
'
11heprogram is designed to give maximum flexibility to students
pursuing the degree. Courses are organized in such a manner' as to
allow concentration in one of the fol1owmg areas within the depart,..:
ment: C'Ommunication Theory, Interpretation, Rhetoric and Public' Ad~
drre~s~ and Theatre. Students may, with ·the permission of their advisor,
take COlN'sesin related departments.
In order to pursue a graduate degree :in speech a student musrt.first
be eligible for admission to the Graduate Oollege. He also must have at
least a roiI)or (18 hours) :in speech 'Or ·the equivalent.
.

Master:of Arts in Education (Speech ma,jior 'Or minor; Theatre minor)
TIlls program providesadditionail graduate coursework in speech
o~ ili.e!l~ ,and is designed for ,the Fublic school teaoher. The stu~
denttfoUoWing this program must moot all requirements for Standard
High School certification. The Istudent maj'Oring in speech may take a
minimum 'Of 18 'Of a maximum of 21 h'Ours in speech" while the student
minoring in 'speech 'Or theatre, may take Iii. minimum of 12 'or a maximum'
of 15 hours in that department. The remaining hours will betaken in
professional education courses.
Graduate Courses in Speech

Distinguished Professorr: Mitchell
Professorr: Howard
Associate Professors: Capps (Head of Department), Hall
Assistant Profes,slOrs: Corts, Leonard, Srearns
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540. Seminar in Rhetoric arid Public Address. Three hours.
Studies in theories of rhetoric through selected writers, periods, and
topics. The application of rhetorical standards to the speech~making
of selected speakers, movements, areas, and periods. The
may
be repeated once with a different topic.

cOUrse
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541. Seminar in Communication. Three hours.
Study of selected topics in communication theory. Suggested topics

which may be covered: interpersonal communication, symbols in
society, parodigmsand models in communication theory, field research in communication, studies in political communication, etc.
'.Dhe course may be repeated once with a different topic.
544. Theory of Interpretation. Three hours.
Consideration of the history and development of interpretive theory
from ancient times to the present, tracing the use and development
of the interpreter's art, with analysis of contemporary principles and
practices.
545. Seminar in Speech. Three hours.

The content of the course will vary from semester to semester depending upon the background of the students enrolled. If offered as
independent study, the person will have 'an opportunity to pursue
areas in which he has had adequate preparation. If offered as a class,
timely topics will be covered.
546. Seminar in Forensics. Three hours.
Seminar in Forensics will include a treatment of .the principles and

procedures involved in directing the standard forensic events. Events
to be discussed ,are: debate, extempor<aneous speaking, discussion,
original or<atory,analysis of a public address and some attention will
be given to interpretative '!.'leading,· duet aoting,and story telling.
549. Rhetorical Theory and Criticism. Three hours.

Development of the classical tradition in rhetorical theory, practice,
criticism, 'and pedagogy, from pre-Aristotelian writings through those
of the twentieth century British and American theorists. Analysis of
major figures and works which 'contributed to that tradition.

449. Speech Development. Three hours.
461. Organizational Communication. Three hours.
481. Introduction to Speech Pathology. Three hours.
482. Introduction to Audiology. Three hours.

Graduate Courses in Theatre:
550. Seminar in Theatre. Three hours.

The course is designed to give graduate students the opportunity
to· fur:ther their experience in ,theatr<e through research and application. Students select for investigation interpretative technical, or
promotional problems according to their interests.
553. Restoration and Eighteenth Century Drama. Three hours.

Oareful study of representative plays. Evaluation of influences, movements, and productions. Wide reading and individual study.

n. Three hours.
(See English 583)

583. Shakespeare

400-level courses in Theatre which may be taken for graduate credit:
450. Readers Theatre. Three hours.
452. Stage Lighting. Three hours.
455. American Drama. Three hours.

456. Elizabethan Drama. Three hours.
457. Directing. Three hours.
458. Theatre Practicum. Three hours.

599. Thesis Research. Six hours.

Research, examination, and criticism of materials and the writing
ofa thesis.

459. Modem Drama. Three hours.

The following 400-level courses may be taken for graduate credit:
440. Experimental Studies in Communication. Three hours.
443. Contemporary Rhetoric and Public Address. Three hours.

444.

Advanced Oral Interpretation. Three hours.

445. Research in Speech and Theatre. Three hours.

INTER-DISCIPLINARY PROGRAMS
The Unriversity offers three inter-disciplin:ary degrees: MalSter of
Arts in Humanities, Master of Arts in College Teaching in Humanities,
and Master of Puiblic Service.

446. Classical Rhetoric. Three hours.

Master of Arts in Humanities

447. American Public Address. Three hours.

The graduare program in !humanities :is designed to pro:vide the
student a broad background in the intel:lectual and cultural achieve-

448. British Public Address. Three hours.
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ments of a selected period of Western. civilization. Building'on'th'e
premise of the interrelatedness of all human endeavor, .it traces the
adventure of man's spirit as reflected in his history, literature, philo~ophy, and artistic accomplishments.
.
"

a student completes the M.A.C.T. program, he mu.;s.tpresent a:n;llnimum
of 18 hours ~at the undergraduate Level) of either English or hist~. DUJrjng his last semester, the student must do some supervised. college teadhing under the direol::ion of the Graduate Gorn.nrittee in Hu~ties. "

The minimum require~~ for the M'aster of Arts in HUmanities
is thirty hours of graduate credit in oourses approved by the advisor of
the Humanities Program. At least 18 hours must be in courses numbered
500 or ~bove.
.
'. '
..
.,

C~urse distribution in the:'M.A.C.T. is essentially the sanieas in the
M.A. Each student must take (1) Philosophy 500, Humanities Setrii.tllai';
(2) one coUIlSe each hLHistory, Literature and Philosophy in the chosen
period of specialization; .and .(3) Philosophy 598, Hum;l:nities;Essay
(plan B). Language and examination requirements are the same ,as in'.tP.e
M.A. pmgram.
.

~student will sel~t one of three periods of Western civilization
for 'ms'r'aream specialization: Ancieni\::and Medieval;. Re~aiSsance
through Enlighteninenit:; Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries .. Twenttyone of the 30 hours are to be'!\Jaken iii one of these cultural periods and
must inClude one course eaoh from HiSltory, Literatture, arid Philosophy.
Course work and htdependentresearoh will be designed to give a comprehensive and integrated knowledge of the period:, . ' , ' ' \::
Each student will take: (1) Philosophy 500, Humanities Seminar
(rthree hours) which meets ;once every other. week tlwoughoutithe year;
and Philosophy 598, Humanities EsS'~y (three ,bouTs) .u~derPla,n B, ,~r
Philosophy 599, Humanities Thesis (siX hOUTS) under plan A. Ineither
case, the resem-ch must be in the period 'chosen for specialization and
demonstrate a knowledge of the unifying !1'el,ationsihips' which exist
between the humanity disciplines. This research will bes.uperyised 1?y
a member of the GraduailJe Paculty in the Department o~ Philosophy and
Religion.
'.
.' "
The studenrt must demonstrate a' reading ability 'sufficient 00 do
scholarly work in either French or German. Students specializing in the
ancient or medieval period may substitute either Greek or Latin.

Master of Public Service
This degree is an interdisciplinary program consisting. of offerings
from s,everal department.s;~t is designed to prepar.e individuals ito, serve
in government positions which require administrative training as well
as knowledge of the partioular areas they are to admiriister.
StudeDJI:s pursuing tile degree canseleot one of six professional
options. They oan specialize in. agrioulture" counseling? child developmentand family living, repreation: ,and park admiDistration, and
regional development. Each optioii' cariies' specific requirements for
admission. Application to this program is made through the Dean of
the Graduate College, and a£ter applicatiolllS have beQI). pr~ssed an
appropriate advisor will be appointed to plan the student's program.

Xll,candidates for the·Yaster of Public SerVice' degree (regard7,e.ss
of. the option chosen) are required to complete a.' core area of .,nineto
twelve hours including Government 540~Public Administration' (whfch
is reqUired of a l l ) . ' ' ' ' ...
>

The student must pass a final written examination during the last
semesrer prior to graduatiol!' The exam will cen~ on his eho~en,period
and include material froni a selected bibliography given to the stUdent
upon entering the prlOgram.

'"

"-'

..

The remaining hours. of .the core may be selected from <the following
courses:
Economics 550-Government Fiuoocial Policy and Administration
Geography 580-Problems ~. lTrban Geography

Master of Arts in College Teaching in Humanities
Thirty semester hours are 'requitea fotthis degree, at 'leaSt' 15 of
which'must he in courses numbered 500 or aQove. At least 15 . hours
must be done in one major period of WeSI\Jem civilization. By the 'time
152

Government 511-Seminar in State and Local Govemment
Sociology 565-StJudies in the Community
Psychology 551-Socia:l Psychology of Organizations . "
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Agriculture optio,n

Administration option
The AdminWatio,n option lis desi~ed to, provide academic >training
in aillninish'ation which will be particulaxly applicable to, the individual's
00.-00 of specializatio,n. The Go\nemment Department of£ers ;t;wo choices
within the Ad.rmn.rstration option: (1) general admi;nis1:imltion, and (2)
W'ban adminis:traltion.
The SIhldent entering ,the program in gen.erol adminiSll:mtion will be
required ro complete 18-21 hours in addition totbe 9-12 hOlWs of core
l'eqooemenits. The 18-21 hOUT emphasis is to be ,selected fro,m the £01lowi!Ilg COUl"ses:

Cow.

410-Seminar in National Government

Gow. 411-Semmar in State 'and Local GovernmenJt
Govrt. 440-Public Adminis,tration

Cow.

441-4Pu'bilicPersonnel Adminish'altion

Gow. 510-Seminar in National GovernmenJt
Bus. Ad.. 500-BUISiness, Go,vernment ood Law
BUIS. Ad. 510-Organization Theory
Bus. Ad. 5H-ManQgemenJt Scienoo I
Bus. Ad. 512-Management Science II
Soc. 575-Complex Org~ations
LegM Area 424-Ad.mmistmillive Law
The SitudenJt entering the program in. urban administlratio,n will be
required to complete 18-21 h()lUl1s in adrution ,to rfue 9-12 hom'S o,f core
requiIiements. The 18-21 hour emphasis iIs to Pre selected £rom the fo,lIo,wing courses:

Govt. 410-Seminar in Natio,nal Govemment

This program is designed <to meet the needs of students in, o,r
planning to, enJlJer, agricultural o,r agricultUTally o,riented professio,ns that
are involved in public service. For example, the pro,gram may serve
those ilndividuals engaged in agricultl.wal exten5lon,COIloorvatiOln, 00minis,tr1aJtion of governmental agricultural programs, and agriculrural
representatives o,f banks and other financing organ:i2lations.
The student should have an undergraduate major in agriculture
closely related area OIr be engaged in an agricultllr'allyrelated pro£essiOn OIf the public 1gervice nature.
or

ta

In additiOlIl to'. the core, fi£teen OIf the remaining hours in the thirtyhour programsho,uld ~e in agncrulturre ~r in related departments ap"
proved by the student s graduate conmnttee. At least eight hours of
the fifteen in agriculture should be in courses open only to graduate
students.
Child Development and Family Living option
This program stresses clinical praotioe ood is generally taken. by
persons in child welfare, mental health, and pastoral care. Neither a
thesis nor la research tool i\9 reqwred but practicum experience is
mQlIldatlO!ry for aN. candidates for this degree.
.
Inarldition to, Government 540 theofuer coreoourses in this degree
pro,gram are:
SociolOigy 565-Situdies ilnth!~ Community
Psychology 551-Social Psyoho,logyo,f Organization
Education 558-CotmS,eling Theory and Pmctioe
The 18. hnurs in the majo,r we the following Home Economics
and Family Living COU1'ses:

Gmrt. 411":"'Seminar in State and Local Government

491-Family Life Eduoatio,n

GoVII:. 440-Publlic Administration
Gow. 417-Urban Politica:l Systems
Bus. Ad. 510-Organdmtion Theory

576-Theories OIf Child Development

Soc.' 41~U~ban Sociology

579-Professional Theories and Methods in Marital and Family
Therapy
580-J.ntJernship in Maritallmd Family TheI1apy

Soc. 575-Complex Or~on

Geog. 480-Urbm Geography
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577-S,eminrur in Child Development Research
578-Seminrur in Research in Marital and Family Therapy
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Counseling option
A oandidate for the Master of Public Service in Counseling who
has not completed a minor or the equivalent in psychology 0!1" sociology.
shall Temove ithis deficiency by completing for non-graduate. credit the
necessary courses to meet the prerequisilte in the behavioral sciences.
This l"eqooe:ment must be satisfied prior to admission to the program.
In 'addition to the core requirements, students pursuing the counseling option must complete three hours of work from either psychology
or sociology, as approved by iIlhe students graduate advisory committee.
Counselor Eduoation requirements include eighteen semester hours
seleoted from the following courses and approved by ,the candidate's
graduate advisory ,oommittee:
Requ~ed of all Counselor Education maj'OTs in the Masterof Public
Service degree program:
.
.
Education 550-Introduction to Guidanoe
Eduoation 552-Individual ~d Group Analysis
Eduoation 558-Counseling Theory and Practice
Education 560-Counseling Praotioum

The six remaining hours may be selected from the follOwing cOU1'lSes: .
.Education 500,-Researoh Methods
Education 501-Education Statistics
Education 530-V'ocational Education
Eduoation 554-Group Guidanoe .
Education 556-Infonnational Servioes
Education 650-Utilization of Commumty Resources.
,
Eduoation 656-Semmar in Vocationarl Guidance and Occupational AdjustmeDit
.
Education 675-Higher Eduoation in America
Recreation and Park Adtninistration option
This program is a non-teacher certification plan with nine' hours
required in the public service oore and twenty-one hours available
in reoreation ~nd/ or related aTeas. Lt is specifically designed to prepare
Endividuals for positions of leadership in recreation and park administration.
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. In addition to rfue oore requirements (pages 123 and 124), the followmg oourses Me within the recreation sequence: from which 15 hours
may be selected: (fm course descriptions, see page 102).
P.E.R. 501-Aoolysris of Research in Physical Education and Recreation. Three hours.
Ree. 513-Organization, Administ>l1ation, and Supervision of Parks,
Playgrounds,and Reereation Programs. Three hours.
Ree. 515-Planning and Maintenance of Park and Recreation Facilities. Three hours.
Ree. 517-Construction and Utilizatioo of the Survey in Recreation.
Three Ihours.
Ree. 519-Fisoal Praotices £or the Administrator of Reereation and
Parks. Three hours.
Ree. 521-Public Relations for Park;sand Recreation Programs.
1'kee hours.
Ree. 481-Camp Administraltion and OuMoor Recreation. Three
hours.
Ree. 483-Social Recreation. 1'kee hours.

Ree. 4~CommUlliity Cenoors and Playgrounds. Three hours.
Ree. 485-Development of Nature Orioored Areas and Facilities.
Three hours.
Ree. 487-OutdOOT Education Leadership. Three hours.
Ree. 489-Professional Field Experiences in Recrea!l:ion and Parks.
'fhTee hours.
In addition., six hours may be s:eleoted from courses within the
field of recreation or from ,alHed areas.
Regional Development option

~he Regi~ Development option is inr!!erdisciplinary in character,
drawlllg on. the ~elds of economics, government, geography, and sociology, a~d lSdeslgned to prepare students for public service employmem.<\: WIth governmental agencies at local, sltaJtJe, and federal levels,
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public utilities companies, area development districffi, Ohambers of
Commerce, industrial development corporations, and other public and
pcivrute 'Organizations dealing with the developmeDil: 'Of geogmphic, econQmic, and political regions.
Applica:nJts must have 'an undergmduate degree from an aocredtted
college or university and have sati'Sfaotmily oDmpleted cours'e work in
the disciplines involved in this pmgram with rut least a 2.5 grade poinrt
a'V'erage. In ,addition, applioants must moot the minimum score requirement 'On the GIDadurute Reoord EXiamirnrution established by the Gmduate
CoJ~ege. StudOOlbs p1anlning on pursuing this program muslt have had the
equivalent of two courses in Principles ·of E'oonornics and one course in
Statistics at rthe U'IldergraduaJte level. An otherwiseacceproible student
with undergI'aduate deficiencies in the disciplines represented may
axmnge r!!o remove those defioiencies by fulcing fue appoc-opriaw courses
during the first slemester after ladmission.
Students enrDlled under if:he Regional Development option will be
required tQ complete rut least 30 semester hours of work within the
approved graooate curriculum, including the 9 to 12 hour core, under
either Plan A or Plan B.
Plan A: 3O-'hour program

l. 24 hours of course work
2. 6 hours 'Of thesis credit
Plan B: 30 hours of course work
The thesis will colllSist ,of a researcll project and report approved
by the progmm ,advisor and wrilti:en under a facuLty advisor in one of
the disciplines represented. In addition to the core requirements of the
program, all situdenrts emolled under the RegiOIl'al Development option
will be 'l'equired tJo complete Economics 475, Regional Economics, and
540, Land Economics.

Inter-Disciplinary Programs/Rank II Non-Degree
Econ. 699 or Geography 699. Thesis Research

Econ. 470. Economic Growth and Development
Econ. 475. Regiooal Economics
Geog. 584. Regional Pla1111ing
Geog. 479. Industrial ,and Commercial Geography
SDciology 440. CultuJ:tal Anthropology

NON.DEGREE PROGRAMS
RANK

n

NON-DEGREE PROGRAM

Studeilits who do not desire to pursue a degree progmm or who
are unable :flo meet admission requiJ'ements fora Master's Degree prog'l1am 'On the basis of inadequate P'Oinlt standilng or inadequate Graduate
Record Examination soores, may be admitted to a Fi£th Year N'On-Degree
Progmm.
Fifth Year 'Of Planned PrGgram Leading tG Rank II OassificatiGn
fGr Teachers
This pr~gram consists 'Of 32 hoW'S 'Of graduate and undergraduate
work, 'Of wmch 12 hours must be in. profeSsional eduoatioo, 12 hours in
cognate aweas, and of the t'Otal, 12 hours must be in graduate level
cours~s (not necessarily graduate only). This program must be plam:ted
and SIgned by the student's !advisor and filed in the Office 'Of the Dean
'Of the Gradurute CDllege.
The Slame point standing as that fGr undergraduate certificati'On is
required. This program is considered to be terminal, and 'On the basis
of completion of ,this program, admission :to the 'Other graduate programs will be denied.

The following graduate courses are applicable to the Re~ona:l DevelopmenJt 'Option:
Econ. 540. Land Economics
Econ. 570. Economic Development
Eoon. 598. Directed Studies (generally in the area of regional
development)
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THmTY.HOUR POST.MASTER'S PROGRAMS
,,:estern Kentucky University 'Offers the follOwing tlility-hour post
master s programs in accordance with minimum regulations prescribed
by the Kentucky State Board 'Of Eduorution:
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Rank I

Rank I

1. Rook I-Teacher (progmm leading to Rank I qualification for
teachers)
2. Rank I-School AdmhrisiTation (the ProfessiO'nal certificate rO'r
School AdministJration and Supervision endorsed for
School Superintendent)
3. Rank I-Standard Guidance (program leading to s1JaIIldard certification in Guidance)
General Guidelines for the Thirty-Hour Program
The guidelines listed belO'w, which apply to' all gmduate students
whO' are beginning the tlrirty-hour post-master's program, have been
adopted by rl:!he State Board O'f Eduoation. All students entering the
thirty-hom post-roaster's program whO' have not had the Graduate Record
Examination will be required to' complete that exam. In addition, for
those persons entering some O'f the program opti.ons, specific minimum
soores on that exam will be required.
Students desiring to fO'llow this program should 'apply at the office
of ,the Dean of tl:!he Graduate CO'llege.
1. This program shall be plalIllled in COlll'lrutation with the student's
advisOlJ." ood shall be l1elated to the professional needs of the
studellit.
2. At least 15 or the thirty hours must be rl:!aken on the campus
(in residence) of this institution. The remaining hO'urs may,
upon the approval of the student's advisor(s), be takelIl at an
extffiliSlion O'f ,this university or at another institution.
3. All of ,the cO'urse wO'rk shall be in courses which oarry graduate
credit, but a minimum of 15 semester hO'urs must be in courses
open only to graduate students.

rtiDn. These hours shall be in tthe calIldidJate's major, or minor,
Dr area 'Of preparation, or in supporting CO'urses from othm
disciplines as approved by ,this institution.
6. !hose wh~ qualify for Rank I-SchoDl Adminiscration by followmg ,the thirty-hO'ur pl10gram fO'rthe Profes'sioool certificate fO'r
SchDol AdministratiQn ,and Supervision must complete the Standard Elementary 'Or Standrurd High Sdhool Certificate priO'r to' the
completiQn of rthis endDrsement. As a general rule, Western
will require one third (21 hours) of rue total of 60 hours (Dill
the Master's 'and Rank I) to be taken in the behavioml sciences
O'r subjeot matter fields other than professiO'nal education.
7. Those whO' qualify fDr Rank I-GuidalIl!ce by follOwing the thirty_
hlOur prO'gram in the area of guidalIlce may oomplete the Standrurd Cwti£ioaifJe fOT Guidance CDunselors. This certIDcrute is
based upon the completion of the curriculum for provisional
certification for guidalIlce counselms and a plaIl[lJed program of
at leastalIl additional 30 hOUTS of graduate study. As a general
rule, Wesrtoon will require one-thixd (21 hO'urS) of ,the ,total Df
60 hours (on the Master'sand Rank I) rtD be taken in the
behaviO'l.1al sciences or subject matlJer fields other than· professiDnal educatiDn. The ['emaining oDurses will be pla.xmed in the
field of guidance.
8. The Dean of the Graduate College will certify to the Srl:rute
Deparitment of EduoatiDn when 00 Qppa'O'V'ed thirty..:hour pr0gram has been oompleted.
Rank I-Teachers Program
Students ipl.111suing the thirty-hourpost-mastm's program for teachers
shall be ['equired to £ulfill all Df ,the requirements stipulated by the State
BDard of EducatiDn for this advanoed .gmdurute program. Students
shO'uld apply at the offioe of the Dean of the Graduate College.

4. The student 'shall have a standing of B O'n the thirty ihDurs,
and no credit in a course IDwer than C s,hall be accepted.

Rank I-School Administration Program

5. Students pursuing the Rank I-Teacher program must earn a
minimum of 12 of the 30 post-master's hours in academic work
(work not listed as professional education). The student must
have a minimum. of 24 hours (.of the total of 60 fDr the Master's
and the Rank I) in academic work apart frO'm professional educa-

In order to' be recommended for Rank I ,through the School Ad- .
rnilIliscration prO' gram, the holder O'f the PrO'fessiollilil Cerrtifioate foil'
SchO'ol Ad:ministratiOill alIld Supervi'Sion muSil: complete the program foil'
elIldorsement desired. (For an explanation of 'admission and program
requirements, consu[t Education, ScholOl AdministTatiO'n, pages 62-67).
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Rank t

Application .to this program must, be made thTough the Gradu~te
College, from which the application will be forwarded to. th~ seleotive
committee for School Administration programs. All cntena for ~c
ceptance to this program must be ~et, and all re~~irements as ,stipulated by the State Board of Education must be satisfied.
Rank I-Guidance Program
The Standard Certificate for Guidance Co~~e}ors sha~. be. based
upon the completion of the curriculum for pro:rSiOOW ~~rtifICoo.on fOT
guidanoe counselors and ,the completion of thirty additional semester
hours of a planlled program for guidance counselors.
The Strundard Certificate for Guidance Counselors shall be a 00[1tinuing ceI1l:ificate.
Application to this program must be made through the Gra~uate
Sohool. This application will be ·referred to rbhe Departm~nt of Coun:sel?!I
EducaJtion Admissions Committee for its recommendations ..All cnterla
fOil" acceptance. to this program must be. met and all. r~q~ments as
stip~ated by the State Board of Education must be satisfied.
A.

Professional Educational Comses.
.
A progl1am consisting of minimum of £ifiteen hou~ssha:ll be
planned by ,the student's advisor from ~e foJ.1oWlng COU!Ises
(In some cases, otheil" professional educahon courses may be
'Substituted):
503-The Elementary Curriculum
404-Adult Education

658-Beminar in Guidance and Counseling
66O--0rga.I@ation and Administration of Guidanoe Services
662-Advanced Counseling Pmoticum
B.

Subject matter minor requirements related subject ma1:lt!e!I fieM
(nine to fifteen hours)

DOCTORAL PROGRAMS
Cooperative-Doctoral with the University of Louisville
The program is limited to the Ph.D. with emphasis {)iJ1 Aquatic
Biology. Admiss,j'OD requirements aTe described under admisstio[1 procedures (pages 11-12); also see statement (pp. 31-32).
The minimum time requiTed for the Ph.D. degree is equhJlaleIlll: to
three years of full ...time gnaduate study, of which a.t leasJt two years
must be spent at the graduate level on the coopemtive campus (Wesltern
Kentucky University campU'S ,and/Dr the UniverSity of Louisville campus). n is also requrned that a minimum of one yea!I of full-time residence
be spent Qin the cooperative campus.
The srtudent~s GmduafJe Committee will consist of at least five
members wirth at 'leaSit two members being from the University of Louisville Biology DepartmeIlll: and all: least two membe!l's being from the
Western Kentucky UniV'ersity BiolQigy Department.

500-Research Methods

Other requiiIements of if1he program inolude:

501-Educational Statistics

1. Comprehensive Exammation. Upon entering the program, the
sJtudent must .fake an exaanination over materials from the broad
field 'Of biology.

554-Grooup Guidance
578-Baslic Education for Adults
650-Utilization of Commumty Resouroes in Gulidance
652-Researoh in Guidance ,and Counseling
654-Mental and Aptitude Testing
655-Semina!I lin Guidanoe Servioes in the Elemelltary School
656-Semina:r in V'Ocational Guida:nce ·and Occupa1Jional Adjustment
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2. Study program. The student and his Glladuate Committee will
develop a program to fit the needs of the individual student.
The program will consist of a major field and such minor fields
as 'a!Ie deemed necessary.
3. Foreign Language. A student must demonstrate a reading knowledge in at loost one modern foreign language before he. can be
admitted to candidacy for the degree.
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4. Mathematics RequiTemem. The student must have satisfac1lOrily
complerted course work in ca1culus prior to application, or plan
to meet !the requirements early in the course of study.

admi~ed .to .the joint progmm. Vari'ations als to period of residence at
eaoh Institution may be approved by the studernt's committee in order
that he may be better prepared r(1o pass qualifying .examinations.

5. Prelimi:oory Examination. A pl1elimin!ary examination, oral

Students desiring ftliI"ther infoImation !Qn this program should contact the Dean of 'the Graduate College, Wesrtern Kentucky University.

O!!'

wrilften or both, must be successfully completed ,after the student
has satisfaJOtorily completed the major portion of the prescribed
course work but befol"e being admitted to candidacy.
6. DissmtatiOlIl. A russ'ertJaitiOlIl is required of all candidates for the
Ph.D. degTee.

7. Final Oral Examination. This examination is to he a defense
of tlJ:e dissertation and a demonstration of the candidaJIJe's masrt:ery of his field.
Joint-Doctoral with the University of Kentucky
An oU!ts'l:!arndi!Ilg graduate student at Westem Kentucky University
who is nearing the completion of the Master~s Degree in Educaition (or
who has completed a Master's Degree) may petition to eutm the joint
program leading to the Ed.D or Ph.D. in Eduoaition from the University
of :r<:entucky.
To be eligible for ,admission to tffis program, in addilt~on to having
met the ,entranoe requirements at Western, It'he student must' meet the
eIlJiJranoe mquirements of 'the Graduate School ·of rt:he University of
KeDltuoky m:l1d !the usual standaI'ds, for admission to the dootoral progrnm
esIJaJblished by its College of Eduoation.
A prospective candidate must file application :in duplicate with ·one
of the rinstitutions. The insttiroution receiving the initial applications will
r.etailn one oopy for members of its special admissions committee and
send ,tJhe second copy to the Graduate Offioe !Qf the other mstitution.
The 'applicam~s qualification1s wHl be evaluated by a joint screening
c~mittee repres:enting hoth insrti'tutioIl'S.
For each student admitted to the progl'am a special advisory committee, known as the Special Doctoral Committee, will be appointed.
This commitlJee will 'represent both partJidpruting institutions.

,

,

.J

Normally the student will continue in residence at Westem Kentucky University for !Qne sch!Qol year (maximum 30 credlits) aftIC!!' being

I
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